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A KlRW aF UNCLASSIE'TED AXCAL-FLLW-C-R 
By Howaxd 2. Henig  and Arthur G. HEtnsen 
SUMMARY 
A s u r ~ e y  of unclassifled &al-flaw-compressor Uteratm l s  presented i n  the , 
form of brief reviewe of the methoas, results, and conclusions of selected  reports. 
The reports  are  organized  into several main categories with subdivisions, and f re -  
quent references are made withln the individual reviews to   per t inent  material else- 
where i n  the survey. 
This report,  presenting a broad m e y  of the  acquired  information and the re- 
search progress into v8Iclous aspects of the aerdynamics of Eudal-flow compressors, 
takes the form of brief m e w s  of the methods, results, and conclusions af elected 
reports on collrpre~s~r investigations. 5 comments and evaluations i n  the revim 
reflect  statements by the suthors of the reports being considered, unless specified 
otherwise. 
The reports have been selected to obtain a comprehensive picture. (sbvlously, 
not a l l  the related reports could be reviewed. Therefore, mission of a report does 
not ~ c e ~ s a r r i l y  r e f l e c t  on I t a  worth. Also, only the unclassified reports ~ t r e  re- 
viewed, because much of the fundamental work i n  the major compressor problems i s  
unclassified. 
The entjke s u r ~ e y  comprises two main sections, the first rev leang  the l i tera-.  
ture under the gene- heading of FLCN AND DESIGN !CEEK)FCWS, and the second  including 
mainly the experimental  investigations  into compressor performance and characteris- 
t i c s .  Reports on end losses, secondary flows, works of gene- h i s to r i ca l  i n t e re s t ,  
and an a lphabet ica l  author index BIC~ ala0 included. &my i U V e S t i g a t i O U S  involve 
mdy-tical as w e l l  as experimental studies, so that the placing of a review within 
a theoret ical  or experinrental heading is arbitrary. Assigning a report to a szb- 
division under a &n heading i s  also arbitrary,  because many rep01-L~ touch upon 
several aspects of compressor research. The reports are placed on the basis of what 
was considered the main topic discussed i n  each report. Insofar as possible, ref- 
erences are made i n  We revieus i n  each subdivision to   per t inent   s tudies  reviewed i n  
other sections. 
A. CASCADES, BLADE ROWS, m, AND FXX'ORS 
1. Ruden, P.: Investigation of Single-Gtgge hxld Fan-s. MCA fIM 1062, 1944. 
BE sxieynanetry assumption of an in f in i t e  number of thin blades gives the correct 
circurnferentially averaged values of the fluid properties, provlded the  deviations of 
these   p ropr t ies  from the average Eare small. 
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The assumption that all radial components vanish could not be maintained i n  
estimating the behavior of an axial-flow fan over i t s  entire operating range. There- 
fore, f o m a s   f o r   c a l c u l a t i n g   s t a t i o n a r y  and rotating cascades me d.erived.assuming 
small nonzero -radial veloci t ies .  Mter individual airfoil-section calculations are 
made, a through-flow-distribution calculation i s  made which correlates operating con- 
ditio- of the individual caecade sections. The Betz method (interference of *I&- 
boring prof i les  accounted f o r   i n  a two-dimensional potential-flow mlution about a 
central  airfoil using the Betz chart) is extended by the use of a thickness met- . 
tion, and diagrams are used to  s iqp l i fy  the calculations.  l b e  through-flow calcul.a- 
t i on  procedure lead8 to a differential   equation which i S  reduced to a difference 
equation and solved by an i t e r a t ion  process. 
2. Ferrari ,  Carlo: Un methodo rapid0 approssimato d l  calcolo delle cara t te r i s t iche  
aerodinamiche delle schiere di p ro f i l i  alwxi. A t t i  de l l s  Accad. delle Sci. di 
Torino, t. 81, no. 1, 1947, pp. 264-283. ( A  Rapid Approximate Method of Can- 
puting Aerodyaarnic character is t ics  of ~ascades  o r  ~ i r p o i l s . )  
An approximate method of calculating the potent ia l  f l o w  at small incidence an- 
gles  past a cascade of t h in  low-cambered a i r f o i l s  i s  based on a theory of s l igh t ly  
nonunifom f l o w  past isolated adzeoils. 
3. Ferrar i ,  Carlo: Sulla determinazione del. profilo 'ottimo' per Le pale dei com- 
pressori assiali. Rend. dell'Accad..  Nazionale dei Lincei, t. 2, May 1947, 
pp. 576-586. (On the Determination of the 'Best' Prof i le  of Blades f o r  Axial  
Compressors. 1 
A transformation mew is developed i o  determine the aer~dynamic c-teris- 
t i c s  of t h in  low-cambered a i r fo i l s   in   A ' ic t ion less  f l o w  and i s  restricted to canprea- 
sors with S E X L  preasure r i s e s .  The criteria for the 'best profile a r e .  based on 
requirements of uniform pressure dist r ibut ion and flow-separation avoidance. 
4. Gold&ein, S. : Approximate  Two-Dimensional Airfoi l  Theory. Pt . I - Velocity 
Mstributions for Symmetrical Aerofoils. C.P. No. 68, Bri t ish A.R.C. - Pt.  I1 - 
Velocity Distributions for Cambered Aerofoils. C.P. No. 69, British A.R.C. - 
Goldstein, S., and Rtchards, E. 3.: Pt. III - Approximate Designs of Symw?tri- 
C R l  Airfoils for Specified Pressure Mstributims. C.P. No. 70, B r i t i s h  A.R.C. - Pt. IV - Design of Centre Urns. C.P. No. 71, British A.R.C. - Pt. V - 
The Position6 of M a x i m u m  Velocity and W o r e t i c a l k  Ranges .  C.P. no. 72, 
'Britiah A.R.C. - Goldstein, S., and Preston, J. F. : Pt . V I  - Aerofoils with 
Einged Flaps. C.P. No. 73, Bri t i sh  A.R.C. 
This ser ies  of reports presents a good developnent of both d i rec t  and inverse 
two-dimensional a i r f o i l  theories. 
5. Xchter ,  W. : Elndimensiotmle stationSire Gleichdruckstr6murg i n  bewegten Systemen. 
1%. -Archiv, Bd. XVI, H e f t  5/6, 1948, pp. 422-445. (One-Mmensional €Xatioaary 
Flaw a t  Constant Preseure i n  Moving Sygtems .) 
One-dimensional compressible flar ia im@$igated along a curve i n  a plane, a 
cylindrical surface, and a surface &.revolution, with body force and constant static 
pressure. The plane can move with constant velocity i n  I t s  o m  plane or  can mt.4~ 
about an a x i s  p?erpendicularr t o  t h e  plane. !&e cylindrical  surface can have motions 
pazallel with i t s  generator, and the surface of revolution can l~love along ur rotate . 
around i ts  axis.  Al the problems are shown t o  reduce t o  finear motion i n  a plane;  
thus, the fluid paths (corresponding t o  '%lade shape" i n  a compressor) can be calcu- 











6. Richter, K. : her eine Formel f& Gleichdruckgebl%e. Ing. -Archiv, Bd. m I ,  
Heft 1/2, 1949 pp. 88-93. (On a Formula f o r  Axial Flow Canpressors with Uni- 
form Fressure. 3 
A one-dimensional amQ-sis i s  presented of the flow through a CODI~ESSO~ stage 
having constant static pressure through the rotor .  'phe pressure i s  d n t a i n e d  con- 
stant  by providing suitable decrease of the free cross-sectional mea through the 
ro tor .  A re la t ion  i s  derived between the blade tangent- ana cross-sectional area 
that relates blade curvature and curv&tme of the hub or outer casing and results i n  
information on possible combinations of hub or outer-casing configurations for given 
tangential  turning. 
The one-dimensional theory neglects the influence of centrifugal  forces on the 
flow due t o  curvature of the hub or casing, and also the e f fec t s  of the tangential  
velocity components on radial dist r ibut ion of velocity and static pressure. 
This work follars survey 243. 
7. Vazsonyl , Andrew: Oa the Aerodymmic Design of Axial-Flar Compressors and Tur- 
bines. JOW. Appl.  bkch., vel. 15, UO. 1, Mar. 1948, pp. 53-64. 
A method f o r  the theoret ical  flow of a perfect incompressible fluid through a 
cascade of arbitrary blades is  presented. The lift coefficient can be determined as 
a function of angle of attack i n  10 hours by a graphical procedure. By an extiension 
of this method, the pressure and Velocity distributions of a cascade of a j r fo i l s  can 
be found f o r  an en t i r e  range of solLdities  and staggers i n  approximately 60 man-hours. 
8. Ideyer, Rudolph: A General Method f o r  the Computation of the Compressible Flow i n  
Turbo Machines of Fle6cribed Bounaaries and BLades. ma... Ree. Proj. 24748, 
Dept. Aero., U.S. Naval Postgraduate school (AnnapolLs), Feb. 1949. 
A general method i s  developed for computing the isentropic  steady compressible 
flow with subsonic relative velocities through stat ionary and rotat ing blade rows. 
hieymmetric f l o w  and th in  blades are assumed, and the f l o w  boundazlee are coaxial 
surfaces of revolution. A graphical solution d t h  use of successive approximations 
i s presented. 
The mthod, wbich i s  directed specif ical ly  toward solution of flows with large 
radial-velocity components, as i n  centrifue;al compressors, is intended t o  analyze 
the flows within the passages, not just at the i&t and e t  sections. U s i n g  "tech- 
n i c s l l y  feasible"   contours   to   f ind the flows (by use of meridional streamline curva- 
t u r e s )  and i nd ica t ing   poss ib l e   impmmuts  of the blade shapes and contours are two 
of the objectives. 
9. Mouroe, Gerald Wrgan: A Study of Cwrpressible Perfect Fluid Motion in Turbo- 
machines with In f in i t e ly  Many Blades. Fh.D. Thesis, C.I.T., 1951. 
Three-dimensional nonviscous but ccqpressible flow past an infinite number of 
blades of a rb i t ra ry  shape i s  studied. kge axid- and radial-velocity components 
are adnrLtted to be possible. The infinitely many blades are repesented  by a "pseudo- 
conservative" force field,  w h i c h  is eqccessed as the product of two functions. One 
function expresses the rate at which energy i s  imparted t o   t h e  flufd; the  other is 
a potential   function for the family of equations for the blade surfaces. 
The ideal ized flow problem i s  formulated i n  terms  of a stream function  for  veloc- 
i t ies i n  the meridioaal plane, and a nonlinear differential equation results. The 
nonlinear  action of rotational forces and  compressibility  effects i s  considered as a 
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force displacing the stream surfaces. from their pos i t i on   i n   i r ro t a t iona l  incompressi- 
ble flows. The character of the differential equations i s  detellained by the rela- 
t ive   ve loc i t ies  when the blades are present, and the meridional veloci t ies  when 
blades are not present. The solutiop I s  accomplished by use of relaxation procedures 
and an i t e r a t ion  process. 
A t  transonic speede a "cuahioning effect" i s  f m d ,  where deflection of the 
streamlines i s  less than at either subsonic m supersollic speeds. IIZcLs may explain 
i n  part the hi& eff ic iencies  abtained for C O m p r e S S ~ S  with supersonlc  relative  t ip 
velocl t ies .  . .. .. . . . - . . . - 
10. Reissner, Hans: Blade Sy~tems  of Circular Arrangement in Steady, Caupressible 
Flow. Studies and Essays. R. Courant  Anniversary Vol., Interscience Pub., Inc., 
1948, p ~ .  307-327. 
A solution i s  presented t o  the complete inverse (blade-design) problem, in which 
no blade shapes or  w a l l  geometry are specified i n  advance. !the method provides a 
first step  in  extending the solution frm the i n f i n i t e   t o  the finite number of blades 
by use of a power series .in the circumferential direction. 'Be compression ra t io ,  
the form of the airfoils, and the flar aroma. the .bLaaes. can be determined i f  a pre- 
scribed variat ion of s ta t ic   pressure over every blade section and of the axial- 
velocity components d o n g  the -ne &s i s  a v e n .  
- .. - . -. 
iwe infinite number of blades (axisynnnetric) Bolution i s  obtained first by quad- 
ratures for potent ia l  and nonp ten t i a l  motion by use of "8 continuity and energy 
equations. In the solution fay finite n u m k  of bla.d~=a fixed spacing, it is 
first assumed that the streamline surface halfway between the blades i s  the sane aii 
i n  the axisyunuetrlc case. Corrective terms fo r  the nonsymmtric flni wLthin the space 
between two adjacent bLELde6 are expanded i n  a ' p Q w r 3 - ~ e s  in $, the an- dis- 
tance from the s t r e d n e  sltrfaces. Recurrence form&+ for the corrective tern 
are derived. Tbese corrective terms are ad$ed to tk uniform flow obtained i n  the 
so lu t ion   fo r   i n f in i t e  number af blades. T k  solution is  simple if. only those t e k  
are kept which are linear in $, thus corresponding t o  Unear pressure variation 




- "  
In the inverse problem for nonviscous f l o w s ,  where the blade ahape is t o  be 
deterolined, it is necessary to prescribe the components of t t ~  force field or energy 
dis t r ibu t ion  so that the force f ie ld  will be perpendicular to the family of pssltde 
blade Burface6. TBis candition, as was pointed out much eazUer by F!auersfeld, i e  
necessary t o  ensure exLstence of the f&ly of M a c e s  (cf. survey 98). However, 
this conaition i s  not   sat isf ied in the present p a p e r .  
ll. Reissner, H. J., and Meyerhoff, L.: A n a l y s i s  of an Axial Compressor Stage with 
Infinitesimal and Finite Blade  Spacing. TN 2493, 1951. 
The analysis for axisymmtric  infinite number of blades is extended t o  a solu- 
t i on   fo r  finite number of blades with f-d spacipg, which reintroduces the deriva- 
t i ves  with respect t o  the circumferential angle coprdl&e ... !the ieentropic e- 
symmetric solution i s  taken a B  a first apprdmation. The effect of the blade system 
i a rephced  by a force field uniform I n  the circumferential directlon, ae i s  stand- 
ard practice in this solution. The force fiev i n  turn. i s  replaced for  the finite- 
spacing case by inertia and pressure terms, which a r ~  carrection tern f o r  the flow 
variables I n  the tudsymmetric solution. 
I n  order t o  determine these correction terms, a F r i e s .  developnment is wed for 
the velocity components and pressure functions in t e w . o f  powers of the spacing 
parameter $. One set of streamlines i s  assumed unchanged,. that is, "frozen," and 
a l l  the other stre-nes must shift as the uniform force f i e l a   i a  removed. The 
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changes i n  the f l o w  varriables, made by the correction terms, are assumed smal enough 
that the parers higher than the first and products of these terms, along with their 
derivatives, may be neglected. Dqmtions of first, second, and higher order are ob- 
ta ined  for   veloci ty  and pressure  variations, and solutions are effected by maus of 
an i teration process.  - 
12. Reissuer, H. J., Meyerhofp, L., and BlocRn, Martin: Two-Mmensional, Steady Non- 
vlscous and Viscous C c q r e s s i b l e  Flaw Through a S y s t e m  of EquLdistant Blades. 
NACA TIT 2718, 3952. 
As i n  survey ll, the flow through a cascade of blades with fixed spacing i s  
found. Here, however, the flow i s  merely assumed nouviscous instead of isentropic  
as i n   t h e  previous report. The f l o w  for the i n f i n i t e  number of close blades, i n  
which the blade act ion i s  expressed by a continuous force field, m u s t  be found.. Ben ,  
the force field between the blades muet b= replaced by i n e r t i a  and pressure terms that 
h ~ d  prevlousb  been omitted. A numerical example is  given for 90' turning. 
In   an  appendix, the visaus-flow case for  blades  with finite but narrow spacing 
is presented. This method is EL generalization of the procedure for both nowlscous 
and isentropic flow. However, the boundary condition of closure of the blade sur- 
faces at the leading and trailing edges i s  not sat isf ied.  
13. Wu, Chung-Hua, and Brown, Curtis A.:  A Theory of IKrect and Inverse Problems of 
Compressible F k  Past Casce,des of Arbitrary Airfoils. ;Tour. Aero.  Ed., 1-01. 
19, no. 3, Mar. 1952, pp. 183-196. 
A unified approach t o  both the direct and inverse problems of compressible two- 
dimensional flow past a cascade of arbitrary a h f o i l s  is presented. The method i s  
based on the correspondence i n  6hapes between the blaae mean line and the mean 
streemline i n  the channel and a l so  on the observed  close  relation between v d a t i o n s  
i n  channel width and specif ic  mass f l o w  along the mean streamline. 
The inlet and exit angles, blade thickness  distribution, and e i the r  a desired 
blade mean l i n e  or the mean streamline shape are assumed known. !I!& f l o w along the 
mean streemline i s  determined from these, and the solution iS extended i n  the pitca 
d i rec t ion  by a -lor series expansion obtained from the equations of continuity and 
motion. 
I n  the inverse problem, the blade boundaries are det-ned by considering the 
mass flow at the inlet and interpret ing the starting mean streamline as dividing the  
mass flow variously i n t o  two different portions. A nuniber of profi les  i s  thus ob- 
tained, and the prof i le  with the best veloc i ty   d i s t r ibu t ion  i s  chosen. 
I n  the direct problem, a prdck agproxLmate solut ion  fol laRng a similar -- 
sion process is presented first. Successive corrections are applied for the shape 
of the flow path along the mean streamline  unti l  the desired veloci ty   dis t r ibut ion 
i s  obtained. The process i s  described as quick and l i k e l y   t o  be progressively 
speeded up aa more families of a i r f o i l s  are designed that provide additional back- 
p u n d  information. llhe method i s  recommended a s  e. good first approximation for 
more accurate solutions by other longer methods. Ekamples calculated for turbine 
blades give favorable c o ? ~ ~ s o n s  with -rimental data. 
14. Wu, Chung-Hua, and Brown, Curtis A. : lkthod of Analysis f o r  Compressible Flow 
Pa& Arbitrary Turbomachine Blades on General Surfaces of Revolution. NACA 
M 2407, 1951. 
TW.8 one-dimensional -is obtalns 8 solution for the nonviscous caarpressible 
flow past turbomachine blades on a general surface of revolution. %be analysis can 
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be used to   obtain the shape of a mean streamline and the specific maas flow along it 
a s  a first step i n  a more complicated three-dimensional deeign procedure (see survey 
103) . 
!Ex solution begins with a stream surface of revolution known from an earlier 
analysis or an assumed Bhape. The equations of continuity and motion are combined 
in to  a nonlinear second-order d i f fe ren t ia l   equa t ion   in  terms of a stream function 
defined for the flow. The d i f fe ren t ia l  eqwt ion  i s  solved by difference methods. 
The use of fourth-degree Lagrangian p o m m i n a l a  and differentiation  coefficients 
(survey 22)  i s  recommended. TIE particular numerical procedures developed m e  used 
'because the changes in the f luid Pwgertiep psssing through the turbomachine blades 
are, in general, large, and the  shapes of the blades and Surfaces sxe arbi t rary.  
%e methods of survey 22, w h i c h  provide coefffclents fo r  differencing procedures f o r  
unequally i3p~bCea points, are  used because of the curved bounhries. The large nug- 
ber of points needed make advisable the adoption of the higher-degree polynaminal 
representation for large-scale digital-machine solution, i f  available. The methods 
of-eolution  suggested and compared include  solutions  by a matrix method w F t h  large- 
scale dlgLtal-machine computation and a relaxation method f o r  h8rd-operated desk- 
machine computations. 
For numerical e q l e s ,  the detailed flow vari&ione in a Mghly -red thick 
turbine blade configuration &re obtained, with the following results : (1) The mean 
streamline shape approadmates that of the clean channel line  but  has lower curvature. L 
(2) Vsriation of the   ra t io  of specific mass flaw along the mean stresmllne t o   t h e  
inlet value fol low roughly the variat ion of pitch t o  channel-width r a t io .  For the 
cases  calculated, the blade curvature and thickness  increaaed  the  specific mass flow -.  . 
along the  mean s t r ewl ine  an ayerage of 4 percent more than the area reduction due 
t o  blade-thickness effects. The influence of blade thickness extended a short  dia- 
tame upstream and do~nstream of the channel. (3) Variations i n  fluid PropertieE 
across the channel can be represented  feirly  accurately  by second-degree functions. 
(4) The velocity  distributions  obtained around the blade coolpare well with eKperi- 
menta data. (5) Use af the method e n a b l e d  evaluation af a carrection factor for 
blade thickness (see survey 34). 
15. Wu, Chung-Hua, and Brown, Curtis A. : A Method OT Deeigning Turbomachine Blades 
-
" 
with a Desirable Thickness  Distribution for Compressible Flow Along an  Arbitrary 
Stream Filament of Revolution. ?WA 'I!N 2455, 1951. 
A rapid  solution i s  given of the blade-profile design problem for   a te+ tm- 
dimeneional compressib&e n m I s c o u s  subsoulc potential flow, given the inlet and 
exLt angles and cer ta in  geometric l imitations,  such as blade thickness. 'phe report 
follows Ektz, A . ,  and Fltigge-Lotz, I.: Design of Centrifugal Iupller Blades, 
NACA IIM 902, 1939, and extends the solution of survey 14 t o  more general flow sur- 
faces, taking into account the normal distances between the stream surfaces of revo- 
lu t ion  used. 
As in m e y  14, the velocity colmponents and density me computed along an aa- 
sumed mean streamline.. !The power-series expansion i n  the circumferential direction 
is made. Derivatives i n  the series are determined f r o m  the fluid state along the 
mean streamline from the continuity equation, the equations of mrtion, and the 
density-velocity relation for isentropic flow. Assuming different  mean streamlines 
le& t o  different  bLaae shapes. The rapid solutions were d e d  out by hand- 
operated desk computing machines in 16 hours. The speed of the method enables a 
choice of blade designs based, fo r  example, on the most desirable velocity cllstri- 
butions on the blades -6btained. 
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The more general nature of the flow surfaces permitted by  th i s  method enables 
use of the method f o r  radial- and mixed-flow turbomachines, as w e l l  88 f o r  axial- 
flow cases. Some of the  e f fec ts  of three-dimensional flow can be accounted f o r   i n  
the design, becauae the variation in normal distance between the  stream filaments 
of revalution is included  in  the method. 
16. Wu, Chung-Hua, and Costilar, Eleanor L. : A Method of Solving the Direct and 
Inverse Problem of Supersonic Flow Along Arbitrary Stream  Filaments of Revolu- 
t i o n  i n  Wbomachfnes. NACA TN 2492, 1951. 
This method was developed t o  find, for supersonic relative velocit ies,  (1) the 
shape of the mean stream surface dividing the mess flow between two blades into equal 
parts circumferentially, and (2) the correction factor b for blade thickness. 
These are used i n  conjunction with more eleborate  f lov  theories  for turbomachines 
(see survey 34). This method enables both the determination of the supersonic flow 
along stream surfaces of revolution f o r  arbitrary blade shapes (the direct problem) 
and the design of such blades for prescribed velocity distribution or turning (the 
inverse problem). 
The steady nonviscous supersonic flow along a stream filament of revolution of 
varying thickness is described by combining the continuity equation and the equation 
of  motion in  the circumferent ia l  direct ion in  terms of a stream function. The deriv- 
atives are evaluated, and the flow equations are expressed in difference form along 
t he  two families of chaxacteristic curves. 
For the. direct problem, the blade-to-blade flon variations for a given arbitraxy 
supersonic stream fiLament of  revolution are analyzed by successive calculations be- 
tveen the present   dculatFon method and the  through-flow solutions (see survey 34) 
unti l  the  solut ions converge. . The stream filament of revolution configuration is  ob- 
ta ined from the through-flov solution. The shape of t he  meaa stream surface and a 
blade M c k n e s s  factor  required fo r   t he  through-flow calculations are provided t o  
account for  blade  thickness and curvatiu-e effects .  
Several  i l lustrat ive examples are calculated. For the supersonic flows i n  
nearly typical compressor configurations - t ha t  is, high so l id i ty  and thin blades - 
the  mean stresmline had lower curva ture  than the  mean channel l i n e  (a8 i n   t h e  sub- 
sonic case) but conformed closely to  it. For thicker loner-solidity blades, the 
deviation of the  mean streamline f r o m  the  mean channel l i n e  w a s  greater. . The spe- 
c i f i c  flow along the  mean streamline  increased on the  average  9  percent more 
than  anticipated from a one-dimensional analysis based on area reduction due to   blade 
thickness for both thin and thick blades. This increase is more than twice the value 
obtained for the subsonic w e  (survey 14). In an analysis of symmetrical nozzles 
with no turning, the  specFFlc m a s s  flow along the mean streamline for supersonic flm 
increased 8 percent over that anticipated from the  one-dimensional analysis. 
17. h, Chung-Hua, Brawn, Curtis A., and Man, Vaeily D. : An Approximate Method of 
Determining the  Subsonic Flow in  an Arbitrary Streem Filament of  Revolution Cut 
by Arbitrary Turbomachine B l a d e s .  HAC.& !I% 2702, 1952. 
As a first s t ep   i n   t he  more general three-dimensional compressor design theory 
(survey 103), a quick approximate solution far €he subso&c nonviscous flow past 
a rb i t ra ry  turbomachine blades on arb i t ra ry  surfaces of revolution is presented. It 
is an extension of  the  two-dimensional solution of survey 15 to   a rb i t r a sy  surfaces 
of  revalution. The f irst  par t  of the calculat ion proceeds exactly as i n  survey 15; 
that is, the fluid properties in the circumferential  direction are obtained by E Tay- 
lo r  series expansion. A t  this point, uith the blade shapes given, the mass flms be- 
tween the two blade surfaces and the chosen streamline can be computed. The relative 
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percentages of maas flow on ei ther   s ide of the streamline are compmed w i t h  known 
inlet conditions at various positions along the  streamline, and the  assumed shape of 
the streamline asd the specific mass flow d o n g  it are adjusted. Tbia process was 
completed i n  &out L6 hours in several  numerid examplea, and the  results compare& 
favorably with other numerical and experimental  results. 
18. Krajewski, Bohdan: Analiza przeptym w kanatach sprezarek osiarych wielostop- 
niowych. Tech. Lotnicza, vol .  7, no. 2, Mar./Apr. 1952, pp. 44-47. (Anslysis 
ofF low in Ducts of W t i s t a g e  Axial compressors. ) 
&ht a method is descrlbed and applied to  calculations of shapes and dimen- fn 
sions of ducts  in  multistage axial-flow cbnrpreasm;. - - - - -  " i! 
19. Spannhake, W. : Vortex Theory of Flow Through- Turbomachlnes. Pt.  I - Inf in i te  
Runiber of B l a d e s .  Final Rep., Office Naval R e s . ,  Washington- (D.C.). (Contract 
Nom 322(00), Proj. No. 6008 and Illlllpis Inst.. Tech.) 
The axisylrnnetric theory of f l o w  through compressors with an i n f in i t e  w e r  of 
thin  close  blades is given using the  bound vortex conceptand is extended t o  include 
compressible flows. Both analytical and graphical methods of solution are indicated, 
and i l l u s t r a t ive  exemplea are discussed. 
20. Betz, A.: Ehergieumetnmg  elastischer G a s e  in  Schaufelglttern.  Forsch. Geb. 
- 
1ng.-Wes., Bd. 18, Br. 3, 1952, pp. 61-71. (Energy Conversion of Comgressible 
Gases i n  Cascades.) 
A simple graphical method is presented for calculating the changes in   f l u id  
.& 
properties f o r  compressible flow twough straight & circuiar cascades. Curves for  
use in  the solnfxione are presented for caaes-of r-= 1.4 and y = 1.3. From thetie 
curves ,  l imiting flow conditions axe readily apparent. The method includes, apprwx- 
imately, the e f fec ts  of nonparallel wal ls ,  b l e  thickness ed-.motion, f luid LOsse8, 
and internal temperature rise due to v i s c w  action. 
. .  . .. 
." - 
. .  
. -  
21. Schww, P.: Quelques  Remarques sur Le Calcul Aero-Thermodynamique de L'Aubage I 
des Turbomachines Axiales. Bull. Tech. de l a  Suisse Romande, t. 78, no. 19, 
Sept. 20, 1952, pp. 245-251. (Some Remarks on the Aerothennodynamic C a l c u l a -  
t ion  of -des i n  Axial Turbomachines. ) 
In  the  later  stages  of a compressor the  actual veloci ty   prof i les   are   l ikely  to  
be quite M e r e n t  from the assumed velocity profiles, thus resulting in excessive 
losses. More complete information is required about the  f lu id  coming from a stator 
or 8 rotor  for accurate blade-shape design f o r  mch~conditions.  .A calculation method 
far axisymmetric flow based on therrnodynsmic relat ions is provided t o  account for 
radial distributions o f  energy and efficiency and for the radial displacement of the 
streamlines. . - . . . . . 
The solution is obtained by an i t e ra t ion  process which is lsborious but amenable 
t o  cons idersb le   s iq l l f lca t ion  if the first trial shows the  radial Maplacement t o  be 
S m a l l .  
.. . 
According t o   t h e  author, the palybroplc efficiency of turbines i s  lower than for 
compressors because the  typical  turbine dea€gn neglects radial dieplacement. 
22. Wu, Chung-&a: form la^ and T a b l e s  of Coefflcients for Numerical Differentiation 1 
with Functlon Values Given a t  Unequally Spaced Points and Application t o  Solu- 
t ion of Pa r t i a l  Differential Equatione. liACA ..TN Znl, 1950. - .  - 
. ... 
1 
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Analyses of the  flows through typical  turbomachine configurations often lead 
to relations expressed in partial  differential  equations.  These equations may then 
be expressed in   difference form, and the computations proceed numerically, for exam- 
ple, by relaxation methods. The presence of  the  curved boundaries i n   t h e  turbo- 
machine configurations makes it important to f ind  the  der ivat ives  of the functions 
near the boundaries i n  terms of the values of the functions at unequally spaced in- 
t e r v a l s .  In the present report, such general differentiation formulas are obtained 
f o r  the successive d e r i v a t i v e s  of a function i n  terms of the values of the function 
a t  unequally spaced intervals.  Lagrange's interpolation fonnula, with error terms, 
is used for the function at n points to obtain expressions for the successive 
derivatives. In typ ica l  p-oblems, the grid near a curved boundary me,y have 
unequally spaced Mints at only one end of the   in te rva l  used. For these cammonly 
occurring cases, tables of coefficients for the first four derivatives (for cases of 
n = 3, 4, 5) i n   t h e  forrrmlaa are given for intervals of 0.01, and for  d i f fe ren t  
r a t io s  of this end spacing to   the  others ,  varying from 0.1 to 1.29. 
The formulas and coefficients obtained can be used t o  give approldmate values 
of the  various derivatives at any point  within a range a f  given arguments &en the  
values of the function are a v e n  at a nuniber of points unequally spaced. 'RIUS, the 
formulas and coefficients are useful for the  numerical  integration of t he   pa r t i a l -  
differential equations where, fo r  example, t he   s t a r t i ng  value is given only on a 
curve unequally spaced from a regular grid l ine.  They w o u l d  also prove useful i n  
changing an in te rva l  s ize  during calculations. In  the  numerical solution of an 
e l l l p t i c   p a r t i a l - g f f e r e n t i a l  eqpation, these formulas and coeff ic ients  can be em- 
ployed to express the finite-difference terms f o r  very small intervals  more accu- 
r a t e ly  and conveniently at points ne= a curved boundaxy, and to allow for increas- 
ing grid s ize  away from the  boundary. In  this fashion, these coefficients help make 
the  solut ion of such  problem  practical on large-scale Ciigital computers. 
The formulas and coefficients are aj?pUedto the  campreseible flaw past isolated 
and cascade airfoils 88 an example. 
B. SINGLE-STAGE AND MLTISTAGE C O ~ s o R 8  
23. Traupel, W a l t e r  (C. W. W t h ,  t r a n s . ) :  Hew General Theory of Multistage Axial 
Flow Turbomachines . Havships 250-445-1, Iavy Dept . , Washington (D.C. ) . 
This report is an early exposition o f  the  axisymmetric-flow theory  in tur?m- 
machines. The f i r s t  five chapters present a complete workable axisynanetric design 
theory for axial-flou conpressors end turbines, and the last chapter considers more 
general problems. 
The nonviscous f l o w  theory is presented for infinite e e r  of blades with con- 
stant energy additLon rad ia l ly  and wtth cylindrical w a l l s .  Radial force and other 
momentum terms are neglected. The measuremente required for  the calculat ion of stage 
performance and character is t ics  and coefficients  for  steady flow i n  the main stream 
are also discussed. Flow near the walle is not considered. Numerical examples are  
given. The problem of calculating stage performance and character is t ics  on the basis 
of  cascade t e s t s  is studied. The discussion considers the errors involved i n  calcu- 
lating the  work output and efficiency of a stage on .the basis of cascade tests BB 
w e l l  as the errors  involved i n  the assumption of  nonviscous flow. Loss coefficients 
are developed and related  to   eff ic iency,  whtch is expressed as a function of the  
drag-lift ratio, clearance losses, and wall losses. The design calculations are ex- 
tended to multistage tuzhma&ines, and numerical examples are providd .  The three- 
dimensional effects, which mise as E result of Mal var i a t ion   i n  blade shape, 
from inclined blades, and from compressible flow, are considered. 
24. Pabst, 0. : Application of"the CaJsulation- Methods Ueed f o r  Bingle Stage Axial  
Blowers t o  Multi-Stage- Blowers. G..D.V. Rep. No. 4, R!CP/TIB Tram. No. GDC 
16/18", Brit ish "0.8. 




rence o f T a d i a l  velat i t ies ,  the relat ions between stage and multistage efficiency, 
and the decrease in total  efficiency 8s the pressure ratio increaaes axe discuseed. 
The optimum value is found when t h e   p r e s m e  rise is  the s m e  i n   ro to r  and s ta tor .  
25. Pabst ,  0.: TheoTefische Vorarbeiten fur. die Entwicklung von Achsialgeblasen mit 
hoher Druckziffer. GDV-BR-5, Focke-wulf Fhgzeugbau G.m.b.H., Aug. 1941. 
(Theoretical  Preliminary Work for the Develap?nent of Efgh Pressure Axial Com- ! 
pressors. Bxns. By Beech Aircraft  Corp., 1947.) 
Equations are derived  for  pressure cuefYYcknt6 with efficiency and rotor-flov- 
(D 
s t a b i l i t y  as criteria. The calculations indicate-&ch"nuniber effects on the obtain- - 
able pressure riaes. Axial-flow compressor design is affected by three main factore:  
(1) Pressure rises are limited by the f l o w  s t & i l i t y  mainly becauae of  the hub deeign 
conditions and the effects  of s ta tor  react ion.  . - (Z) Rotsr  aficiepcy .consideratiocs. .  . .. .. 
limit pressure  increases. (3) CmpressibLIJty  epfectg. =n&feet theg6elves through- -- - -  __  
t h e  choice required o f  pressure coefficient and f i o w  velocities. . 
. . . . .. - 
. . -. 
" 
- 
26. Eckert, Bmno, and Group: Minutes af Axial Flow Compressor Meeting of 26 June 
OR G e r m a n  +-ticlea. Code 44511, Navy Dept., E".  ship^, Washimon (D.C. 1, 
1946. . .  
- ". r, 
- 
Among the  items. covered axe characterfstic mmtbers for compressor performance, 
nomenclature, lossks, design bases, choice of stage press- coefficients, influence 
of blade shape 'and c-er, blade stagger and shape required for the velocity diagrams, 
use of cascade tests and single-st&ge tasts fo r  determining the preceding, stage 
matching, supersonic compressors, a d  correlations between the performance and deeign 
features of va r ious  Germsn axial-flow corqpressors. A . J of survey 23 and 
Weinig'a flow theory are present&. 
_.  
. .  
27. Wattendorf, Frd L. : Theory and Deeign of Axial FLOW Fane or Compressors. 
Tech.  Rep. No. 5E5, Army Air For-, Wright Field, Dayton (Ohio), Oct. 16, 
1944. (Notes taken by Hugh E. Gommel.) 
A good review o f  blade-element theory and design development f o r  perfect plow 
is presented, and axial-flow CompreS8Or problem and methods for increasing compres- 
sor performance are discussed  in  detail .  
BLade-element theory is compared f o r   n o m p r w b l e  and incompressible flows f o r  
low-solidity blade rows. Ussea and loss estimates .we Uiscussed. in terms of. such 
factors BB blade lossee and prof i le  drag, t i p  clearance, duct entrance losses, dif- 
fusion, and residual rotatian.  Stage presayre-rJs_e-*d-bc+ numb.er limitations are 
considered, and the foUowing means for increasing stage pressure rise are inveeti--  
gated: increasing the l i f t  coefficient by means ,  fo r  example, of  boundary-layer 
control, slots, flaps, and so -forth, and usinghigher speeds, higher i n l e t  Mach m- 
bers, and closer  spaced blades. " 
". 1 
,.. " 
The second portion of the report deals with higher-solidity cascades, Including 
higher values of chord t o  spacing than me possfble to study by elementary a i r f o i l  
analysis methods. The relations between pressure and mass-flow requirements of a .L 
Bystem axe discussed i n  terms of radial variatioms -of pressure and flow coefficients, 
power characteristics, blade-shape design, surge mints, compressibility effects, and 
choking l i m i t s .  
-. 








28. Wattendorf, Frank L.: ELL&-Speed Flow Through Cambered Rotating G r i d s .  Jour. 
Aero. Sci., vol. 15, no. 4, Apr. 1948, pp. 243-247. 
High-speed adiabatic compressible flow through 8 cascade of ro ta t ing  blades is  
analyzed i n  a one-dimensional approximation using average channel values. The over- 
all performance is  investigated for several  wes :  (1) subsonic flow everywhere, 
(2) supersonic flow i n  downstream stator, (3) supemonic flow i n   r o t o r  and s ta tor   bu t  
subsonic axid flow,. and (4) supersonic fhru throughout. 
The r e su l t s  of the analysis indicate that large compression r a t io s  are theoret- 
ically pbssible. By the  use of highly ccPribered blades, fhe stage pressure r a t i o  can 
be increased consider&lyJ but prob&ly at the expense of reduced  efficiencies. 
29. Wattendorf, Frank L.: Axial Compreseors - Simplified Design Comparisons with 
Regard t o  High Mass Flow. AF Tech. Rep. No. 6042, U.S. A i r  Force, Air Materiel 
Command, Wright-Fat$erson A i r  Force Base Dayton (Ohio) Sept. 1950. (See also 
Jour. Aero. Sci., vol. l8, no. 7,  July 1951, pp. 847-459.) 
The investigation arrives at design conditions permitting att-ent of high 
mess flows. Four design types are compared: (1) free-vortex distribution with posi- 
t i v e  and negative prerotation, (2)  r i g i d  body velocity  distribution  with  positfve 
premtation, (3) maximum constant-rotor  work wfth no prerotation specifications, and 
(4) nonconstaut work rad5eU.y. The inlet stage is t he  only stage considered, because 
it limits mass flow at design condition. The hub-tip radius r a t i o  and dal Mach 
m e r  effects  on the  mass flow and temperature rise, with assumed l imitat ions on the  
re la t ive  and absolute Mach rrunibers are discussed, aa well as the re la t ion  of the  stage 
pressure  ra t io  and temperature rise for  the  various  designs. 
The following r e su l t s  are obtained: (1) Free-vortex flar with positive prerota- 
tion design is  not suitable for high mass flow and stage pressure rartio; (2) free- 
vortex flow distribution  with nega.tive prerotation is su l teb le   for  high mass flows 
but  results in  low stage pres- r a t i o s j  (3) r i g i d  b o 4  velocity  distribution  with 
posit ive  prerotation yields higher pressure ratios than the Free-vortex design for 
the  mal mass-flaw range; and (4) t he  radially nonconstant work design is capable 
of providing high stage pressure  ratios up t o  extremely high mass-flow rates. 
30. Davis, 'Kunt: A New Method f o r   t h e  Aerodynamic Design of Multistage Axial-Flow 
Compressors. Jour. Aero. S c i .  , vol. 15, no. 1, Jan. 1948, pp. 41-88. 
A graphical method described  herein for the  determination of blade angles for  
an axial-flow compressor o f  free-vortex design u t f l i ze s   t he  same ro tor  and s t a to r  
forms for several  successive  stages by merely changing the spacing and the root 
stagger angle. The optimum inlet Mach nuniber for t he  first stages of an axial-flow 
compressor of free-vortex design is derived and is related t o   t h e  given  inlet  con- 
dit ions,  dimensions, and t i p  speeds. 
31. Howell, A. R.: Fluid Dynamfcs of Axial Compressors. W a r  =ergency Issue No. 12 
pub. by Ins t .  Me&. Eng. (London), 1945. (Reprinted i n  U.S. by A.S.M.E. , Jan. 
1947, pp. 441452.) 
A simple two-dimenaional-f+id dynamic theory for low-speed flows i n  compressor 
cascades is based on two-dimensional wind-tunnel tests. Correction factors are  ap- 
pl ied  for losses and for mean stage conditions iri compressors. The discussion in- 
cludes compression, efficiency, flow character is t ics ,  and blade-element performance. 
A compressor-perforce  analysis  and a numerical example of stage performance are 
given. The three-dimensional effects that occur in the  two-dimensional-cascade 
tunnel are sham. 
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32. Ehnons, Howard W., and Ball, Gearge A. : The Present Status of Axial Flow Com- 
pressor Design. W-3662 , Harvard Univ. , 1947. 
The actual  flow through an axial-compressor fs not obtainable A-om theoret ical  
solutions, although theories may predict   the flows fairly well at the design point. 
The theories   general ly   fa i l   to   predict   the  performance of a new design over the en- 
t i r e  performance range accurately. The report discusses the complexities of the 
flow through an axial-flow compressor and gives the results of certain investdigations 
and a chest of references. . .  . - . . . -. . . . 
Four main topics axe included in  the  f i r s t  s ec t ion .  The first, ideal-fluid 
effects, considers variaus aspects of comgressibJlity effects and radial flows and 
the i r  causes. The second,  boundaxy-layer effects, discusses briefly the various 
loss coefficients used in design, the l imited appllcablJlty of s ing le   a i r fo i l  and 
cascade tests, and the  need fo r  more detailed boundary-layer data from compressors 
themselves. The t h i r d  main subject i s  secondary flow, which is caused by blade t i p  
leakage, re la t ive  motion between blade t i p s  and casing, f l o w  turning, and r ad ia l  
flow in blade boundary leyers. The f o u r t h  real-flow complication discussed concerns 
blade-row Interaction effects,  in particular,  the timewise variation of the flow en- 
countered by a rotor  blade damstream of a e ta tor  mu. E'lov velocity var ies  i n  both 
magnitude and W e c t i o n  because of the stator-vake effects. 
33. Wu, Chung-ma, and Wolfenstein, Lincoln: ApPllcation of Radial-Equilibrium Con- 
a t i o n  t o  Axial-Flow Compressor and Turbine Deslgn. HACA Rep. 955, 1950. 
(Supersedes NACA TlV 1795.) 
In t h i s   f i r s t . o f  a series of repQrts dealing with increasingly inclusive and 
complex design procedures, the general eqpations for thee-dimensional flow In a x i d -  
flow turbomachines are derived i n  texma of the velocity, total enthalpy, and entropy 
from the equation of state, the  Navier-Btokes equations of motion for a rea l   f lu id ,  
the  energy equation, and the continuity equation. These equations are conibined in to  
a ser ies  of general f low equations which are reduced fo r  the steady-flow axleymmetrlc 
case by neglecting viscosity and by assumlng all par t ia l  d e r i v a t i v e s  of the  gas prop- 
erties, w i t h  respect to the  circumferential direction and time, t o  be zero. !%e 
common assumption a f s impl i f i ed  radial. equilibrium is not made in   th i s   repor t .  
The analysis indicates that six independent relations w e  available among eight 
independent variables. The designer thus h w  two degrees of freedom at h i s  dlspoaal; 
tha t  is, he can specify a desirable variation of two of the gas properties. Thie is 
done, generally, a t  s t a t i o n s  between the bl& rows. Several types of compressors 
t ha t  can be obtained  by  different w s y s  of using these degrees of freedom are 
discussed. 
The assumption of axisymmetric flow averages out circumferential vaxiations of 
the fluid properties; thus, by not assuming simplified radial equillbrium, the solu- 
tions obtained emphasize t h e  effects  of radial motion of the gases and the radial M s -  
t r ibut ion of the gas properties through the  turbomachine. Ho analytical  solutions 
are presented, but several numerical methode of solution m e  suggested. One method, 
in   par t icular ,  assume8 a sinusoidal radiel-flow path between s ta t ions.  
The resu l t s  of t h i s  analysis. indicate that the ram motion depends upon the  
blade aspect ratio, passage taper, hub-tip radius ratio, main . f l o w  velocity, and 
velocity diagram. The analysis gives useful informstion concerning the flow within 
t h e  blade rows themselves, rather than the flows outside t h e  blade rows. 
34. Wu, Chung-ma: General Through-Flow Theory of Fluid Flaw with Subsonic or Super- 
sonic Velocity i n  Turbomachines of Arbitrary Hub and Casing Shapes. NACA TN 
2302, 1951. 
8 -  w -  
.) 
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The general througb-flaw theory is an extension of survey 33. The =ne of in- 
vestigation can be traced from survey 23, concerning the  incompressible simglified- 
radial-equilibrium, axisymmetric-flow solution, to survey 33, concerning the  com- 
pressible nonsimpllfied-radial-ecpilibrium flow solution, t o  survey 10, which 
presents a blade design solution for compressible flow wlth  arbitrary hub and casing 
w a l l s  and finite spacing, to  the present  report .  - In  W i s  report  a unified theory, 
for  both  the  direct  and inverse problems, is developed for compressible subsonic or 
supersonic velocities with arbitrary hub and v a l l  shapes with approximate correction 
factors  for  blade-thickness effects. 
The through-flow theory considers the flow along 811 axbitrary surface. A prin- 
cipal equation for this flow is developed from the continuity equation and the  equa- 
t ion  of motion i n   t h e  radial m e c t i o n ,  and by use of a stream function. (Retaining 
the  blade  force  terms  in the equations of motion pa r t i a l ly  accounts f o r  the cirtrcum- 
reren t id  var ia t ions  of pressure.) TWO main groups of designa are considered: (1) 
f r ee  vortex, wheel, syn~netrical-velocity diagram types, and others, and (2) radial- 
blade-element. configuratfons such as high-speed centrlf'ugal and mixed-flow impellers, 
and others. Numerical methods are presented for solving the principal equation for 
both the e l l i p t i c  and hy-pefbolic cases, corresponding roughly t o  subsonic and super- 
sonic flows, respectively. 
An approximate blade-thickness factor can be included i n  the defini t ion of the 
stream function. Analyses of the blade-thickness effects on flow along the mean 
streamline are presented for subsonic compressible and incompressible flaws i n  survey 
14 and for supersonic flows i n  survey 16. 
me through-flow s o h t i o n  (survey 34) can be considered aa a Umiting case for 
a more general three-dimensional solution, such aa is presented. i n  survey 103. It 
can be regarded SB the solution f o r  t he  flow along a wan stream surface (called 
nS2 surface" i n  survey 103) divfdlng the  mass f l o w  betveen adjacent blades equally, 
when the circumferential variation of the velocity components approaches zero.  Thus, 
the  through-flow solution  indicates  trends uhen the  effects of having a finite num- 
ber of blades are s d l  or constant. In  t h i s  connection, the use of a blade- 
thickness factor, based on information about blade-thickness effects as obtained i n  
surveys 14 and 16, should improve the solutione considerebly. 
35. Wu, Chung-Hua, Brown, Curtis A. , and Costilow, Eleanor L.: Analysis of P l m   i n  
a Subsonic Mixed-Flow Impeller. HaCA TN 2749 , 1952. 
A through-flow analysis (survey 34) is made of th ree  flow conditions through a 
high-solidity mixed-flow impeller. me resu l ts  are used t o  evaluate the usefulness 
of  the  general method of through-flow a n d y e i s  f o r  turbomachfnes as w e l l  as the  use- 
fulness of incompressible solutions. To & sa, both the incompressible and t he  com- 
pressible nonviscous-fluid flows through the impeller are analyzed. The results of 
the analysis are presented as contour plots of a stream function, the velocity com- 
ponents, t o t a l  enthalpy, static pressure,  and Mach nuniber. 
The results indicate that the general through-- method can be useful in 
analyzing the mean flow through a turbomachine. The trend of flow variation was 
found t o  be similar fo r  compressible and incoqpressible flow; therefore, the general 
trend of compressible-flow vexiations can be determined from an incompressible 601U- 
t ion.  The variation trend of the  theoret ical ly  determined static pressures along 
the casing agrees w e l l  with available experimental data. 
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36. Wu, Chung-ma: Subsonic Flow of A i r  Through a Single-Stage and a Seven-Stae;e 
Compressor. NACA TN 2961, 1953. 
An axisymmetric-flclw a4sJysis method which assumes a sinusoidal radlal stream- 
l i n e  flow path through a turbomachine blade. row is developed i n  survey 33. T h i s  
analysis determines the effects of radial flow displacement in   addi t ion   to   the  ef- 
fects of flow-path cW$%.ture r-adially on the radial distribution ofair state down- 
stream of a blade row. The tbmugh-f'low analysis (SUrvey 34) solvea the flov f o r  
high-solidity  thin blades and accounts for  blade thickness  effects. ' Burvey 103 
extends the  analysis . to .  a three-dimensional solution for a finite nuniber of  thick 
blades. The usefulness. of the method of assuming simple sinusoidal radial-flow paths 
is evaluated by comparisons w i t h  results  obtained from the  through-flow and three- 
dimensional analyses. The solutions are made for the  steady nonviscous compressible 
flow for both low- and high-speed mbsonLc flow through a single- and a seven-stage - 
compressor designed for a symmetrical velocity &Lagram at  all radii. The solutions 
were obtained by relaxation procedureB, -and some w e r e  checked fur ther  by matrix 
methods. " ." . 
. . .  . 
The axial-velocity diatributiona obtained by the more elaborate solutions agreed 
w e l l  with the simpler approximate solution assuming sinusoidal radial-flow paths. 
The analysis resulted in other conclusions, BB follows: (1) The raaially increasing 
angular momentum of  the  f luLd-particles  for  this  design  type.  and the curved hub and 
w a l l  contours have a predominating Influence on the flow dietrlbution: Bizable 
radial flows are generated; "(2) Coqress ib i l i ty  does not greatly change the  shapes 
of  the streamlines but does affect  the velocity components. (3) A small amount of 
radial twist in   t h i s   t ype  of blading has a negl igible   effect  on the flow distribu- 
t ion.  (4)  The air i n  this  case has a generally inward radial movement through the 
guide vanes and the first rotor. The  movement 1s outward in  the  first s ta tor .  (5) 
This  oscil latory r&KL flow throughout the compressor has a perlod equal to the  
length of the stage. (6) The osci l la tory radial flows.are larges€ in the  inlet 
stages. Assuming simple a.inus-0i.M. radial-flow paths is. c p e r i o r   t o  ordinary 




37. Bowen, John T. , Sab&rsky, R o l f  H., and Ramie, W. Duncan: Theoretical and Ex- 
perimental Investigations of Axial Flow Compressors, pt, I. Mech. Eng. Lab .I 
C.I.T., Jan. 1949. (Navy Contract N6-ORI-M2, Teak O r d e r  ?X.) 
This report, which is the first i n  a s-eries (surveys 167, 201, and 65) of in- 
vestigations of exial-flow turbomachines, develops a new theory of perfect f lufd  
f%ow i n  a x i a l  turbomachines in a form useful f o r  debign purposes. This axisymmetric 
flow theory, in  which the exit-flow angle is used FLS a basic parameter, uses a new 
l inear iz ing method t o  simplify the  flow equations. Methods are auggested for  taking 
advantage of unconventional blading i n  order t o  obtain increases in f l o w  rate over 
that with conventional bladLng. 
Axisymmetric flow and cyl indrkal   or   near ly   cyl indrical  bounding w a l l s  are 88- 
sued, and radial forceterms and other.momntum tams are neglected. Equations 
are derived for the dis t r ibut ion o f  axial   veloci ty  through the   s ta tors  and rotors at 
design and off'design conditions. 
In t h i s  approach, the etreamlines axe designed t o  s h i f t  radially toward the hub 
as they near the rator. Therefore, the relative velocity &creases at the r o t o r  t i p  
and increases at the hub, thus reducing  both  the  t ip Mach numbers and the  deflection 
angle at the hub. Consequently, the r o t o r   t i p  speed  can  be raised or the hub-tip 
rad ius   ra t io  can be decreased t o  give a largei - e l u s -  aregt, It 2s estimated that 
an over-all 40- t o  50-percent increase i n  flcn rate can be achieved i n   t h i s  w a y .  
However, the  flows can no longer be considered by means o f  two-dimensional theories. v 
. . . "  
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Vortex blading  for two-dimensional flows is coupxed with solid-body rotation 
and other types of blading t o  determine the  effects  of radial variation of circula- 
t ion.  Even for vortex-type blading, off -design conditions lead to large changes i n  
axial-velocity  distrfoution. 
h experimental compressor w a e  designed and b u i l t  according to t h i6  theory  but 
for very low flow Mach nunibers and t i p  speeds. The absolute value of the exit angle 
agrees experimentally with Constant ‘s rule (survey 134). Boundary-layer calculations 
for  l o s s  on two-dimensional cascades are made ana compared with losses measured on 
similar sections i n   t h e  compressor-stator row. The relat ion between inlet and ex i t  
angles is  almost ident ical   far   sect ions of the  compressor Plaafng and experimental 
data taken from corresponding fiio-dimensional cascades, except near stall. High 
losses are noted i n  t h e  end-wallboundarg-layer region. The blade profiles should 
be adapted t o   t h e  wall bounaarJr layer. 
In general, tests on €he experimental compressor designed by the method indi-  
cate close agreement between theory and experbuent at low flow rates and low t i p  
speeds. 
38. Gazarin, A d e l :  Graphische Behandlung der kompressiblen und inkompressiblen 
Str&ung durch  Turbomaschinenstufen.  Zurich, 1951. (Graphical !Treatment of 
Compressible  and  Incompreseible Flow Through Turbomachine Gtages. ) 
A graphical method for solving the  system of equations for axisymmetric isen- 
t ropic  flow between blade rows €6 presented. This method uses a modified radial- 
equilibrium condition that ignores the curvature of the meridional streamlines. 
The radial   veriations of velocity ma densi ty   in   the gap between blade rows are ob- 
tained, from which the stage character is t ics  and the  shapes and locations of the 
meridional streamline8 are determined. These streamlines are found t o  have periodic 
wave shapes, Vrth p r l o d  equal t o  length of stage. 
Four kinds of steges are examired in  de t a i l :  (I) constant mass flow per  uni t  
area i n  planes between blade row6 and behind the stage, (2)  untwieted blades, (3) 
blades twisted for solfd-body flow, and (4) constant reaction radially. Remarks on 
the influence of viscosity, secondary flm, r&al boundat-y-layer flow, t i p -  
clearance flow, and b l d  geometry are given. 
39. Geimer, Robert G., and Cardinal, Saviour, Jr. : Development of a System of 81- 
multaneous Equatione f o r  Axial-Flow Compressor Design Based on Ideal Vortex 
Theory. B.A.E. Thesis,  Rensselaer  Polytechnfc Inst., 1951. 
A derivat ion of a system of simultaneous equations is proposed as a b a s h  f o r  
a simplified method of axlal-flm-conq?ressor design by ideal vortex theory. The 
simultaneous equations are classified into two groups: one to use in t he  design of 
the  inlet guide vanes and the  f i rs t  stage, the  second. t o  design the other  stages. 
No solution is obtainedbecauee of the  complexity of the equations, but a procedure 
fo r  a f i r s t  approximation is suggested. 
40. Seyler, D. R., and Wilson, C. B. : A Design of a B i n g l e  Stage, Low Speed, Axial- 
Flow Compressor. B.A.E. Thesis, Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst., 1951. 
Design and performance 6f a low-speed single-stage ayial-flow cornpresaor are 
analyzed, based on free-vortex flow theory. The axial  velocity was kept constant 
and the blading w a s  designed by airfoil theory. The compressor was designed for 
the purpose of investigating the secondary flows resul t ing from shed vortices. 
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41. Van Allen, Richaxd I.: A Study of an Analytical Systzm for the  Design of an - 
Axial-Flow Compressor. Using Simultaneous Ewations. B.A.E. Thesis, Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Inst. ,- 1952. . ' 
Pollaring survey 39 the   resul ts  of a syetem for   the  design of sn axial-flow corn- 
. . . . . . . .. " 
F 
pressor by means of  sets of eimultaneom equations are presented. These equations 
take into account the effects of f r i c t ion  and compreseibiilty on the  flow through 
t h e  compressor. That  the flow patha of the g~ can be maintained ae predicted by 
the equstions, by altering the blade angle settinge in such fashion as t o  overcome 
t h e  e f fec ts  of losses, is a fund,amental.assumption in  the  design system. Several 
methods for solution of the  equations are given. 8 
42. Jarre, Gianni:  Coqpressori assiali a vortice l ibero.  Monografle 8cl .  dl Aero., 
. . . . . . . - 
8 
N r .  12, Sept. 1952. .(Axial-Flow C o m p r e s s o r s  x i t h  Free Vortex.) 
The motion of t he   f l u id  In a multistage compressor i s  studied  in  order  to 
es tabl ish the relatione mag the velocity field of the  f luid,  t h e  force  f ie ld  im- 
posed by the blading, and the physical characterist ics of the fluid. The rigorom 
derivation of the aerodynEpnic equations assumes nonviscouB axisymmetric flow. The 
conditions characterizing free-vortex axial-flow c ~ r e e s o r s  are deduced. A mathe- 
matical and numerical hves t iga t ion  of this family of corqpressors I s  given, and 
degrees of action and reaction, and effects of viscosity, compressibility, and me- 
chanical loads Bz'e examined. 
The design of' the  first stages, the cherrscteriatics of multistage and periodlc 
compressors (compressors i n   m c h  the flow at each s tMe wit has.ve&ocitLes equal 
i n  magnitude and d i rec t ion   t o  those at the compressor Inlet) ,  t h e  conditione for 
maximum efficiency and performance, and the  aerodynamic character is t ics  of the f lu id  
are investigated. Numerical  examples  axe provided. 
43. Smith, L. H. , Jr. : The Design of a Subsonfc M~Jtis-e AxIal-Flow Compressor 
. .  =. :7 
for  Maximum Parer Per Stage. M.S. Thesis, The Johns Hopkine h i v . ,  1951. 
Design equations for the steady compressible nonviscous sxisymmetric flow of a 
f l u i d  through a multis-&rge~coqpressor are der ived .  . A general discussion of the fac- 
tors   l imit ing  the power output of a stage Is followed by e analysis determining 
velocity  distributions and diagrems f o r  a multistage compressor that Kill maximize 
the power output of t h e  first stage (for  incwrese$>.&e here] for  .a given tip- 
diameter and maximum flar Mach number relative t o  the blades. Prerotation and non- 
uniform energy adttition radially are found necessary. (Re la t ive  eff ic iencies  of 
vaxious possible types of blade loading are not wnsidered here.) More energy is 
added nearer the t ip than the hub i n  the first stage in order t o  keep t h e  axial-  
velocity distribution reasonable. This can be corrected in subsequent stages so 




The solutions thus far consti tute-a first approximation. Graphical technique8 
are employed for a second approximation agreeing closely w i t h  the  f l r s t  despite the 
presence of lsxge energy grsdients and highly rotational flov. While losses due t o  
rotat ionalf ty  of t he   f l u id  axe not l i ke ly  t o  be severe, the large fluid turning 
angles encountered in the later stages of  t h i s  design, together with sizable velocity 
decreases, may lead tcrflaw separation. 
.. - .. 
44. Traugott, 9. C. : A Tw0-St-e Axial-Flar Compressor with Nonuniform Energy Addi- 
t i on  Per Stage. M.S. Thesis, The Johm Hopkin6  Univ., 1951. 





The coqressor  pmbikm of maximizing mass flow or  .=tor  pressure, or 'poth, is 
formulated. Considerations of res t r ic t ing  loca l  re la t ive  ve loc i ty  levels t o   t h e  sub- 
sonic range and maintaining radial equilibrium lead t o  a design with nonuniform 
energy addition. The author's purpose lB t o  express apd solve the equations describ- 
ing the two-dimensional approximations to   the  "ee-dimemional  flar i n  forms suita- 
ble f o r  design. 
The flow is  assumed steady and nonviscous, with negligible compressibility ef- 
fects .  The curvature of the streamlines is considered negligible et the s ta t ions 
of the inveatigatlon, and the radial distance between the streamlines i s  considered 
constant. While the  flow is thus assumed on cy l indr3"  stream surfaces upstream 
and downstream of the blsde rows, the  radii of thede surfaces of revoht ion  are not 
necessarily equal. The equations for the flow are developed end applied t o  the de- 
sign of a two-stage compressor having premtatfon  other  then  the usual free-vortex 
or uheel types and nonuniform energy addltion i n   t h e   r o t o r s ,   i n  en effor t   to   increase 
the compressor output above stanwd design. Two independent parameters are t o  be 
chosen initially; the prerotation and blade t i p  speed are used. 
The conclusions reached ere as follows: High pressure ratios with high ma88 . 
flows can be achieved f o r  compressors by Consideing the- variations of axia l  velocity. 
For a two-stage compressor good through-flow was actually achieved at high pressure 
ra t ios .  For the particular design under discussion, au increase i n   t i p  speed w o u l d  
r e s u l t   i n  less through-flow, larger blade-turning angles, end greater variation of 
axial velocity from hub to t ip  bu t  wi th  some increase i n  power output. These re- 
sults, obtained by a graphical solution, arre not general. The e f fec ts  of streamline 
curvature  in the radial plane me indicated. 
45. Smith, L. H., Jr., Traugott, S. C., and Wislicenua, G. F.: A Practical Solution 
of  a Three-Dimensional Flmf Problem of Axial-Flow Turbomachfnery. Trans. 
A.S.M.E. , vol. 75, no. 5, July 1953, pp. 789-803. 
A design method is presented  for  obtaining a compressor whlch, with given Mach 
nuniber limftations, w i l l  produce the  maximum delivery  pressure w i t h  maximum mess- 
flow rate possible. The method actually determfnes the  meridional flow patterns 
through turbomachines with nearly free-vorLex flow for  axisymmetric f r ic t ion less  
flow. The computational procedure is aLBo presented. 
The development of the theory provides a clear physical  pic&e  of  the  internal 
workings of an axial-flow turbomachine, i n  the opinion of t he  reviewers, and serves 
as the forerunner of a series of investigations (e.g., surveys 235 end 236). 
46. Novak, R. A.: Notes on the  FundamenteiLs of t h e  Design of Multi-Stage Axial Com- 
pressors. Lecture No. 6, Gaa Turbine Lectures, Dept. Me&. and Ind. E-. , 
Univ. Mich., June 29-July 10, 1953. 
A broad  general  discussion  of the o v e r - a U  design of  axial-flow compressors, 
touching upon nearly all aspects of the field with the exception of secondary flows, 
is presented. An attempt is made t o  reduce complicated derivations t o  e minimum and 
to  present a clear  physical  picture that Kill enable the  Besigner t o   u s e  his judgment 
sk i l l fu l ly  where necessaxy. The main .t;Opics considered include ideal two-dhensional- 
flow theories, blade-element theory, equilibrium conditions, sample vector-diagram 
calculations, determination of the  geometry and performance of a cascade theoretfcally 
and semi-empirically, Mach mer and Reynolds rider effects ,  effects  of design 
variables and operating conditions on performance, rotat ing stall, blade end clear- 
ance, multistage-compressor gerformance, stage-stacking techniques, and over-all de- 
sign procedure f o r  a multistage compressor. 
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47. Eckert and Korbachex:  The Flow Through Axial  Turbine  Stages of Large Radial 
Length. NACA TM lUB, 1947. 
The  analysis  concerns  uniform,  nonviscaus,  sxisymmetric  flaw  with  zero  whirl 
at the  inlet  on  cylindrical  surfaces.  Sinrple adial equilibrium  is  likewise  assumed. 
The flow through  the  blading is afTectd- by. ? p e s ? .  variat-bons of pressure,  impor.- 
tat for l ong  blades. A theoretical  method  is  developed  for hetdning tkreffecFe 
of  the  pressure  variation  and  centrifugal  effects  due  to  the whbl component of the 
flow in  both  twisted  and  untwisted rdmr and  stator  blaaing.  Experimentally  obtained 
results  on  untwisted  blades with 30' and 45' discharge  angles  confirm  the  calcula- 
tions. The calculations of vorticity  distribution in the  fluid lead to EL discusebn 
of trailing-edge  vortices  shed  from  blades  with E nun-free-vortex  circulation dis-  
tribution radially. The f low deflects  toward  the axis Innontuisted  stator  blades 
and  deflects  toward  the  outer  casing  in  nontwisted  rotor  blades. 
48. Tsien,  Hsue-Shen: Loss in  Canpressor or Turbine Due to  Tvisted Blades .  CIS 
Jour., 1947, w'. 40-53. 
Radial f1m.s T n  ani behind a rotating  wheel  result  from  centrifugal  forces and 
radial  pressure  &r'adients and.. can  have undekable effects on the  blade boundary 
layers. To avoid  these  difficulties, a twist is s&ie%-imis -&signed-into. the-movizig 
blades  or  into  the flow leaving  the  guide  vanes.  The  resulting  normnifonn  force and 
circulation  distributions along the.  blades,  lead  to  induced  .velocities,  whfch  rotate 
the flow m n d  the  blades ana change  the  effective-angle of attack. Thus, it  is.. 
impoesible  to-calculate  the  actual U t  from the  geometrical angle of attack, The 
result  is  reduced  correspondence between the  actual  and  design  performance, ssoci- 
ated  reduced  pressure  .rises,  and so forth. - . - . . . . . . . . 
.. . - 
A method for calculating  these  effects  is  present&. A general  blade  equatfan 
is developed for the  relation  between  the  geometric  configuration and the  aerodynamic 
behavior  of  low-cambereb  blades of nearly  constant  chord, qacing, and  lift-curve 
slope radially for two-dimensional  nonviscous flow. An extension to nonuniform flow 
is  presented i n  Burvey 237. 
49. Marble, Frank E. : The Flow of a Perfect  Fluid Through en Axial-Flow  Turbomachine 
with  Prescribed  Blade LO&ng. Jaui.. Aero. Sd.., vol. 15, no. 8, Aug. 1948, 
pp. 473-485. 
The  mathematical qpects of the  problems  associated  with  sp%wise  variations  in 
circulation  are  stated.  Even  for  nonviecous  incompressible  axieymmetric flow, the 
flow solution is simple  only  for the vortex  distribution of the  tangential  velocity 
component,  that  is,  constant  circulation  spanwise.  For this condition,  there  are-no 
radial or  axial disturbances, and the flow can be considered two  dimensional in the 
sense  that  the.streamlines all lie  on  cylindrical  surfaces.  When  there is varying 
circulation  spanwise,  the  streamlines  no  longer fo l lav  cylindrical  surfaces.  Accord- 
ing  to  Frandtl's  theory,  vortices  trail  from  the  blades with their  vortlcity  vectors 
pointing  downstream  in  the flow direction. The  equations  for this flov are now ngn- 
Linear  nonhomogeneous  partial-differential epuatiov. Nevertheless, it is etill 
possible  to caluikte  .the ~ f e r e s c e . . ~ e t w e e n - t h e s x i - a l - - v ~ c i t y  profiles far  upstream 
and  far downstream by neglecting  the  radfal t r ~ g o r t  of  vorticity,  or . b y  ish*-.- 
the flow at  those  stations has negligible radial components  (cylindrfcal w ~ L s ,  see 
survey 37). The  problem of the  velocity  distributions  near  the bide rovs fs con- 
eidered  (complementary  to survey 33, which  consider8  the-fiow  paths  within  the  blade 
rows). The differential-flow  equation i e  linearized by assuming that  there  is no 
self-transport of the vorticity,  which is transported only-by the mean velocity. . 
" 
"" 
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This i s  equivalent t o  considering disturbances fn the radial- and axial-velocity com- 
ponents smal l  compared n i th  the  m e a n  axial velocity. It is fur ther  assumed there  is 
no inner- or outer-shroud taper (cf. survey 10, w h i c h  solves the complete inverse 
problem of  arbi t rary w a l l s  and blades but  a l l o w s  no vorticity to be shed).  The solu- 
t ions  are found for   the  radial-, tangential-, and exia.1-velocity components induced by 
a single  rotating  or  stationary  blade row x i t h   f i n i t e  chord and any prescribed  blade 
loading. The solutions to this linearized equation provide an approximation t o   t h e  
veloci ty   f ie ld   for  any blade-Io'ading distribution, and are l lke lg   t o   be   u se fu l   fo r  
moderate-turning hi&-solidity configurations, that is, when self-transport  of vor- 
t i c i t y  may be  negligible. 
When the blade chord Ecpproaches zero (actuator-disk t h e o r y )  the l inear ized 
partial-differential   equation becomes homogeneous and can be  solved much more readi ly  
and d i rec t ly  using the given boundary conditione. This i~ equivalent to assuming a 
discontinuity in the tangential-velocity compnent at some axial locatfon. Suitably 
choosing this location enables this direct solution to be a reasonable approxhation 
to   t he  more nearly exact and more Bzldolous solution for the case of nonzero blade 
chord. The dlrect solution does not provide a reasoneble approxhation for operation 
near the l i f t i ng   l i ne .  
In both the zero- and nonzero-chord cases, the linearized-flow equations make 
it possible  to  obtain  solutions  for  multistage turbomachines by superposition of in- 
dividual blade-row solutions. Siqple methods of approx3mating the  flow through a 
turbomachine are dereloped from exponential approximations fo r  the velocity com- 
ponent distributions.  These results were quick enough and accurate enough to  be  
useful  in  estimating  interference effects of adjacent blade rows. 
An i l l u s t r a t ive  example is calculated for a hub-tip radius ratio of  0.6, aspect 
r a t i o  of 2.0, and increasing circulation f r o m  hub to  t i p .  Disturbances associated 
with  stationary blades a t t a in   t he i r  maxim downstream of the   blade midchord psi: 
tion. Those associated with rotating blade r o w s  a t t a i n   t h e i r  maxirmun upstream of 
the  blade midchord position. 
50. Marble, Frank E. : Some Problems Concerning the Three-Dimensional Flow i n  Axial 
Turbomachines. Preprint Io .  l82, Inst. Aero.  Sci., 1949. 
The rapid exponential approximations to the linearized-flow solution developed 
by survey 49 are applied to the investigation of the streamline-curvature effects 
(caused by radial motion) on the radial dis t r ibut ion of the f l u i d  near a s ta t ionary 
or   rotat ing blade row. The manner of traneitfon from the  far upstream t o   t h e  far 
daKnstream velocity profile is examined. A solution is obtained for  the ent i re  flow 
f i e l d  for a compreesor with  cylindrical  walls, solid-body rotation out of the  inlet 
guide vaues, and similar mccessive  stages  with  constant  enera  aatl i t ion  radially 
i n  each. The radial adjustment ranges from nearly complete a t   t h e   t r a i l i n g  edges 
of blades of aspect   ra t io  1.0 to &nost negligible at the   t r a i l i ng  edges of  blades 
of aspect ratio 5.0. 
These results are applied to two brportant compressor problems: (1) the  mutual 
interference of  neighboring blade rows in multistage axid-flow machines, and (2) 
the three-dimensional flow effects a t  off-design aperating confitions. For blade 
aspect ratios near 1.0, interference  effects  between adjacent blade r o w s  are negli- 
gible, and d is tor t ion  of  the axial-velocity profile at off-design operation is small. 
The effects of off-design  operation may increaae  considerably  with  increasing  blade 
aspect ratio. A t  aspect ratios over 3.0, the interference.  effects may become pre- 
dominant f l o w  factors.  
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51. Legendre,  Robert:  Remarwee Diverses sur L'Encoulement dans les Tk-bommhines 
a Circulation Varidle. Aseoc.  Tech. Maritime e t  Aeronautique (Paris) ,  1950. 
(Some Remarks on the  Flow in Turbomachines with VariabAe CLrculation.) 
Considerable  theoretical   difficult ies  associated  with  calculathg  the flow 
through an axial-flaw compressor with  circulation  varying radially are discussed 
(see survey 4 9 ) .  A suggestion is  made for an amroach wing Prandtl 's theory for 
cfrculatlon about an a i r f o i l  of finite aspect ratio. 
52. Finnee, R. W.: The Theoret ical  Possibi l f t ies . . for  Bd~nced Flow i n  Coqpressor 
and Turbine Design. Paper No. 50-A-66, A.S.M.E., 1950. 
Large amounts of blade  tvis t  are required i n  free-vortex-design compressors. 
This constitutes 8' eerious mamf'acturing and e t ress  problem. The Mach nurnber limft- 
ations are likewise res t r ic t ive .  Other velocity-dis%ributions sre investigated in 





The theoretical investigation concern nonviscoy axiaynwnetric isentropic flovs 
with no radial velocity or curvature and with constant total  energy radial ly .  A 
family of generalizedbalanced flows is investigated f o r  which the w h i r l  velocity is 
considered t o  vary as Borne power of the radius. The study of the: theoret ical  range 
of operation of these flaxs reveals t ha t  only free-vortex f l o w  can be maintained 
over an entire  operating rqqe. The other f lows can be maintained only under cer tain 8. 
limirting conditfons when it is  desired to obtaln egpal work radiaUy and yet avoid 
critical rangea. For example, solid-body rotat ion has a Limited range. Starting 
w i t h  solid-body rotst- a% t.he ro t -or  .inlet and- extracting equal work radially re- 1 . . 
s u l t s  in  nonsolid-body rotation at the rotor  exit. The 8 u i c e e i e   s t a t o r s  thkn have 
to  res tore  the flow to eolid distrfbution for  the next ro tor  in le t .  This procese 
soon produces cri t ice;l   velocit ies.  
. ... - 
- _  - . . -  
. .  
.. 
A "Balanced Flaw_ Chart". is constructed which shows the  range of balanced flows 
theoretically  possible  for any given s e t  of o p e r a t i ~ ~ c % i i ~ f % O ~ & i  T n  a i i a l - f l w  
machinery. " 
53. Keller, C.: Kinetic Energy Losnes Behind B l a d e  Grids as a R e s u l t  of Periodic- 
Variation in the  Circulation. Rep. Inst. Aero., Tech.  Hochschule (Zurich), 
1934, pp. 167-187, (Available as R.T.P. Trans .. No... -3, BGftish,. M.A.P. ) 
The kinet ic  energy transferred t o  the vortex vake due to   per iodic  variations . -  
i n  circulation IS calculated for several aIrfoiLkoafigurations. These calculations 
assume two-dimensional potent ia l  flws and assumed the variation in circulation to be 
sinusoidal in emplltude with time. The reBults indicate that the kinet ic  energy 
transferred t o   t h e  wakes is found proportional to. Ebe square of  the amplitude of" 
circdat ion var ia t ion. .  T h i s  r e su l t  $s obtained for isolated airf'oile, for a i r f o l b  
i n  cascade staggered ge well as unstaggered, &d for  rotaf ig  bl+e in l i gh t ly  





l e t  
are 
. .  
, I  
-.  . .. . - 
von Karmsn, Theodore, and Teien, Hsue-Shen: Lifting-Line Theory for  a Wing in 
Non-Uniform Flow. Quart. Appl.  Math., vol. III, no. 1, Apr. 1945, pp. 1-11, 
A general  linearized  theory is developed. for a wing subjected to  nonuniform in- 
- . ." 
- 
flow. General expressions of the induced velocity and drag are presented that 
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55. 8on K&m&u, Th.  and SesJrs, W. R.: Ai r fo i l  Theory f o r  Non-Uniform Motion. 
Jour. Aero. Sci. , vol. 5, no. 10, Aug. 1938, pp. 379-390. 
The fundamental concepts of  the tuo-dlmen?ional circulation theory of a i r f o i l s  
are presented. Timewise variation of the circulat ion around an a i r f o i l  is  sham to 
produce a "wake of vorticity," for which induced vorticity distributions over a thin 
a f r f o i l  are presented. Formulas are obtained for the lift aud moment of the th in  
a i r ro i l  wi th  t imar i se -va r i ab le  circulation. The lift is seen to  consist  of t he  sum 
of  three parts: (1) Quasi-steady 1st ~g, representing the l i f t  that would be pro- 
duced if the instantaneous velocity and angle of at tack w e r e  steady; ( 2 )  $, repre- 
senting  the  forces  acting on a body TII 811 ideal f l u i d  when no circulat ion is produced 
because of the react ion of  the accelerated fluid masses; and (3) L2, representing 
the contributione t o  t he  uft from t he  w a k e  itself. A corresponding formulation is 
obtained  for  the moment. 
These general results axe q l o y e a   t o  study an osc i l l a t ing   a i r fo i l  and an a h -  
fo i l  en te r ing  a v e r t i c a l  gust. The lift always acts at the waster-chord point of 
t he   a i r fo i l .  
56. Sears ,  Wiliam R.: Some b p e c t s  of Non-Stationary Airfoil Theory and Its 
Pr8,CtiCaJ- Appli-tion. J m .  Aero.  Sci., V o l .  8, no. 3, Jan. 1941, Pp. 104-108. 
The general expressions for lFpt and moment developed i n  survey 55 are  applied 
t o  a t h i n   a i r f o i l  in a series of alternating up and down gusts  sinusoidally distri- 
buted. The magnitude of the lift decreases se the frequency of  the gusts increases. 
A wind-tunnel fan blade operating damstream of a set of vanes is investigated. me 
vanes produce regular disturbances through which the fen blades p w s  periodically, 
giving rise t o  periodical forces ana, thus, perhaps t o  dangerous vfbrations. An 
approximate calculation, however, revealed no dangerously large vfbration amplitudes. 
57. Kemp, Nelson H., and Sears, W. R.: Aeroaynamic Interference Betweenhfoving B l a d e  
Rows.  Jour. Aero. Sci., vol.  20, no. 9, Sept. 1953, pp. 585-597. 
The results for an a i r f o i l  lnoving througkt a statio-  gust  pattern  obtained in 
survey 56 are extended.to provide formulas fo r  calculat ing  the time-unsteady ef fec ts  
f o r  a s ingle   s ta tor  mu followed by a single ro tor  row. The incompressible non- 
viscous two-dimensional flow past a cascade of thin slightly-caniberea l igh t ly  loaded 
blades is studied. Each airfoil is considered t o  be i n  a ve loc i ty   f l e ld  induced by 
(1) its own wake., (2) t h e   v a r i a l e  bound vortices of other blades i n  its o m  blade 
rw, (3) their wakes, ( 4 )  the bound vortices of  blades i n  the other row, and (5) 
their  w a k e s .  A scheme of successlve approximatFons is set up. However, any calcu- 
la t ions beyond the first would be extremely d i f f i cu l t .  
Numerical investigations w e r e  made f o r  the first approximatton on configurations 
of t h in  low-turning aFrfoila with m t o r  and s t a to r   so l id i t i e s  of 1.0, w i t h  a 50- 
percent reaction stage, and with 45O stagger angles. The calmlat ione showed large 
increases of the unsteady Uft E&! the gap between the blade r o w s  narrmd. The =ti0 
of  the  pi tch of ro to r  blades t o   t h e   p i t c h  of the s t a t o r  blade8 affected the  unsteady 
l i f t  appreciably. For one case, the unsteady lift w a a  found to be 18 percent of  the 
s t e a d y  l i f t .  The parer f n  the vortex w a k e s ,  qressed 86 a r a t i o  of the  energy 
t ransferred  into  the wakee per unft time .to  the  steady power required to   tu rn  the 
rotor,  w a s  small. 
The energy fn the s t a to r  w a k e  for   the  case  calculated w a s  about Loo times 6,s 
large 88 the energy i n   t h e  mtor wake. According to the  results of  survey 53; the 
unsteady circulation on t h e   s t s t o r  blades is about 10 times tha t  on the   rotor  blades. 
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58. Kemp, Nelson H., add Bears, W. R. : Aerodynamic Interference Between  Moving 
Blade Rows.  Graduat- School Aero. Eng. , Corne l l  Univ., Dec. 1, 1952. (Contract 
AF 33(038)-21406.) 
Much the same material appesrs here ae i n  survey 57. A different numerical ex- 
mple  is calculated i n  which the chardwise-velocity distribution on the   s ta tor  and 
rotor are quite U f e r e n t .  The induced circulation on a blade row due t o   t h e  rela- 
t i v e  motion of an adjacent row damstream i s  pea te r   t han  that due t o  en adjacent 
row upstream. 
59. h e ,  Shun-ichi: 0n. the Mutual Interference Between the Impeller and the (3Uid.e 
Vane of Axial .Flar m p s  or  Fans. Rep. of Inst. Hlgh Speed Mech., Bendai 
(Japan), vol. 4, no. 38, M a r .  1951. 
Theoretical calculations are presented on the effects of mutual interference. 
" 
The flow through t h e   b p e l l e r  and guide vahes is assume& t o  be s>milar t o  the poten- 
tial flow between el ivalent   s t reets   of   vortex.sheets ,  one moving and the other 
stationary. The equivalent street  of vortex sheets fo r  a blade row is chosen on the 
basis  ofhaving the same values of zero-lift angle, coefficlent of lFft, and moment 
coefficient 88 the corresponding blade elements. 
The resul ts  of the calculations indicate that the l i f t  on the blades varies 
periodically because of mutual interference. The amplitudes of the variations i n -  
crease as the  gap between %he rows decreases (see survey 57) .  
60. Bullock, Robert O., Wilcox, Ward W., md Moses, J-on J. :. Experimental and 
Theoretical Studies of Surging i n  Continuous-Flow Compressors. HACA Rep. 861, 
1946. (Supersedes NACA TN 1213.) 
Surging, a periodic-pulsating f l o w  o c m r i n g  when the slope of the character- 
i s t ic  curve i s  positive, limits the operating range of compressors at low f l o w  rakee. 
Surging has been investigated extensively i n  ea ef for t   to  determine i ts  causes and 
control in order to extend the surge-free DperatJng range of compressors. 
An experimental investigation was .conducted on a centrifugal compressor using 
a differential-pressure recarder t o  estimate  the magnitude and frequency o f  surging 
pressure pulsations as f 'unctbns o f  the volume of the coupressor system and the 
impeller t i p  speed. . An analysis of surging in an assumed simplified configuration 
indicates how the f low i n s t ab i l i t y  m a y  arise In a mmpressor and how it may be 
inhibited. 
In  the experimental studies on a first test uni t ,  the  out le t  throt t le  was 
gradually clased until surgillg occurred. Inlet and outlet totalypressure traces - .  
were recarded during the proceae a8 were.the inlet and outlet velocity pressures 
(different ia l  between t o t a l  and static pressure) and the outlet   s ta t ic   pressure.  
In reversing the procdure, it was necessexy t o  open the outlet t h r o t t l e  beyond the 
point of the surging omet in order trs-stop it .(see survey 61, root- to- t ip .s ta1) .  
This overlap, called a hysteresis effect, W&B b i t e  large under certain conditions. 
. . ". - 
. . .  
-. 
In a second unit, surging occurred at. lq. yolupe .fJm-s es i n   t he" f i r s t  test, 
and also at two points of re lat ively high volume flow (see survey 61, progressive- 
propagating s t a l l ) .  m e  pulsatians at the higher flow values were not BO violent 
a s  those limiting the Lar-fl& range of the second test. ..In each case, however," 
the s lope  of the characterist ics curve w a s  posit ive nhen surging occurred. 
The third  uni t ,  which was constructed to enclose a minimum volume, used nine 
different combinations of i n l e t  and outlet conditions. The lowest frequency and-. 
most violent pressure fluctuations occurred when the external pipes enclosed the 
largest  volume. This reeul t  agrees with previous work by other investigators. 
Y .  
- 
. .  
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The simplified analysis presents an q r e s s i o n  for a useful s t ab i l i t y   c r i t e r ion  
S i n  terms of the  inlet acoustical velocity, inlet effect ive area, length and vol- 
ume, and the slope of both the t h r o t t l e  and compressor character is t ic  curves. On 
the   beais  o f  t h i s  formulation, a physical interpretation of surging is developed. 
Compressibility effects increase the tendency t o w a r d  unstable operation. 
Several metho& of  inhibiting surge, such 8s variable-angle prerotation vanes, 
flow recirculation, and decreasing the  capacity of t he  external piping in re la t ion  
t o   t h e  compressor capacity are discussed. 
61. Huppert, Merle C., Ema Benser, William A. : Some S t a l l  and Surge Phenomena i n  
Axial-Flaw  Compressors. Jour. Aero. Sci.,  vol. 20, no. 12, Dec. 1953, pp. 
835-845. 
The authors  are concerned mainly with defining carefu l ly   the  problems of stall 
and surge i n  compressors. S t a l l  and surge are recognized as operation-limiting 
phenomena at low-flow  value^ and low speede (see survey 60) t ha t  limit t he  engine 
acceleration rates, the operational flexibility i n  t i e  use of  adjustable Jet nozzles 
or other thrust-augmentatfon devices at intermediate compressor speede, and the 
operation of an engine at high thrust for greater-than-design equivalent speeds. 
The stall of a multistage compressor resu l t s  from stall of one o r  more stages. Low- 
speed stall is associated with flow breakdown i n   t h e  inlet stages. At speeds near 
design values, stall of a multistage compressor is associated with difficulties en- 
countered i n   t h e  rear stages. 
The use of high-frequency-responee instrumentation such as hot-wire anemometers 
and pressure transducers show stage stall t o   b e  an uneteady-fhw phenomenon. Zones 
or   sectors  of the annulus have very  low mass flows through them compared with the 
remainder of the  annulus. These zones of law flow rotate circumferentially about 
the  compressor axis i n  t h e  s m  direct ion as the  rotor, but at lower speeds. The 
nuniber of  the stall zones we;B not predictable on the  basis of compressor geometry. 
Two types of single-stage are recognized. One-is progressive  stege s t a l l ,  
i n  which multiple s t a l l  zones origfnate at the blade ends and extend over a portion 
of  the blade span. These stall zones can be obtained, as before, by closing the 
ou t l e t   t h ro t t l e   t o  reduce the f l o w  rate. As the  flow is reduced beyona the  first 
appearance of the propagating stalla, the  individual s t d l  zones enlarge. Sudden 
increases in stall-zone aunibers may o c w  with continued plow reduction, and the  
spanwise extent of the stalls may also increase. The behavior of progressive rotat- 
ing s t d l  leads to a gradual drop in  the  pressure coefficient.  
The other  type of stall encountered is root-to-tip stall i n  which t he  stall 
zone extends over t he  entire blade span, u s u d l y   i n  stages w i t h  hLgh hub-tip radius 
ra t io .  Only one root-to-tip stall  at a time vas observed. The onset of root-to- 
t i p  stall results i n  a sharp drop i n  pressure ra t io .  The hysteresis effect noted 
by survey 60 was found here as wXL. 
S t a g e s  with low hub-tip radius ratio with progressive stalls axe associated 
with stages with h i g h  hub-tip radius ratio with root-to-tip stalls. Intemediate  
stages first develop progressive stalls, which change to  root- to- t ip  stalls accom- 
panied by sharp pressure drops and hysteresis effects .  
Single-stage stall is necessary but not gllffictent for over-all multistage- 
compressor stall. Progressive propagating-stall patterns originating in the early 
stages may extend axially alrnost through the entire compressor and still not 
drastically aSfect the pressure coefeicient of the compressor if the intermediate 
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and rear stages are operating well above t h e i r  stall values. A stage-stacking anal- 
y s i s  is developed enabling,canrputation of the operating characteristics of  a multi- 
stage compressor from knowledge of the Indiv idual  stage-characterist ics.  This etage- 
stacking analysis i s  applied t o  a hypothetical comgressar. The study uas &le t o  
demonstrate uhich stage was responsible for the flow discontinuity due to root-to- 
t i p  s ta l l  a t  three rotor speeds. A t  the lou speeds the discont inui t ies  resul t  f r o m  
disturbances in the inlet stages, and at high speedre the rear stages are the sources 
of the disturbances. Interactions between individual stage effects may Azrther dete- 
riorate the over-all  compressor perform@nce .-acteristic_s. For ex.aqple, progree- 
s i v e  s t a l l  in the early stages may suff ic ient ly  dlsturb the over-all flow picture 
suff ic ient ly  t o  cause eaxly root-to-tip stall i n  t h e  intermediate stages. Stage 
interact ima could very w e l l  lead to  root- to- t ip  stall in the inlet stagee, causing 
kinks  in  the over-al l  compressor stall-limit l ine.  These phenomena definitely limit 
the range of compressor operation, whether or not they induce compressor surge. 
Two types olcompressor surge are shown t o  exist: (1) the claesical  type (see 
survey 60) due to  c l a s s i ca l  system instabi l i t ies ,  and ( 2 )  the limit-cycle surge &e 
to  discont inui t ies  in  the pressure-rat io  flow characterist ic of the ccmrpreseor. The 
authors are careful t o  point out the differences in surge and stall  characterist ics 
between compressors i n  jet engines and in typical test configurations. 
62. Emmons, H. W., Pearson, C.  E., and  Grant, H. P.: Compressor Surge and S t a l l  
Propagation. Trans.  A.S.M.E., vol. 77, no. 4, Mey 1955, pp. 455-467. 
The importance of understanding and controlling surge in relation to the prob- 
lems of starrting and rapidly accelerating a jet engine have l e d   t o  this hot-vire- 
anemometer investigation. Two d i s t inc t  suyge.ph.egmena +the 1 7  flow range are  
reported. One is a self-excited Helmholtz organ-pipe resonance, and the other is-a 
black-row flow instability, self-propagating from bla& t o  blade. A t  low speeds, 
these two kinds o f  disturbances are separa-kedby a stable range of operation (see 
survey 60). A t  higher speeds, they Bpread progressively, until, at high enough 
speeds, they  overlap. . ... 
The general mechanism of the gropagatlng-atall type of disturbance is  described 
aa i n  survey 61. B a s i c  equations are developed, re la t ing the rate of pressure change 
u i t h  w s  flow leadlng t o  an expression for pulsation fresency. The over-all and- 
ysis   re la tes   the  propagat ion  ra te  and stall behavior t o  loss ef fec ts   in   the  bl& row, 
expressed in terms of an effective flow area c a e f f i c l - k ; ; l t .  u J  which is proportloud. to 
the   ra t io  of an effective flax area (sufficient t o  pass the ex i t  weight flows with no 
losses present) to the &t area. The progsgation rate is thus related to boundary- 
layer growth parEJJEter13 and thereby is  found p&~~i%.ond- t o  wheel speed. (See 
survey 66 f o r  a discussion of the asmmptlons Involved here.) 
63. Sears, W. R.: On Aeymmetric Flar i n  an Axial-FLar Compressor Stage. Jour. Appl. 
Mech., vol. 20, no. 3, S e p t .  1953, pp. 442-443. 
Asymmetric flows can ocdur i n  compressor configurations when the blades are 
operating close t o  stall conditiotm and a time a OCCUTE i n   a e v w i n g   U f t .  (Bee 
survey 65, on the  s i t i tabi l i ty  of t h i s  mechanism for propagating a dfaturbance pro- 
posed here.) The conditions necessary for asymmetric flow are analyzed theoretically. 
For a steady uniform stream with an i n f i n i t e  number o f  blades o f  large radius and 
small chord (i.e., actuator-disk analysis), the rotational flow effects  due t o  vor- 
t i c e s  shed by.the blades are important for asymmetric flows. The velocit ies induced 
by the asymmetric Loading =e calculated. Moreover, it is  found that these induced 
effects  can support the circulation  dls.tribution. that give.6 rise. t o  them. " . 
. 
.. . ." 
c 
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A simple  relation  estsbliahed between the  circumferential   circulation  distribu- 
t i on  and the  induced velocit ies at the  disk is evaluated  for assumed sinusoidal 
distributions.  
64. Sears, W. R.: A Theory of "Rotating Stall" in Axial-Flow Compressors. Graduate 
School Aero. Ehg., Cornell Univ., Ithaca (N.Y.). (Contract AF 33(038)-21408.) 
This theoretical  investigation is &11 extension and generalization of eurvey 63. 
The a i r f o i l  approach of the  earlier ' w r k  is adopted  here,  but  the  restrictfon to 
s m a l l  inlet s w i r l  r e l a t ive   t o   t he  rotating f l o w  pat tern is removed. Assuming the 
proper time lag required to   - e s t ab l i sh  a separated boundary layer, steadi ly   rotat ing 
asymmetric flow patterns  cm  be  obtained which ro t a t e  i n  the same dtrect ion 88 the  
i n l e t  swirl, but  at lower speecb than do the blades. The theory indicates the possi- 
bilities of  the pattern rotation opposite to the airect ion of blade rotation. No 
solutions ere obtained for zero t h e  lag. 
A second approach incorporates the viscous profile *ag effects by asswnlng two 
empirical channel re lat ions based on w e r i m e n t d  observations, namely, that the  dis- 
charge flow angle and the dimensionless total-pressure rise are functions only of the 
entering angle. For this approach, asymmetric ro ta t ing  flow pat terns  can e x i s t  with 
or  uithout time Lag. 
While these steadily rotating self-supporting rotating-stdl pat terns   exiet  only 
i n   spec ia l  circumstances of  blade geometry and aerodynamics, l i t t le advice can be  
given - in  how to avoid t h a e  circumstances. 
65. Iura, T., and R a m i e ,  W. D.: Observations of Propagating Stall i n  Axial-Flox 
Compressors. Rep. No. 4, Mech. Eng. lpab ., C.I.T., Apr. 1953. (Elavy Contract 
H6-ORI-102, Task O r d e r  4.) 
A ser ies  of experimental investigations of stall phenomena were made Fn a three- 
stage free-vortex blading compressor, a one-stage free-vortex blading compressor, and 
a one-stage solid-body bladlng compressor. The results of careful measurements of 
stalling in  these  compressors ere reported. Two principal types of stall, p a r t i a l  
and full, were-observed (corresponding t o  promessive and root-to-tip st&, respec- 
t ively,  in survey 61). 
Par t ia l - s tu  (progress ive-s ta l l )  charac te r i s t ics  are ae f0-s: (1) one or  
more stalled regions may be present. The s t a l l e d  regfons &end over only paxt of 
the  blade span but  cover more than one blade passage and m e y  be at e i the r  blade hub 
o r  t i p ,  depending on the configuration. (2) Fransit ion into partial-stall  conditions 
occams when-the outlet t h r o t t l e  is closed beyond the  meximum exit pressure. Continued 
closing of t he   t h ro t t l e  (decrease of flm coefficient)  results in   e i ther   increas ing  
the  number of stall regions propagating at the  68me speed 88 before, remouping of  
reglons into a larger p a r t i d - s t d l  regions propagating at a mer speed (see survey 
67, i n  which speed increases with stall reglon size), or regrouping in to  a s ingle  
ful l -s ta l l  ( root- to- t ip)  region.  Par t ia l  stall with continued aecrease of flow coef- 
f i c i en t  causes a steady gradual decl ine in  pressure. Transit ion to full stsll is 
accompanied by a sudden sharp drop in  exit pressure. (3) Par t i a l  s t a l l  occurs at 
higher flow coefficients thaq full st&, propagates-at higher speed, and has a m a x i -  
mum r a t i o  of  velocity-fluctuation amplitude t o  mean velocity of  0.6 t o  0.65 88 com- 
pared w i t h  about 0.7 fo r  full s t a l l .  
Ful l - s td l  ( root - to- t ip  stall) character is t ics  are RE. follows: (I) ~ n l y  one 
stalled region is present, and it extends over the f u l l  blade span and covers more 
than one passage. ( 2 )  Transition into full stall occurs as the  flow coefficient is 
decreased (by closing exit  throttle, e.g.) beyond a certain point.  Continued decrease 
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in f l o w  coefficient enlarges the full stall (retarded-flow) region. The propagating- 
stall speed var ies  with solidLty but not with a decrease i n  flow coefficient.  To 
relieve the full-stall  condition by opening the thro t t le ,  it is  necessary to open 
the  th ro t t l e  beyond the point where full s ta l l  first occurred ( i . e . ,  hysteresis 
effect  is  noted), Triulaition to full stall i s  characterized by a sudden sharp drop 
i n  e x i t  pressure. (3) Wl-atdl propsgating speed is lower than p a r t i d - s t d l  
propagating speed (but in same direction) and occurs at  lower flow coefficients.  A t  
a given flow cceff ic ient   the  full-stall region is widest at the same radial position 
where par t ia l  stdl  is  widest for  that partimlax configuration. 
The dlscuesion of the experimental results points out that the character is t ic  
time bases for estimating propagating-stdl speed by va r ious  investigators (eurveyrs 
66 and 63) are believed t o  depend upon the  time required for the establlsbment of a 
separated boundary layer when an a i r f o i l  is subJected t o  a sudden change i n  angle of 
attack. The comparative constancy of full-stall propagating speed over a wide f l o w  
range, obtained experimentally in  this  report ,  does not support t h i s  view. A char- 
ac te r i s t i c  time, depending upcm the   i ne r t i a  of the  flow rather than upon the  detailed 
nature of the flow, is suggeated i n  survey 67. 
The actual total-pressure.loss due t o  stall In a compressor cascade Y ~ E  small 
and near- constant for a range of incidence angles of ao t o  loo. Outeide t h i s  
range, the  to ta l -presme losses  rise rapidly. This total-pressure-loss variation 
is the most markedly nonlinear f h  character is t ic  observed, and the amplitude of 
the stall  f luctuat ions  that  appeared seemed to be typical of nonlinear oscillations. 
Therefore, the total-pressure-loss variation is an important fac to r  i n  determining 
the s ta l l - f luctuat ion e&plitudes. 
It w a s  not  positively,est&lished whether the ro tor   o r   s ta tor  w w  primarily 
responsible for stall.  Lwge herodynamic blade excitations can arise as a resu l t  
of s t a l l ,  and it i s  posaible that b lade   Wlures  could result from p a r t i a l  s tall  
(more l ike ly  than  a t  full-%tall conditions). The effects  of stalls extend far up- 
stream and downstream of tYle blade row of t he i r  occurrence. A discussion of s t a l l -  
i n g  and the  characterist ic  hysteresis  loops involved in going from . s ta l led   to  un- 
s t a l l ed  and back to   s ta l led  condi t ione leads t o  a tentative suggestion that surging 
may involve an osci l la t ion bgtween two st& patterns. 
66. Marble, Frank E. : Prdpagation of S t a l l  i n  a Compressor Blade Row. Tech. Rep. 
No. 4, WIT, Jan. 1954. (Office Bci. Res. ,  A i r  R e s .  and Dev.  Connnslld Contract 
AF l8(600)-178.) - * 
Sta l l  propagation in @-blade row using a two-dimensional small-perturbation 
theory and aseuming no interference from ascent blade rows is discussed. Blade 
spacing and blade chord are not . c r i t i ca l   quant i t ies  determining the stall propagation, 
and therefore the two-dimmg)lonal cascade is further simplified by replacing It with 
an actuator l ine.  Given the i n l e t  flow angle m d  the  local  .tming angle for the . . 
unstalled cascade, the  local  s ta t ic-pressure r ise  and outlet angle are known i n  the 
absence of losses. Thus, for given turning, assigning a different static-pressure 
rise a t  a given inlet  angle is equivalent t o  assigning a pmticulax total-pressure 
L ~ E S  a t  t h e  value of inlet angle. In a smlified model, the static-pressure rise 
i s  assumed zero i n  a stal led region. The results of the theoret ical  analysis of 
t h i s  model indicate  that   the  propagation  rate of the stalled region is determined by 
the r e l a t ive   i n l e t  flow mgle t o  the cascade and i s  independent of the flou turning. 
From a plot of--the relative speed of stall propagation against inlet angle, it is 
observed t h a t  the propagation speed i n  t h i 6  simple c ~ c a d e  configuration is least 
sensi t ive to  var ia t ions .of re la t ive  inlet flow angles near the value f/4. AB t h i s  
is  a c o m a  value of inlet flclrr. angle, t h i s  result fo r  the simplified case agrees 
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a compressor is throt t led.  The most influential factor determining the extent of 
the stalled region is  the  cascade static-pressure rise. 
For a somewhat less simplified case, i n  which the pressure rise and discharge 
angle are mu depenaent upon the   i n l e t  angle ne= s t d l  (respectively zero and in- 
dependent in the  f i rs t  simplified case), the  speed of propagation i s  found to   be  a 
function of the  inlet and discharge angles. However, the  inlet flm angle is still 
the  predominant factor.  The cascade static-pressure rise is still the  important 
factor determining the extent of  the  stalled region. 
The effects  of propagating a t a l l   i n   t h e  performance of a single  compressor stage 
are also dlscussed. The compressor performance is evaluated in terms of  f l o w  and 
pressure coefficients. Specifying these coefficients is  equivalent t o  specifying 
the   re la t ive  -et and discharge angles in conformity with the procedures i n   t h e  rest 
of the report. One result obtained is that the  pressure loss due t o  s t d l  is pro- 
por t iona l  to  the  stalled fract ion of  the  circumference. The performance of a hypo- 
t he t i ca l  compressor is computed, and q u a l i t a t i v e  Weement with experimentally ob- 
served behavior is obtained. 
67. Steming, Alan H.: S t a l l  Propagation i n  a Cascade of Airfoils.  Jour. Aero. 
Sci., V O ~ .  21, 110. 10, O c t .  1954, pp. 711-713. 
The mechanism i n  cascade flow that controle stall-propagation speed and the 
s ize  of stall regions I s  investigated. Three factors  aze considered; t he  ine r t i a  
of the  f luid  both  outside  the cascade and inside  the passage, and the response time 
for the establishment of a separated boundary layer when subjected  to change i n  
angle of attack. A l inearized one-dimensional perturbation analysis le& to  severa l  
interesting conclusions. The speed of stell propagation increases with t he  s i ze  of 
the  stall region (cf. observations in survey 65) and depends mainly on the   i ne r t i a  
character is t ics  of t he  f lu id  approaching the  cascade (the pressure changes downstream ' 
of a cascade are much sud.ler than upstream) and between the blades. The boundary- 
layer response time factor decreases the speed of propagation but its ef fec t  is not 
88 large as t ha t  of the over-all  Inertia.  The boundary-layer analysis indicates 
that   s ta l l - region  s ize  and propagation depend oz1 the  inlet angle (see survey 61). 
68. Smith, A. G., and Fletcher, P. J. : Observations on the Surging of Various Low- 
Speed Fans and  Compressors. M e m o .  No. W.219, Bri t i sh  N.G.T.E., July 1954. 
A ser ies  of observations of stal1,and surge phenomena i n  centrif'ugal- and axial- 
flar compressors is reported and analyzed briefly. R e s u l t s  and conclusions of in- 
vestigations using wol tufts and pitot pressure tubes are presented. Only those 
findings that are a f f e r e n t  from the results of investigations of surveys 61 t o  67 
axe recorded here. 
Only one band of rotat ing reverse-flou region, which ro ta tes  at a speed of 0.30 
t o  0.50 of rotor speed in the majority of cases, is noted. Ih one case, a type of 
surge was observed which involved  uniform  backflm at the   ro to r   t i p s  all around the  
periphery. By considering a compressor as multiple compressors i n  parallel, a hys- 
teresis ef fec t  and operating characteristic similar t o  observed findings can be pre- 
dicted. A tentative theory for the rotating surge discussed here leads to calcula- 
tions of propagation speeds b.ased Qn Tnertia  effects of the   f lu id   in   the   d l f fuser  
channels. According t o  t h i s  theory, surge frequency should decrease as the  rimer 
and length of the charnels (sol idi ty)  goes up. This theory does not apply t o  axial- 
flow fans,  but it is speculated that  there  the  propagation rate would probably &- 
crease with smaller pressure drops due to  the  surging. 
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69. Se*s,.Willism R., atld Chu, Wen-ma: Some  Aerodynamic  Problems of Compressors 
and Turbines.  Lecture  Ser. No. 30, IMt. for  Fluid DYIE~L~CS and Appl.  Mech., 
Univ. Maryland, Nov. 1953. 
Three  major  internal-flow  problems of turbomfifnery aFe analyzed: (1) lnter- 
ference  between moving blade  rows, (2) progressive  rotating  etall BB a consistent 
solution of syrmetric flars, and (3) a i r f o i l  characteristics after  stall. . 
An analysis of interference  effects fo r  a two-dimensional nonvlscous incompres- 
sible flow I s  developed 88 an iterative  process, follpwing the  work of survey 57. 
One result  is  thst  the  unsteady  forces  can be as large as 15 percent of the  steady 
l i f t ,  which lead to bLade  vibration problems. The circulation induced on a glven 
blade row by the  relative  motion f a downstream row is greater  than  that  induced by 
an upstream row. 
Two-dimensional  actuator-line  theory WBB applied to an analpis of rotatlng 
stall.  The flow upstream of the  actuator  line was irrotational.  Results  indlcate 
that  special  combinations of blade  characteristics  geometry  must  exist in order 
for steady  rotating  patterns  to  be  present. 
70. Perl, W., and  Epstein, H. T.: Borne Effects of Compressibility on the FLOW through 
Fam and Turbines. NACA Rep. 842,  1946. (Supersedes NACA AF!R E5G03.) 
A theoretical &pis applies  the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and 
energy  to a study of compressible  nonvlscoud flow throua;h a two-dimensional  cascade 
of airfoils. A W n t a l  relation  is  derive&  between  the  -stream and downstream 
flaw angles X1 and Xz, respectively,  inlet M a c h  number HI, and  pressure  ratio 
p,/p, across the  cascade: 
This  result is presented  graphically i n  a series of curves  and compared with  the 
incoqpressible-flow  relations $0 demonstrate  the  compressibility  effect8 for compree- 
sor  or  turbine  cascades.  The  plots  reveal  two r e s '  of flow angle8 and an i n l e t  
Mach number  for  which no ideal  pressure  ratio  existsj  in  certain  other  flow-angle 
ranges tu0 possible  pressure  ratios  are  predicted far given  inlet  Mach  numbers. 
" 
The  effects of  Wiable axial-flow area are.  treated. In the  range of Mach num- 
bers less  than 0.4 in bal-flow compressors,  the  relatione  for  compressible and in- 
compressible flow both  give  nearly  the  same  results.  Some  implicatlone of th basic 
conservation laws are discussed  for  nonitleal f ow through  caecades. 
71. Trapel, W.: Kmpressible Strijmung  durch !Pubinen. Schweizer  Archiv f .  
Angewsndte  wise.  und  Tech., Jahrg, 16, 'Heft 5, May 1950, pp. 129-138; Jahrg. 
16, Br. 6, June 1950, pp. 176-186. (Comprepible Flq?  Through Turbines.) 
A theory is developed  for  the  mathematical  asalysis of frictionless  isentropfc 
flow through  axial-flow  turbines  and  compressors  when compr ssibility effects  are 
large. The  radlal-equilibrium  condltion  is.snalyzed, and it  iB  concludzd  that  the 
radial  distribution of density  determines  the  magnitude of compressibility  effects. 
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72. Lieblein, Seymour, and Sandercbck, Donald M. : Compressibility Correction for 
Turning Angles of Axial-Flow In le t  Guide Vanes. HACA TN 2215, 1950. 
The P>andtl-Gleuert compressibility correction for isolated airfoils i s  extended 
to  accelerating cascades w i t h  axial air inlet and moderate blade m e r s  and sol idi ty .  
The total l i f t  coefficient of t he  cascade is considered as the  sum of two parts:  (1) 
the coefffcient of  lift associated with constant airspeed across the  cascade, and (2) 
the coeff ic ient  o f  lift associated with the change of speed across the cascade. As a 
resul t ,   the   vsr ia t ions of lift coefficient and turning angle with inlet Mach nuniber 
at a given angle of attack are obtained analytically for two-dimensional flow. The 
results are then adapted for SnniiLar flows. 
Some experimental data are presented t o  demonstrate the  agreement achieved. 
The turning angles derived from the  two-dimensional f h n  analysis are corrected t o  
constant axial velocity across the cascade; consequently, the theoretical  variation 
of corrected turning angles up to 29O and fo r   ax i s l r e loc i ty   i nc reases  up t o  20 per- 
cent across the vanes is i n  agreement with experimental turning-angle data from in- 
vestigations of s e v e r d  &al-flow-compressor inlet-guide-vane designs in-azlnular 
cascades. Thus, generalized blade-element compressibility corrections are presented 
for use in  the design and analgsis of dal-flow-compressor guide vanes. 
73. Sinnette, John T. , Jr., Costello, George R., and Cunnnsngs, Robert L.: -res- 
sions  for Measuring the  Accuracy of Approximate Solutions t o  Compressible Flow 
Through Cascades of Blades  with Examples of Use .  NACA TN 2501, 1951. 
I;bur error expressions are derived BB integral   re la t ions based on the condition 
of i r ro ta t iona l i ty  and on t he  laws of conservation of mass and momentum. These inte-  
gral mress ions ,  necessaxy conditions for steady irrotational compressible flow 
through a s t ra ight  cascade of  blades, are (I) the r a t i o  of the difference between up- 
stream and damstream mass flow t o  upstream m a s s  flow, (2) t he   r a t io s  of the  differ- 
ences between momentum changes i n  two directions  (calculated from blade surface pres- 
sure dlstributions and upstream velocity vectors) t o   r e m l t a n t  blade force, and (3) 
t he   r a t io  of  the circulet ion around a simply connected region to   c i rcu la t ion  around 
an a i r fo i l .  B e  error expressions are applied t u  tests for the compatibil i ty and 
accuracy of three aFfferent types of approximate solutions f o r  compressible flows 
through the cascade. These approximations are incompressible potential solutions, 
the Prandtl-Glauert approximation as adapted t o  cascades, and an approximation based 
on an assumed l inear  pressure-volume re la t ion  BB applred to cascades. Pressures and 
densit ies are also obtained for coqarison from the exact Bernoulli equation and 
pressure-density  relation. 
The compatibility expressions are used t o  compare the preceding approximate 
solutions and t o  meadure the over-all degree of approximation achieved by each. The 
results indicate that the accuracy of the incompressible potential-flow approximation 
decreases with rising Mach umbers. The inaccuraciee involved in  the process  of ob- 
taining the incompressible solution are insignif icant  compared with the inaccuracy 
of the incompressible approximation itself fo r  Mach numbers of the  order of 0.8. 
The Frandtl-Glauert approximation results in   e r ro r s  .of about the same magnitude 
as the incompressible approximation when used with a l inear ized  veloci ty   re la tbn.  
Much improved answers  result when the  exact velocity  relation is used. 
The linear preswe-volume-relation approximation gives much more accurate re- 
su l t s  than either the Prandtl-Glauert or the incompressible potential-flow approxi- 
mations. The errors  af approximation apparently are only s l igh t ly  greater than the 
errors involved in the calculations, such as rounding off numbers, integration ap- 
proximations , snd so forth. 
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F. VISCOUS FLOWS, BOUNDARY LAYERS, AFTD LOSSES 
74. Wu, Chung-Hua: Survey of Available Information on Internal  Flw Losses Through .. 
Axial Turbomachhes. NACA RM E50513, .1950. 
The available information on internal-flnw lomes i n  axial-flow compressors and 
turbines is  br i e f ly  surveyed, and both the present state of knowledge and the direc- 
t i on  of probable future research on redxction of these Losses are discussed. 
75. Squire, H. B. , and Young, A. D. : The Calculation of the  Profi le  Drag of Aero- 
fo i l s .  R & M  No. 1838, Br i t i sh  A.R.C., Xov. 1951. 
The drag on an isolated airfoil In twg-dimensional incompressible flow is cal" 
culated  for a range of Reynolds numbers for  several alrfoil   thicknesses on t h e  b g i s  .- " 
of the  pressure  distributions about the airfoil coqputed by means of potential-€" 
analyses. 
The boundary layer on the airfoil is assumed t o   b e  ldwr from the  leading edge 
back t o  an assumed transit ion  point and is considered turbulent reaxward from tha t  
point. In the  laminarr layer,  the skin friction .and 'bouiiw-lay& .thiclmess near the 
leading edge ere computed by Pohlhausenrs method. The turbulent boundmy-layer prop- 
erties axe computed using the Prandtl  theory  together  with  the  experimental  results 
of  Iilruyadse and h i .  For the wake, it i a  assumed that the momentum thickness st 
t h e  t r a i l i n g  edge i s  equal t o   t h e  sum of the momentum thicknesses of the boundary 
layers of the upper and lower surfaces n e q  the t r a i l i n g  edge. The etatic pressure 
is assumed constant in t h e  wake t o  permit  he we af t h & b & i n ~ - h y e r  equa€ione. - = .  
CorqpaxiBon o f .  calculated results w i t h  experiment is fairly satisfactory.  
76. Weske, 3.  R. : Drag of Airfoils i n  G r i d s  of High SoUdity. Jour. Aero. Sci., 
" 
vol. 11, no. 4, Oct. 1944, pp. 369-372. 
The drag on 
stagger anazero 
component par ts  : 
ment of the main 
Reynolde numbers , 
NACA 0012 symmetrical airjloile is .analmeti for a cascade at zero .. uft. The results indicate that the- profi le  drag IS conrposed o+ two 
(1) the drag produce& by ' the   ~ iZC~eC&Fei i i " ( e .g . ,  the  displace- 
flow by the boundary layer),. w h i c h  was found t o  be s m a l l  at high 
and (2) the drag produced by skin f r ic t ion .  Causes of prof i le  drag 
which arise in  the  wakes are of  p&icular concern. The drag coefficient i8 computed 
i n   t e r m  of momentum thickness as i n  survey 75. For these a i r fo i l s ,  t h e  t rans i t ion  
point  in  the grids is  Located accurately at the point of maximum thickness of thc 
airfoils. Data ere obtained by au experimental investigation to enable integration 




w e e  W o r  conclusions are reached: (1) The d r a g  of high-soudfty airfoils 
can be  calculated fairly well from the molqentum e p a t i q n  #or a tur't>ulent boundary 
layer by assuming a constant mean value far a coefficient of skin Friction. (2) The 
momentum transfer  of  the wake i n  a f i e l d  of adveree etatic-pressure  gradients gives 
r i s e   t o   l o s ses  much larger  than for i n ~ v ~ & u ~ ~ & ~ & f o - J s . -  -"-?his ef fec t  is significant 
only for very high so l id i t ies .  (3) Displacement of  the flow mi -observed Prom the- 
blade ends toward the  midspan, especially .at high soliditfee (called Jet  contraction 
elsewhere) and produces separation at the blade enas while the flow at the midspan 
adheres. A t  high so l id i t i e s  , the  resu l t  is cons.idered t o  increase the drag beyond 
that predicted  solely 011 the basis af   prof i le  brag. 
77. Loitsianskii, L. G.: Resistance of Cascade of Airfoils i n  a G a s  Stream a-b- 
. .  . .  .. . 
sonic Velocity. NACA TM 1303, 1951. 
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The drag of a f r f o i l a  i n  mcade is tlaeoretically CeLculated as interactions 
among t he  boundary lsyers of the  individual blades. This method is  based on a s l igh t  
flow nonhomogeneity in   t he   s ec t ion  of the  aerodynamic wake where the  boundary layers 
of the  indivictual blades merge. To carapute t h i s  method, exact expressions i n  terms 
of t o t a l  load loss,  circulation, and free-stream velocity are set up for the reac- 
t ions on the  cascade i n  viscous incompressible f l o w .  The assunpltionthat the veloc- 
i t y  is nearly uniform at  the dametream sta t ion  where the  w&es merge led6 to  a 
expression for tot&-pressure loss  and reaction nomud to   the   ca~cade   ax is  as func- 
t ions of the  boundary-layer momentum thickness at that station. This result  is then 
related t o   t h e  momentum thickness at the  blade  t ra i l ing edges. 
Thu,   for  a given pressure distribution on the prof i le ,   the  momentum thickness 
and an estimate of the  cascade  reaction  can  be made. 
78. Schlichting, H., and Scholz, N. : iiber die theoretische Berechung der 
Strijmngsverluste ebes ebenen Schaufelgitters. I-.-Archiv, Bd. XM, H e f t .  1, 
1951, pp. 42-65. (On the Theoretical Calculation of.Elar Losses of a Plane 
cascade of AFrfoils. ) 
Potential-flow solutions are used to determine the  pressure and velocity dis- 
t r ibut ions  &out   the  a i r foi ls  In two-dimensional cascades, from which the  boundary 
layers on the blade surfaces can be determined by boundary-lwer theory. Using zero- 
thiclmess profiles, the changes in exit-flow CiLrection*cauaed by the bounhry layers 
can then be computed. Loss coefficients are found for  e ight  different  cascades, but 
no comparisons are made w i t h  experimental results. 
79. Stephenson, J. M. : Efficiency and Drag of an Axial-Flow Compressor Stage. Air- 
c ra f t  E-., ~ 1 .  XXY, no. 292, June 1953, pp. 158-160. 
The efficiency concepts frequently used i n  axial-flow-compressor design are 
reviewed. The relat ions axe discussed between the various efficiencies defined, such 
as polytropic, isentropic, and cascade o r  blade efficiencies.  The stage efficiency 
is expressed i n  terms of blade force and prof i le  drag from considerations of the  
moment of momentum and the  energy equatlons. The results can then be compomdea f o r  a 
complete stage. A _ T & t  figure f o r  cascades i n  terms of a dimensionless force coef- 
f i c i en t  in the  tangential   direction and the profFle drag cpefficient is proposed. 
An interesting discussion deala with  the effects of  errars i n   t h e   p r o f i l e  shspe 
produced on the efficiency. An overly thick blade t r a i l i n g  edge has l i t t l e  e f fec t  
on the efficiency but cauBes the   p ro f i l e  d r a g  to increase. A blunted leading edge 
likewise has l i t t l e  effect on the design efficiency but does r e s u l t   i n  an abbreviated 
flow range before stall  occurs. Sharg curvatures and ridges lead t o  a simflar re- 
su l t .  Surface roughness, i f  less than the boundary-layer thickness, has  no effect .  
Reynolh- number effects on the efficiency are reviewedbriefly, and shed vortices 
and tip-clearance eddies and the i r   e f f ec t s  are described. 
80. Goldstein, Arthur W., and m e r ,  Artur: At ta imibLe  Circulation about Airfoile 
i n  C a s c a d e .  NACA Rep. 953, 1950. (Supersedes NACA T!i 1941.) 
A method is present& for determining the  m.inimum required cascade so l id i ty   fo r  
a given turning. This method is developed for calculatfng the pitch-chord ratio and 
surface-velocity  distribution  coneistent  with  specifications on profile  thickness,  
m a x i m  surface velocfty, Reynolds nulnber, inlet and out le t  flow veloci t ies  and 
angles, suction-surface diffusion avoiding separation, and t r d l h g - e d g e  loading. 
The analysis is based on boundary-layer data obtained on i so la ted  a i r f o i l s  and ap- 
proximate.baundary-layer theory i n  two-dimensional incompressible flow. Both lamfnas 
and turbulent bounda;ry lwers are considered. Numerical -le6 are @En, and re- 
su l t s  are compared with experiment. 
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81. Mager, Artur, Mahoney, John J., and Budlnge'r, Ray E. : Discussion of J3oundaxy- 
Leyer Chaxacteriet.ics H e a x  the  .WaU ..of ag pXi+"Fl+w .Conpressor. NACA Rep. 
1085, 1952. (Bupersedes NACA FM E5lH07. ) 
The boundasy-2syer velocity profiles on the casing of an axial-flow compressor 
behind the guide vanes and rotor  are measured by meam of total-pressure and claw: 
type probes. It is - w e d  that  the probe-s read the correct mean value of the fhw 
in the presence ofdisturbanceB due t o  turbulence and blade rotation. The boundary- 
layer flow is resolved.-lnto t y o  components, along the  main flow etreamllnes and per- 
pendicular t o  them. 
" 
- . . "  .. . + 
- " 
(D 
A simplified a n a l p i s  of  the boundary-layer flow is  undertaken, assuming lncom- ii 
pres s ib i l i t y  and zero velocity gradtent normal t o   t he  Burface at the boundary-layer 
-outer extremity. Boundary-layer thickness and deflection at the wall are used as 
generalizing paremeters. The w e r i m e n t a l  results and the momentum-integral e q a -  
t ions are used t o  evaluate  qualitatively  the compressor w a l l  baundarg-layer 
characterist ics.  
The main parameters controlling secondary flow appear to   be the turning of the 
flow an& the product of the boundaxy-layer thickness and streamline curvature outside 
the boundary layer. Tip clearance .affects secondary f l o w  primarily at high weight 
flows and speeds. Losses n e w   t h e   r o t o r   t i p  and s t a to r  in13 are traced t o  the pre- 
dominantly tangential  direction of the boundary-layer flows in those locations. t 
. ." 
Separation of  the three-dimensional boundazy Layer is disrsussed. Preliminary 
considerations  indicate  that many phenomena i n  ~axlal-flow compressors, such 88 large * 
losses near the ro ta r  tips despite e-gy addi t ion  to  the bo-indaxy layer, can be ex- 
plained by the three-dimensional boundary-layer fl& on the  casing. 
82. Slnnette, John T., Zr. , aad Costello, George R. : Posalble Appldcation of B h d e  
. " 
Boundary-Layer Control t o  Improvement of Design and Off-Design Performance o r  
Axial-Flow  Turbomachinee. NACA TN 2371, 1951. 
Assuming a lfnear  pressure-volume re la t ion  for compressible flow, a potential-  
flow method i s  developed fo r  designing b w e s  slotted for suction or ejection, with 
a prescribed  velocity  distribution oz1 the  blade surface snd i n  the slot, which i a  
intended for use 88 buundary-layer control i n   t h e  cougressor or turbine. The effects  
of suction on the  flow n e  the  slot and of ejecting gaEl st temperatures ana pressures 
different  from the local free-stream values me discussed. SuctFon l e  reconmended 
for  boundaxy-layer control i n  later stages of compreseors, and e jec t ion   ie  recom- 
mended for cooling gurposes and far increasing  the loadlng in   turbine stages. 
83, Bcholz, ET.: Two-Dimensional Correction of the  Outlet Angle i n  Cascade Flov. 
Jour. Roy. Aero. Sci. , vol. 20, no. 11, Bov. 1953, pp. 786-787. 
An approximate method i8  developed for  estimating a two-dimensional correction 
of the   ou t le t  flow angle of a cascade f o r t h e  effects of boundary-hyer growth on the 
end walla. It is assumed that the entire flow deflection takes place downstream of 
a plane within the paesage, a t  t h e  aerodynamic center of  the passage. Momentum con- 
siderations  then  lead  to  correction  in terms of flov contractions in two regions on 
e i ther  side of the plane. 
84. Stepheneon, J. M. : The Elimination of W d 1  Effects In AxLal-FLow Compressor 
Stages. Jour. Aero. Soc. (London), vol. 57, no. 508, Apr. 1953, pp. 241-243. c 
A design method I s  proposed that improves.the accuracy o f  the usual design asaum- 
t ions  for  v i scos i ty  e f fec ts  in  compressora. The method r u e s  upon the tendency of 3 







gases t o  maintain a radial-equilibrium condition. This is used to  counteract the 
peaking of the axial-velocity component due t o  w a l l  friction (see survey 213). The 
boundary layers must be computed fo r   t he  first stage, end then  the results exe ap- 
p l b d  t o  all stages  with  suitable  corrections  for  the  hub-tip  radius  ratios. 
The procedure is as follow$: A function f(r)  is &.fined as a reaction param- 
eter. For a given f(r) ,  the  tangent ia l  veloci t ies  are calculated, and, assumfng 
no radial-velocity components, the axial-velocity profile is determined. If it is 
&sired t o  choose f ( r ) ,  that is, the tangential-velocity profile,  a trial-and-error 
solution is set up i n  order  t o   g e t  a particular  axial-velocity  profile. 
The over-all design method is intended t o  achieve two goals: (1) Each stage of 
a compressor must be  designed  with  constant  circulation t o  avoid  the peaked axial- 
velocity profile generally found Fn compressors. A great deal o f  information is 
required about t h e   p r o f i l e   i n  each stage which is assumed t o   b e  unchanged when dif-  
ferent blading is used. (2) The axial  velocity must be controlled without increas- 
ing the circulation near the w a l l ,  as t h i s  would came an efficiency decrease due 
t o  secondary-flow effects .  
85. Torda, T. P., Hilton, H. H., and Hall, F. C. : Analysis of Viscous Lam.inar In- 
comgressible Flow Through Axial Flou Tu-bomachines with  Infinitesimal B l a d e  
Spacing. Rep. No. C-TR-1, Ebg. Bp. Station, Aero. Eng. Dept., Univ. ELL., 
Feb. 24, 1953. (Contract AF 33(616)-52, E.O. lo. R-467-3 BR-1.) 
An analysis i s  presented of the viscous steady lamina Fncompressible axi- 
symmetric f l o w  through rotating axial-flow turbomachines. The inverse or design 
problem is solved here. Fi rs t ,  the  resu l tan t  ve loc i ty  d is t r ibu t ion  in  each chazlnel 
i s  assumed a nonsymmetric parabola with constant axial-velocity component, and the 
Navier-Stokes equations f o r  axisymmetric flou are integrated. Introduction of a 
force field takes   into account both hydrostatic pressures and viscous shear stresses, 
and makes possible  the  determination of the  closely spaced  three-dfmeneional stream- 
line surfaces (i.e., the  blades) by inte-ating the streamline equations along the 
stage. In t h i s  design problem, the  angular velocity, the magnitude and direction of  
the entrance velocity, the entrance pres-, and the  hub and shroud r a d i i  are given. 
From these,  certain arbitrary functions Zl and Z2 must be determined on the basis 
of lmom efficient surface curvatures at  the leading edge. Such curvaturea are chosen 
t o  conform with known physical  limitations on the  rate of  pressure rise on blades nec- 
essary to prevent increased ~ ~ E C O U B  losses and flow separation. The functions Z1 
and Z2 also determine the  tubt of the  blades. With t h i s  information, the designer 
can then determine the s t r e d i n e   t r a c e s  by  integration and thus  the blade prof i les  
fo r  a given stage. 
A numerical example is presented  to  illustrate use of  the design procedure, its 
trends, and l imitations.  !?he particular numerical example i n  t h e  report w a s  one of 
a series whose over-all  aim was t o  determine the conditions for m a x i m u m  pressure  r ise  
through a single  rotating  stage of closely spaced blades at the E- time t o  avoid 




IPorda, T. P., Hilton, H. H., and H a l l ,  F. C.: Analysis of Viscous Laminar In- 
compressible Flow Through Axial-Flow Turbomechines with  Infinitesimal B l a d e  
Spacing. ' Jour. Appl. Mech., vol. 20, no. 3, Sept .  1953, pp. 401-406. 
Expressions are derived fo r  the velocity camponents, pressure, and power input 
output for arbitrary blade &mes f o r  viscous incompressible steady flows. 
flow var iab les  and blade surfaces are plotted. 
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87. Born, P. W., Hall, F. C., Hilton, E. E., and  Torda, T. P. : Analysis of Viecons 
Laminar Incompressible Flow Through Axial  Flaw Turbomachines u i th   F in i te  Blade 
Spacing.  Tech. Rep. C-5%-2, Eng. Exp. Station, Aero. Fhg. Dept.,  Univ. f l l ino ie ,  
Mar. 18, 1953. (Contract AF 33(616)-52, E.O. No. R-467-3 ER-1.) W 
The work of survey 85 is extended to   the   case  of finite and equally spaced- 
blades. In  somewhat the same fashion as in surveys 10 t o  12, a number of equally 
spaced streamline surfaces, calculated for lnflnitesimal spacing, are taken as 
'frozen," t ha t  is, the same fo r  t he  f in f t e  a s  fo r  infinitesimal spacing. The inf in i -  
tesimsl solution qualitatively determines the over-al l  properties of the .  stage .  The 
flow variables me then..allowed t o  vary from the frozen values circumferentially to- 
ward the surfaces of-.%& adjacent finite-spacing bledee by simultaneously replacing 
the  Lorenz-type f o r c e  f i e l d b y  series expansions  for the axial-, radial-, and 
tangential-velocity components and the pressure. By subst&tut ing. these ser ies  in* 
the  Navier-Btokes and continuity eqpatia-F, recurrence formulas &e obtained for the 
series coef f ldents .  The first tergf. of-ft+.aqies g-e".hose obtained from axi- 
symmetric solutions. The ser ies  for two of  the three velocity-variable expansion<. 
have arbitrary  functions for t he i r  second terms and must be &%termtned from the 
boundary conditions. Once the coefficients axe determined, the streamline equatbns 
are integrated, and the blade surfaces are found. _The boundary conditions that must 
be SatiBP'lpnare nonslip of flow along the blade surfaces and closure of the  stream- 
line  surfaces t o  form f ini te   blades.  
." 
Rela%ation of the nonslip condition in prescribed fasbion leads  to  a necesssrry 
simpllfication of both the analysis and the  numerical'work. The condition of closure 
is rigidly satisfied,  but in general  ha9 t o  be fuJ31lled individually for each design 
in  the  course of the numerical work. 
88. Torda, T. P. : Analysis of V i e c m  Laminar Incompressible Flow Through Axial 
Flow Turbomachines. Annual.Swmitmy  Rep. C-TR-3,  Eng.  Exp. Station Aero. Eng. 
Dept., Univ. I l l inois ,  July 15, 1953. (Contract AF 33(616)-52, E.O. No. R-467-3 
BR-1. ) 
This third report  in  the ser ies  (surveys 85 and 87) is  an e w s i t i o n  and a-
of the  first two reports. . .  
89. Sinnette, John T., Jr., and Voss, Wiliam J.: Extension of Useful Operating 
Range of Axial-Flaw Compressors by Use of Adjustable Stator Blades .  HAC& Rep. 
915, 3248. (Supersedes NACA ACR E6EO2.) - 
The inherently narrow operatfng flow and speed range of the axial-flow compres- 
sor i s  discussed. The useful flow range may >e Limited for one or more reasons, EE 
fouuws: (1) a rapid change i n  pressure r a t i o  fQr.8- changes i n  flow, (2) sig- 
nif icant  change in   eff ic iency for  change in  flow, and (3) surging (i . e., unstable ." 
operation) when flm? is decreased beyond cer ta in  limits. The us& speed range may 
be United  by  rapid  decksses  i n  efficiency from peak values with change i n  speed. 
Chief responsibil i ty for these llmiting flow and ~p'd character is t ics  i s  at t r ibuted 
to  the  reduction i n  the. l i f t  coefficients of aople bJ&e .rwsl occ-eioned by the oc- 
currence of unfavorable angles of. attack on those.bwes-&  the .off-.deaign operatlug 
conditions. Resetting the blade angles by blade adjuitment as operating conditions 
are changed is sugge6te.d i n  order to maintain the lift coefficients as high as possi- 
b l e .   S t a t o r   b l d e   W t m e n t  is recommended for reasons of mechanical sirqglicity i n  
high-speed multistage compressors. A cgnsidergble section of the- report is  devafed 
e 
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to  presenting a clear  physical   picture of the flaw mechanisms leading  to  the unac- 
ceptable unstable conditions a t  off-&s€gn operation. Particular attention is cal led 
t o   t h e  importance of the  a g e  density changes i n  a multistage compressor, making it 
much more sens i t i ve   t o  flow changes than a single-stage  unit. 
A general theory i s  presented for resetting the compressor stator  blade angles. 
For simplicity, the analysis is for one-dimensional coqres s ib l e  flow with an esti- 
mated polytropic exponent. Conditions calculated at the mean radius are assumed to 
represent the average conditiopa at each e x i d  position. This r e s t r i c t ion  is nec- 
essary,  because, while the blade angles can be sdjueted k~ g i v e  a desired angle of  
a t tack   for  a given row of blades at sqme point along the  blade span, t he  angles of 
a t tack at other  radial  posittions &not be chosen shultaneoualy unless  the blade 
t w i s t  can be altered. Various flow and boundary-layer considerations lead t o  choos- 
ing  the midspan point as the criterion for blade-angle adjustments required. 
Calculation procedures are presented  separately  for  the entrance guide vanes and 
the remaining stages, because the entrance guide vknes have functions essentially dif- 
ferent  from the typica l  s ta tor  blades. Then calculat$ons are presented f o r  rese t t ing  
the  blade angles of the NACA eight-stage compressor fo r  75 percent of design speed 
over a range of load coefficients from 0.28 t o  0.70. The re su l t s  show substant ia l  
improvement i n   t h e  peak eff ic iencies  at compressor speeds considerably below design 
speed. Peak pressure ratios were increased with the  s ta tor  blades reset. Inlet-air 
conditions had a lmge   e f f ec t  on the adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency at law 
Mach numbers. The compressor had no definite surging below Mach m e r  0.4. 
Stator  blade  adjustment c&~l yield substanti& improvement of peak eff ic iencies  
at speeds below t h e  design speed. The ava i lab i l i ty  of  several different blade se t -  
t ings makes it possible   to  very the peak-efficiency flows and thereby  extend the 
useful compressor flaw range. 
90. Bilmette, John T., Jr. : Increasing the w e  of Axid-Flw Coqpressors by U s e  
of Auustable  Stator  Blades. Jour. Aero. Sci., vol. 14, no. 5, May 1947, pp. 
269-282. - 
A method is described t o  change blade settings in  order t o  maintain optimum 
coefficients of lift and improved courgresaor performance f o r  a range of speeds and 
flows (see survey 89). Tests on the MAW eight-stage csompres8or  show that a sub- 
s tant ia l  increase in  useful  operat ing range can be obtained i n  this fashion. The 
theory can be appl ied  to  ro tor  or  s ta tor  blade ad3ustment, or both. The t e s t s   i nd i -  
cate that stator blade sajustment &one is su f f i c i en t   t o  extend greatly the useful 
operating range of the ccqpressor. 
91. Jeffs, R. A , ,  Eartley, E. L., and Rooker, P.: Tests on an Axial Campressor with 
Various Stator  Blade Staggers. H e m .  No. M.lOO, Bri t i sh  B.G.T.E., Sept. 1950. 
Lo#-speed tests w e r e  made on six stages of a medium-stagger free-vol-tex-design 
axial-flow compressor. The blading stagger w a s  varied over a wide range, keeping 
the rotor  blade angles fixed, in order t o  evaluate the effects of stagger changes i n  
improving off-design operation. 
As a resu l t  o f  the adjustments, efficiencies greater than 85 percent were ob- 
tained over a .range of s t a to r  blade stagger angles from -50' t o  loo. Design stagger 
w a s  -25.4O. Estimated rotor  and stator blade incidence angles indicate that the on- 
set of surging can be regulatedby  control l ing the s t a l l i ng  of s ta tors   o r   ro tors .  
Stal l ing  appears   to  be mare c r i t i c a l  on rotor  than on s t a to r  blades. 
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92. McCoy, Allan W., and Hooper, Alton V.: B l a d e  Adjustment i n  Axial-Flow Compressor 
Stages. Jour. Aero. Sci., vol. 20, no. 1, . .  Jan. 1953, pp. 43-48. 
A simplified analysls demonstrates the effectiveness of s t a t o r  and rotor  blade 
adjustment i n  providing volume-flow regulat%on i n  an-axial-flow coiqpressor. The 
eflectiveneas of blade control i s  first defined as t he - r e l a t ive  change of volume 
flow per  uni t  of angle adjustment a t  constant pressure rise. Results show high values 
can be obtained by use of high flow and.pressure coefficients. For m y  grid element, 
the  effectiveness. of blade control is a function of the   react ion  ra t io  and the flow 
and pressure coeffichnke. Low react ion rat io  is used f o r  s t a t o r  blade control, and 
high for   ro tor  blade adjustment. 
" 
A simplified analysis presents further informtion concerning the redial die- 
tr ibutlon of blade-control effectiveness (see survey 89). tjtator blade aajustment 
achieves maximum control effectiveness at the blsde root aectioq f o r  conventional . 
type stages and more even distribution of effectiveness with rotor  blade control. 
Special stage designs for uniform radial dletr ibut ion  of   chtrol   effect ivenese are 
discussed. To t he  reviewers,. the  assumptions i n  t h i e  last analysis, tha t  the  flov 
is incouqressiblble, that the r-al-flow components i n  t h e  increased flow obtained by 
blade adjustment are similar t o  those obtained at design conditions for each blade 
element (i.e., no radial equilibrium), that the outlet-flow angles remain constant 
radially, and t h a t   t h e  radial distribution af pressure rise remains constant, appear 
BO large that they qualify the results. ' I  
93. McCoy, A. H., and Brunner, H. J: The  Use o f  Stator-Bla& Control t o  Obtain Wide 
. .- " 
" 
. .  
" 
Range of Campresear Performance f o r  Wind-Tunnel Application. A.S.M.E. Trans., 
' vol. 76, no; 2 ,  Feb. 1954, pp. 233-240. f 
" 
Stator  blade adjustment makes possible attainment of w i d e  ranges of pressure 
r a t i o  and volume flow at-coilstant rotor'speed, as conrpgred with the.use of s t a to r  . . 
blade adjustment to obtain favorable operation over E w i d e  range of  speed (see 
surveys 89 t o  92) .  Deelgn considerations and performance predictform for axial-flow 
corqpressors with stator adjustment are discussecl, and experimental confinaation is 
. .  
. " 
..  . : 
provided. . ." 
H. ACTUATOR-DLSK SOIXTTIOIYS 
94. Bragg, Stephen L., and Haxthorne, Willam R. : Some Exact Solutions o f  the Flqw 
Through Annular  Cascade Actuator Dfscs. Jour. Aem. Sci., vol. 17, no. 4, Apr. 
1950, pp. 243-249. .. 
The incompraesible inviscid flow through a stage of  an axial-fluu turbomachine 
is approximated by the. f low through .an actuator disk, the iWtiig case when the c h r d  
of the bl&s approaches ze ro  and t he  tangentm. vemity ~&n@inent changes dlscontin- 
uimsly. A s  pointed aut . in  survey 49, t h i s  assumption serve6 the mathematical pUrp06C 
of making t h e  flow equations ( f i r s t  made-lineax by assuming no self-transport  of vor- 
t i c i t y )  homogeneous. 




Tvo examples are chosen i n  which exact actuator-dlsk solutione and numerical 
solutions can be obtained. The results indicate that the radial flows *cay rapidly 
with distance from the diek section. Nearly half the total radial-flaw d e ~ "  ocmirs 
x i th in  a distance of one tenth of the t i p  radiw. For incompreesible nonvlscoue 
flows, the  value af the axial velocity at the disk section is almost exactly the mean 
between the values far upstram an8 downstream of the cascabe. 
=.- 
- 
. .  
1 
The actuator-disk  solution may be useful 88 a quick check on the  more involved 
approxlmate methods mch,as in survey 49. . ." . 
Y 
. . . . . - 
. .  
- """ ". . .  .. . " "" " 
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95. Siestrunck, R. , and Fabri, J. (5. Reiss, : Vortex Flow i n  Axial Machines. 
NACA Translation. (Trans. from Office  tudes et de Recherche6 Aero. Pub. 
No. 45, 1950.) 
The l inear ized axisyumetric actuator-disk  solution is extended to include corn- 
pressible flows. The flow is characterized by a meridionaL stream function satisfy- . 
ing continuity, and a moment of mentum  function  with  respect  to  the machine axis 
of rotation. A general  relation between the  stream and momentum functions i s  estab- 
l ished for  the two-dimensional compressible vortex flow. Linearized solutions ere 
comguted f o r  incompressible flow, and the relations applied. Eqerimental deflection 
c w v e s  obtained from caecade tests are introduced with the solution procedure. Sev- 
eral nonpotential-flow cases are a lso  calculated. 
The differences between deflections obtdned in flows i n  two-dimensional cascade 
tests and the three-dimensional flows i n  machines are discussed, as w e l l  as off-design 
point conditions in multistage machines. 
96. Siestrunck, Raymond, e t  Fabri, Jean: Solution linearisee du mouvement 
tourbillonmire  d*un  fluide  compressible me roue  axiale. Pub. Sci. et 
Tech., t. 1, no. 248, 1951, pp. 75-82. (Linearized Solution of t he  Turbulent 
Motion of a Compressible F lu id   in  an Axial-Flow Turbine.) 
A l if t ing-line theory is developed for axisymuetric flow i n  an axial-flow tur- 
bine with cylindrical w a l l s .  Relations are obtained between the  vor t ic i ty  and en- 
thdpy gradients.  Stream functions are chosen t o  satisfy the relat ions.  It is found 
that the linearized equations have simple solutions. 
97. Rail-, J. W. : The Flow o f  an Inmmpressible  Fluid an A x i a l  Turbomachine 
with any Number of  Rous. Aero. &ut&., vol. 3, pt.. 2, Sept. 1951, pp. 133-144. 
Following survey 49, a solution is proposed for nonviscous axisynnnetric flows 
for cylindrical  w a l l s  and t h e i r  l f f t i n g  disks. The continuity equation is integrated 
t o  obtain the axial veloci ty  a t  the l i f t ing sect ion.  This turns out to be the average 
of the  upstream and damstream velocities. One solut ion for  the equat ion of m t i o n  is 
obtained by neglecting radial displacements; another is obtained for the velocity dis- 
t r ibut ion of  a single blade row. Became the equations were l inearized, the solutions 
f o r  the f low fields t o  each row can be superposed t o  obtain  the f l o w  through a multi- 
stage  unit .  
Calculations by this method are affected by successive approximations. A com- 
putation is presented for a single compressor stage  with  untwfeted blades and axial 
veloci t ies  upstream. Three  appgmimations are computed and reasonable convergence 
is obtained. 
I. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 
98. Meyer, Richard: B e i t r a g  Theorie  feststehendex  Schaufelgitter. H r .  ll, Mitt. 
a m  dem Ins t .  f. Aero (ZiL-ich) , 1946. 
The first detai led aaalysis of  the three-dlmemlonal incompressible flow through 
a s t a to r  c&cade with cylindrical  walls is presented herein. The source and vortex 
method of survey 245 is employed t o  extend the solution from t he   i n f in i t e  to the 
f i n i t e  nuuiber of .blades. The solution is exact for flows that are i r ro ta t iona l  up- 
stream and downstream of the rotor .  They may be rotational within the rotor, but no 
vor t ic i ty  is shed from t he  blades. 
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Briefly,   the method modifies the solution for an i n f i n i t e  number o f  blades by - 
a Fourier analysis to obtain the solution for a f i n i t e  nuniber of blades. Proper 
care is  taken to  prescr ibe the components of the force f ie ld  o r  the energy distribu- 
t i o n  so that the force f ie ld  will be perpendicular t o  the family of blade surfaces 
(Bezlersfeld condition, 1905). This is the necessary condition for the infiuite blade 
solution tu be at a l l  cCrqarable with the nonviscom solution for finite number of 
blades. However, for  Large aspect ratios; the idealized flow w i l l  be comparable t o  
the real flows even i f  this condition has not been . m f i l l e d .  
c 
. . .  
99. Dreyfus, L. A . :  A Three-dimensional Theory of w b i n e  Flow a d  Its Application 
t o   t h e  Design of Wheel Vanes for Francis and fiopeller Turbines. Acta Polytech.  
Mech. Eng. Ser.,  vol. 1, no. 1, 1946. 




The s o l u t b n   f o r  .an i n f i n i t e  number of. blade6 i_s -extended t o  a solution f o r  8 
f i n i t e  number of bides, and the r e su l t s  are di.scusged. A pow&-keries &velopmexit 
is employed, and i t s  first term is  determined from the solut ions for  inf ini te  number 
of blades. The second term of t he  series is exp l i c i t l y  determined from the equations 
of continuity and irrotational  absolute flow. 
T h i s  report provided many of the ideas developed In surveys 10 t o  12, 34, and 
103. 
100. Weske, John R. : Fluid Dynamic Aspects of Axial-Flow Compressors and Turbines. 
Jour. Aeru. Sci., vol. 14, no. 11, Nov. 1947, pp. 651-656. 
The stage velocity diagrsms for   the  Ideal operat im of radial elements of an 
axial turbomachine stage (for flows confined to   coax ia l  stream surfaces  in  rotat lon-  
ally symmetric flows with identical inlet and outlet velocities) can be coqpletely 
defined i n  terms of three dimensFonless psrameters - fb, .pressure, and reaction- . 
coefficients. The flow coefficient is  the  ra t io  of the axial velocity to the wheel 
speed. The pressure coefficieBt is t h e  r a t i o  of stage tot&-pres-mre change to 
wheel-speed velocity energy. The reaction coefflqLent is the r a t i o  of rotor static- 
pressure change t o  stage total-pressure change. pariationg of the pressure" 
and reaction coefficients are found f o r  two specific cases. 
- " .. 
" 
The three-dimensiuhal aspects of the flow resulting from vlscosity are qualita- 
t i ve ly  discussed. For example, radial variations of the cizcumferential velocity 
component, which can result from boundaxy-layer effects, came corresponding changes 
in these funhentaJ. parameters governing stage design. Considering the  f l a r  through 
t h e  blade rows as flow in curved channels, the behavior and e f f ec t s  of t he  surface 
boundary layers, the blade wakes, and centr i fugal  act ion in  the rotors  are analyzed. 
A c r i t e r ion   fo r  r a d  stabi;l+ty of  the  cmpressible .- on coax&e- stream surfaces 
is proposed, which indicates  that  the s tabi l i ty  depends on the radial distribution 
of t o t a l  energy (as fo r  incompressible flov) and a l s o  on the teqperature distribution. - 
With this criterion, the radial displacement of the boundary l aye r   i n  turbomachines 
is analyzed for various  conditions of flnv .circulation and boundary-layer 
distribution. .. ." . " . . " 
101. Kahane, A.: Investigation of Axial-FW Fa Compressor potore DesIped . fT  
. "  
Three-Dimensional Flow. NACA TN 1652, 1948. . . .- .-. . . __ . .. . 
. "  . .. . 
An analysis of the three-dimensional aspects of $he f l o w  i n  axial-flar turbo- 
machines is directed tQ the  problem of .attsini_ng..h+&er-stage .pre_eFre rat ios .  An 
approximate method is developed t o  -adapt  he  tvo-dimensional a i r f o i l  data for use-Xn . -. " 
three-dimensional flow consideratimm. The reeults are as follows: (1) Eigher pres- 
sure   ra t ios  than possible xitth free-vortex  design can be obtained  by loading the c 
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rotors  at the  t ip  sec t ions .  The flov, however becomes three-dimensional. (2) High- 
efficiency axial-flaw compressors can be &e& with three-mensional flows. (3) 
The three-dimensional theory based on two-dimensionel-cascade data is  suff ic ient ly  
accurate for design purpose8. (4) Tip-clearance losses of highly loaded rotor blades 
are not excessive. 
102. Schnittger, J. R. : Three-Dimensional Flow i n  Axial Compressors. Eng. Digest, 
V o l a  13, no. 3, Mar. 1952, pp. 89-90. 
The three-dimensional Plow charac te rb t ics  in axial-flow compressors with axi- 
symmetric flaws are determined by applications of the  vortex-field  and radfal- 
equilibrium theories. Under vortex-field theories, a brief discussion is  presented 
of (1) calculations of potential, incompressible flows with constant axial-velocity 
components and constant whirl radially (by the method of survey 23) , and (2) vortex 
flow showlng velocity  distributions  (calculated by the method of survey 49). 
Calculations based on radial-equilibrium conditions indicate methods t o  obtain 
expressions for r-1 acceleration, energy gradients, and interference between caa- 
a s .  Methods based on the radial-equilibrium equation are easy t o  handle and c8n 
account fo r  compressible-flow and f r i c t i o n a l  effects. 
103. WU, Chung-Eua: A General Theory of Three-Dimensional Flow i n  Subsonic and 
Supersonic .Turbomachines of axial-, R e l - ,  and Mixed-Flow Types. HACA 
2604, l.952. 
A general three-dimensional nonviscous compressible-flow theory is develope& 
fo r   ~ubson ic  and supersonic turbomachines with f i n i t e  numbers of blades of finite 
thickness and arbitrary h b  and casing s & ~ s .  The conibined theory i s  applicable 
to   ax ia l - ,  radial-, o r  mixed-flow turbomachines for  both the direct and inverse 
problems. Such a. theory i~ required for any kind of . a n  &curate representation  for 
cases of  lox hub-tip radius rat ios ,  for cases of high inlet M a c h  number, and highly 
loaded stages vhere two-dimensfonal solutions are indequate. 
The three-dimensional  Bolution is obtained  in  essentially two-dimensional 
manner. Solutions for mathematically two-dimensional flows ou two different kinds 
of r e l a t ive  stream surface are couibined by an i teration process.  A relative stream 
surface of the  f i r s t  ldnd 91 extends from the suction surface of one blade t o  t h e  
pressure surface of the adjacent blade. The blade-to-blade f l o w  variations. can be 
computed on such surfaces. mist of  the 81 surface8 may l e a d - t o  k g e  values of 
circumferential derivatives. A relative stream surface of the second  kind 82 is 
one between two blades, extending from hub t o  outer casing. The through-flow solu- 
t i o n  (survey 34) is a special  case of an ~2 stream-surface solution. The. equation 
of continuity is combined with the approprLate equation of motion fn e i ther   the  
tangent ia l   or  radfsl directLon through use of a special  stream function  defined on 
the surface. A nonlinear partial-differential prfnclpal equation of f l o w  results. 
The equations obtained t o  describe t h e  f l a r  on these mean stream surfaces show 
c lear ly  the  approximations involved €n ordirz&ry two-dimensional solutions. The char- 
acter of the nonlinear partial-differential equation, whether e l l i p t i c   o r  hyperbolic, 
depends upon the   re la t ive  magnitude of the l o c a l  velocity o f  sound and-cer ta in  com- 
binations of velocity components of the   f lu id .  
General method8 of solutioti of the ewations  by hand-perated o r  by high-speed 
digital com@uting h c h i n e s  arb presented. In  general, the three-dimensional solu- 
t ions   for   bo th   the  direct and the inveree problems employ the  solut ions on both kinds 
of re lat ive stream surfaces. The correct solution on one kfnd of  surface often re- 
quires information obtained from solutions on the other kind. Consequently, an 
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i terative solution process between the two kinds of surfaces may be required. In  the 
direct  problem, the solution stssts with an assumed flaw surface and proceede with 
alternate solutions on the two kinds of f l o w  surfaces u n t i l  a satisfactory approxi- 
mation is obtained. The be t t e r  t he  first approximetion (see m v e y  17), the shorter 
t h e   c a p t a t i o n .  
The process is shorter for the inverse problem. The calculat ion beans on the  
mean 82 surface. The designer can specify one degree of freedom  and an estimated 
blade-thickness distribution. After the solution on t h i s  82 surface has been ob- 
tained, the blade coordinates are determined by extending the solution circunrferen- 
t i a l l y  on an 91 s w f s e .  
. .  . .  . .. . .  
. ." 
4 
The analysis of the three-dimensional theory can provide a clearer understanaing 
of  the flows i n  a turbomachine than w a s  obtainable by more simplified solutione, i n  
the opinion o f  the  reviewers. #ore complete knowledge about the behavior of the main 
stream and its effects  on the development of ~LECOUS b0undaz-y layers might then aid 
i n  understanding the secondaxy-flou behavigr i n  turbomachines. This  theory is appll- 
cable t o  both  irrotational and rotational  absolute flow at the   i n l e t  and at both &- 
s i g n  and off-design condi-tions. However, because of t&e formidabillty of the complete 
three-dimensional design theory involving i terat ive solut ions between the SI and S2 
surfaces, i t s  application t o  compressor design is  impractical at this time. L i t t l e  
h a s  been recorded about its actual  me. A t  present, then, the three-dimensional 
theory can best  serve &B a useful guide for evaluation of experimental data. 
104. Wu, Chug-Eua: Matrix and Relaxation Bolutions tha t  Determine 6ubsonic Through 1 
. " 
Flow in an Axial-Flow Gas Turbine. HACA !CN 2750, 1952. 
The usefulness of the three-dimensional flaw theory (survey 103) depends greatly 
on the  ease of obtaining  solutions on the Sl or  92 relative stream surfaces. The 
principal flow equations for both kinds.of surfaces and.the methods of successive 
apProximations used for  their  solut ion me similar. Their ease of solution and r a k e  
of convergence can be expected to be nearly equal. 
This report presents and e v a l h e s   t h r e e  methods for obtaining 80htiOnE on 82 
surface4, namely, (1) r e l a a t i o n  method fo r  hand-operated deek calculator, (2)  matrix 
method on an lBpi card-programmed electronic calculator, and (3) matrix method on - 
Univac. 
The i n c m r e s s i b l e  and compressible nonviscms flms are comguted f o r  a single- 
stage axial-flow turbine of free-vortex velocity distribution on the 82 surface with 
cylindrical  bounding walls and a hub-tip radius ratio of 0.6. Convergence is readily 
obtained. The matrix methods proved quicker and more accurate, and calculations are 
not overly difficult, according to the author. The resu l t s  o f  these calculations can 
be used t o  evaluate simgler, more approsdmate methods for  computing subeonic through- 
flows i n  turbomachines. 
Interesting flow properties are also brought t o  l i gh t  by the calculations. For 
example, the  actual flow path through a blade raw, which may be far from sinusoidal 
(see surveys 33, 36, and 6), depends upon such factors  as the  shape (radial twist)  
of the stream surface and the compressibility of the gae. The shape of the stream 
surface is par t icular ly   sensi t ive t o  the axial posit ion of the radial element o f  the 
stream surface. Upstream of the  rad ia l  element, radially inward flows occur; dom- 
stream, radial ly  outward flows  occur.  For  incompres6ible  flows,  considerable r a W  
flow resu l t s  because of the circumferential pressure gradient and the  radial twist 
of the stream surface. The f low is radial ly  inward i n   t h e   s t a t o r  and outward i n   t h e  
. 
c 
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rotor  of this turbine.  The effects  on the flow dis t r ibut ion are significant.  Large 
negative radial gradients of axial veloci ty   resul t   in   the  space between the stator 
and rotor. For compressible flows, the effects of compressibility and the r ad ia l  
t w i s t  on the flow dist r ibut ion are nearly equal. The nonlinear effects of the  gov- 
erning equations - q e E t i c u l e r r l y  evident here. 
Assuming a sinusoidal flow path  within. a blade row can apparently  pmvide a 
reasonable measure of t he  radial displacement effects for   calculat ion purposes 
(survey 36). However, t he  actual flow path umy not be sinusoidal. 
105. Marble, Frank E., and Michelson, ikving: -ical Investigation of Some Three 
Dimensional Flow Pmblems i n  Turbomachinee. HllcA TN 2614, 1951. 
This  report   extends  the  l inear  theory  to the study of off-design operation and 
m u t u a l  interference. The flow is considered dsymmetric incompressible and non- 
viscous i n  an axial-flow turbomachine. The radial-velocity components and the devia- 
t i on  of the axial velocity from the  mean through-flow are assumed small. The theory 
points t o  three additive flow components: (1) uniform t h r o u g h - f h w ,  ( 2 )  radial-  
equilibrium solution, correct upstream and damstreem, and (3) a "fine-structure" 
accounting for accelerations. T a l e s  are given for calculating the fine-structure 
by punch-cexd methods for a hub-tip radius r a t i o  0.6. 
An actuator-disk approximation is made to the  f ine-structure  with numerical 
examples. The discussion f r o m  this includea (I) t ransients  in t h e  first few stages 
of a multistage unit, (2) fluctuationa of axial-velocity distribution within a 
machine, (3) the  performance of a single  blade row with a prescribed  distribution of 
trailing-edge flow angle and ependence upon radius and aspect r a t i o ,  and (4) o f f -  
design p e r f o m c e  of  blade rows and mutual interference effects. 
The theory involves a second-order l inear izat ion  in   order   to   handle  problems 
concerning flaws with  greater  vorticity  effects  than  couldbe assumed in  neglecting 
self-transport  of vorticity (see survey 49). 
106. Stanitz, John D., and E l l i s ,  Gwlord 0. : Flow Surfaces i n  Rotating Axial-Flow 
Passages. NACA TN 2834, 1952. 
The significance of the effects of  radial twist of the r e l a t ive  stream surfaces 
on the radial dis t r ibut ion of velocit ies downatream of a blade row are discussed  in 
survey 104. The present investigation attempts to Uscover the magnitude of  the 
actual deviations of the flow surfaces fmm t he i r  assumed or ien ta t ion   in   typ ica l  two- 
dimensional solutions. The flow is assumed incompressible, nonviscous, and absolute 
i r ro ta t iona l  through rotating  f inite-spaced  straight blades of inf in i te   ax ia l   l ength .  
The blades have no spanwise loading variations, which l inearizes the solutions.  
Numerical solutions are csbtafned for f ive  pessages for a rmge of blade spacing and . 
hub-tip radius ra t io .  The solutions we f w d  by mperposing t he  solution for zero 
through-flow i n  passages when rotat ing upon solutions  for through-flow i n  the passages 
where stationary. In this .fashion all r a t io s  of axial  velocity t o  passage t i p  speed 
can be accommodated. 
107. Yamanouchi, M a 8 a o :  Three Dimensional Considerations of Plow Through Turbines. 
Rep. No. 3, Trans. Tech. Res. Inst., Oct. 1952. (Pub. by The Uuyu-Gijutsu 
K e w o  Mejiro, Toshimah, Tokyo, Japan.) 
Flow with axial  symmetry, small secondary-flow effects,  viscous losses in the 
stream recovered as temperature rise, and slight streamline deviation through the 
passage is assumed. In the design and performance analysis of turbines ,  the peeom- 
ance of the   s tage is usually c o n s i b e d  to be fairly represented  by  that . o f  the  blade 
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elements  at  the  mean  pitch  circle  radius.  This analysis intends  to  evaluate  the 
claseness of such  approxlmstions  and to discuss their  satisfactoriness. 
The  three-dimensional  flow  in a turbine  due  to  variations  of  velocity  coeffi- 
cients of the  blade  elements  and  of  the  circulation  Spanwise i s  discussed. Funda- 
mental  equations  describing  the f l o w  patterns  are derived. Three  numerical examplee 
of constant  circulation  radially,  constant nozzle discharge  angles,  and  uniform  axial 
turbine  discharge  are  provided.  The usual simpliffed  design  procedures  are  too  in- 
acamate to  permit  making  an  advanced,  high-perfarmance  turbine. 
108. Holmquiat,  Car1 0.: An Approximate  Method of Calculathg Three-Dimensional, 
Compressible FJ.€~Wltll Axial  Turbomachines.  Ph.D.  Thesis,  C.I.T., 1953. 
An approximate solution is  presented to the  direct and inverse  compressible-flow 
problem  in  arbitrarily  shaped  axisymmetric  channele. The flow is steady,  axisynuuetric, 
compreesible, and nonviscw. Real-flow  effects  are  approximated  by  use of a ply- 
tropic  exponent. The blades are  radial. Bo boundary-layer  effects o r  blade inter- 
ference  axe  considered. By consideratbn of the  upstream  condLtions,  the  channel 
configurations,  and  the  blade shapes, the  flow  immediately  dovnstream of the  blade 
row is  analyzed. . An integral  for the axial velocity  is  derived *om the known up- 
stream  conditione  and  the  downstream  static pressure. The totsl-~reseure.distribution 
is  determined by integrating  the  radial-momentum  equatlon  and by pplying the  energy 
equation  at  the  boundary.  The mass-flow equation  is  eolved  for  the value of the  con- 
stant  obtained  by  integrating  the ax ia l  velocities  with an assumed  distribution. An 
iteration  process  is  se% up in  which  the  axial-velocity  distribution is assumed, and 
the  procedure leads to a new  axial-velocfty  distribution.  The  process  continues  until 
a velocity  distribution produced by an  iteration equals the  assumed  distribution. 
SECTION 11. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE AND CHARACTERIBTICS 
A .  AIRFOILS AWD BLADE SECTIONS 
.- . 
109. Abbott,  Ira H., von Doenhoff,  Albert E., and Stivers,  Louis S., Jr. : Summary 
of A i r f o i l  Data. NACA Rep. 824, 1945. (Supersedes NACA WR L-560.) 
Airfoil  data  for W g h t  and wind-tunnel  tests  obtained  in  the NACA Langley two- 
dimensional  Law-turbulence  greesure  tunnel  are  collected and correlated.  Flight-data 
d r a g  measurements  were  obtained by wake-survey  methods.  Included  are  analysee of the 
lift, drag, pitching  moment,  critical-speea  characteristics,  pressure  and  velocity 
distributions,  and a discussion of the  effecte of surface  conditions. 
110. Loftin,  Laurence K., Jr.:  Theoretical  and  Experimental.Data for a Number of . 
mACA 6A-Series  Airfoil  Sections. NACA R e p .  903, 1948. (Supersedes  NACA TN 
1368. ) 
- . " 
Experimental  results  obtained  in a two-dimensional  investigation of five NACA 
64A-series  and  two WLCA 6s-series airfoil.  sec$ions. .ws. presented.  The NACA GB-series 
airfoils were designed to  eliminate  the  trailing-edge c y p  of  the F C A  6-series  air- 
foils  by  making  the  sides  straight  from 80 percent of chord  to  the  trailing  edge.  The 
data  were  obtained  for  the NACA 6A-series  basic thickness forms xith  the  minimum- 
pressure  point  at 30, 40, and 50 percent  of..chord  for  thickness ratios from 6 to 15 
percent of chord,  and  at  Reynolde d e r 6  of 3x106, 6x105, and 9x106. , . 
... 
. r .  
The test results indicate that the section minimum drag me of.*- 
parable NACA 6-series and =-series a irfo i la  are new-ly the same. .The lift-curve - x 
- 







slope of  the NACA “series is smooth and nearly independent of the   a i r foi l   th ickness  
ra t io ,  in  contrast  to  t rends of t he  HACA 6-ser ies  &foib.  Leading-edge roughness 
CBuses the l if t-curve slope of t he  =-series sections to decrease &B t h e   a i r f o i l  
thickness ratio increases. 
lll. Beaven J: A. ,  Smgent, R., North, R. S. ,  and Burrows, P. M. : Measurements of 
Maximum L i f t  on 26 Aerofoil Sections at High Mach Number. R. C M. No. 2678, 
Br i t i sh  A.R.C., 1948. 
Tests w e r e  conducted on 2-inch-chord a i r fo i l   sec t ions  at Reynolds nuuibers up t o  
750,000, Mach  rmmbers up t o  0.85, and angles of attack up t o  l5O. Conventional, NAA, 
and low-drag a i r f o i l s  w e r e  tested.  The test resu l t s  are presented as curves of lift 
coefficient against incidence angle for EL range of Mach numbers, and cu rves  of the 
m a x i m u m  l i f t  coefficient  agatnst   the Mach nmiber for each*ai r fo i l .  
In general, the curve of lift coeeficient against Mach m e r  shows a peak char- 
a c t e r i s t i c  at low Mach nunibers. A t  higher Mach numbers of approximately 0.75, the  
curve shape changes t o  a continuous rise of lift coefficient with angle of  attack. 
Below this c r i t i c a l  Mach nuniber of 0.75, the  maxfmum lift coefficient of  each airfoil 
decreases aa the  Mach nuuiber increases. A t  Mach numbers greater than about 0.6, the  
section chaxacteristics conducive t o  increasing the meximum lift are thinness, higher 
camber, and r e w a r d   l o c a t i o n  of the  maximum c d e r  point (see survey6 125, 126, and 
118). 
112. Loftin, Laurence IC., Jr. , and Smith, Hamilton A. : Aerodynamic Characterist ics 
of 15 NACA A i r f o i l  Sections at Seven Reynolds Ihibers  f r o m  O.7x1O6 t o  9.0x106. 
NACA TN 1945, 1945. 
The two-dimensional aerodynamic character is t ics  of ten  N M A  6-series sections 
and f i v e  NACA 4-digit  and 5-digit  series airfoils are presented. The data show the 
effects of systematic variation in airfoil  thichess,  thickness distribution, and 
camber at each of seven Reynolds nmibers covering the  range from 0.7X1o6 t o  9.0x106. 
The maximum Mach number w a s  0.15, and correction  factors were applied for   the boundary 
layer. The tests were conducted on both smooth and rough surfaces. 
The results show that  the drag coefficient at design coefficient of l i f t  condi- 
t ions and the maximum coefficient of lift are the most important aerodynamic charac- 
te rs i t ics  a f fec ted  by  Reynolds umber VexFations. For all t he  a i r fo i l s  tested, the 
drag coefficient a t  design lift increeaes as the RegnolaS nuiber decreases at all 
conditions. For smooth NACA 6-seriee airfoils, the drag-coefficient increase becomes 
larger   as   the airfoil thickness increases, and as the   posi t ion of minimum pressure 
moves r e m a r d  on the basic thickness form at zero lift. For both rough surfaces 
and lower Reynolds nunibers with smooth surfaces, there  is no reduction in the  minimum 
drag by use of the  6-series i n  lieu of the  5-series a i r fo i l s .  
As t he  Reynolds n m e r s  w e r e  decreased, the  maximum l i f t   f o r  all the   a i r fo i l s  
decreased i n  unpredictcible fashion. In general, the extent of the  low-drag range 
increased for the smooth 6-ser ies  a i r foi ls  as the  Reynolds m e r  decreased. For a l l  
a i r foi ls ,   the   extent  of the  low-drag range WBB greater than predicted theoretical 
values at the lower Reynolds nwibers. 
Some decrease of lift-curve slopes was observed as the  Reynolds numbers de- 
creased, but the angle of zero lift appeared almost independent of Repolds nmiber. 
113. Schaefer, Raymond F., and Smith, Hamflton A. : Aerodynamic Characterist ics of 
the NACA 8-H-12 Airfoil  Section at Six Reynolds Numbers from 1.8x106 t o  
11.0x106. HACA TN 1998, -1949. 
Similar t o   t he  material presented by survey l l 2 ,  the IJACA 8-H-12 airfoil was 
tested both smooth and roughened. Section lift, drag, and pitching-moment coeffi-  
cients w e r e  obtained for a range of s ix  Reynolds numbers from 1.8x10b t o  ll.eX106, 
and the   resu l t s   a re  compared with data on WCA 0012 and NACA 23012 airfoil   eectione,  
both commonly used in  rotor  blades.  
No unusual scale effects were observed for   the smooth 8-E-12 blades over the  
Reynolds number range. Except for  an adverse ecale  effect  on the  drag in the range 
of Reynolds numbers between 2.6~106 and 3.Ox1O6, the  same is  true for the rmghened- 
edge a i r fo i l s .  This effect  is .at tr ibuted to differences in the extent of roughnese 
employed at those Reyno1U.s nunibera. 
ll4. Smfth,  Hamilton A . ,  and S c h a e f e r ,  Raymond F.: Aerodynamic Characteristics at 
Reynolds Numbers of 3.0X1O6 and 6.OX1O6 of Three Airfoil Sections Formed by 
Cutting Off Various Amounts from the B e a r  Portion of the  HACA O O l 2  Ai r fo i l  
Section. NACA TN 2074, 1950. 
Airfoil  sections were formed by cutt ing off 1.5, 4.0-, and 12.5-percent chord 
from the  t r a i l i ng  edge of the XACA 0012 alrfoi l  sect ion.  The 1.5- and 4.0-percent 
cases w e r e  tested at Reynolds nuibers of 3.0%06 and 6.0X106, and the 12.5-percent 
case w a a  t es ted  at a Reynold8 number of 6.Ox1O6. The 1.5-percent case w a s  then 
roughened by having r i v e t  heads attached ne= the trailing edge and tested, and tun- 
nel  w a l l  and boundary-layer corrections w e r e  applied. The t e s t s  were conducted at 
low Mach numbers. 
As the trailing-edge thickness increased, the maximum section lift coeff ic ient  
vexied l i t t l e  for the smoth condition but increased for the roughened condition, and 





. .  
The value of quarter-chord puching moment at zero angle of attack remained ap- 
proximately zero with increase of trdaillng-edge thickness, but the aerodynamic center 
moved rearward. . .. 
115. Amick, James L. :. Comparison of the  merimentu.   Pressure  Di6tr ibut ion on an 
NACA 0012 Profi le  at High Bpeeds with That Calculatedby the Relaxation Method. 
NACA TN 2174, 1950. 
Pressure-distribution measurements were m & p n  an "CA 0012 Elrfoil (5-in. -- 
chord) at zero angle of a t tack f o r  a range of Mach numbers up t o  0.75. .The data  are 
compared with calculations made by a relaxation method. A t  the lower Mach numbers, 
good agreement was achieved between the experimepta- an.d._thgreti@ veues, the "- 
spread i n  values increasing with Mach number. At  the highest Mach number, the agree- 
ment w a s  poor, perhaps &B a r e s u l t  o f , t h e  probable pccurrence of weak shocke. A t  
Mach number 0.7, the pressure bistribution, calculated by applying the yon K&&- 
Tsien compressibility correction to the relaxation solution for the & f o i l  at zero 
Mach  number in  free air and modffying for tunnel constrictfon, approxlmatee f&ly 
well both the experimental pressure distrfbutions and the relaxation-method preesure 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  f o r t h e  a i r f o i l  In free air w d i f i e d  for tunnel congt rk t ion .  . I I - .  - . . . - 
116. McCullough,  George B., and Haire, W f l l i e m  M. : Low-Speed Characteristics of 
Four-Cambered, 10-Percent-Thick mACA Airfoil" Sections. NACA TN 2177, l 3 S O .  
. 
. "_ 
.. . . 
The s t d l i n g   c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of cambered airfoil sections, a13 affected by PIACA 
00l.f~ and 6 4 A O l O  basic thickness dietributions, were investigated at lav speeds and 
at Mach nunibers of 0.131 and 0.l87. The lfft, drag, pitching-moment characterlst ice,  
and chorduise distribution of pressure w e r e  obtained for 10-percent-thick sections of 
these thickness distributPons, each cembered with the same type mean l ine  for  design 
lift coefficierrts of bQ?& 0,3, and 0.8.. - .  . . " . "  . " .  .. . - - .  
. 
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The results indica ted tha t  stall w a s  affected l i t t l e  by the  changes of thickness 
dis t r ibut ion but  w a s  affected by the camber. Visual indications by mema of t u f t s  
showed tha t  the  stall of  sections cmibered for  ideal l i f t  coefficient (0.3) resul ted 
from separation from the leading edge, which occurred slmost immediately after the 
appearance of  turbulent seperation a t  the  t r a i l i ng  edge. With sections canibered for 
idea l   l i f t -coef f ic ien t  (0.81, the turbulent separation f r o m  t he   t r a i l i ng  edge pro- 
gcessed almost as far forward as the  70-percent-chord station  before laminax separa- 
t i o n   o c m e d  at the leading edge. The MCA 0010-series sections had higher maxfmum 
lift than  the NACA 64AOlO-series aections, but the  difference w a s  smeller between the  
more highly cauibered sections. The maximum lifts of both serfes w e r e  reduced by sur- 
face roughness. The ef fec ts  of Reynolds m&er variations on maximum lift; were small 
for t he  range inveetigated. 
U7. Douglas, O l a :  A Series of --Drag Aemfoile Erdboaylng a H e w  Caniber-line. 
R. & M. No. 2494, Br i t i sh  A.R.C., l947. 
A method developed i n  1947 is  appl ied to  the design of camber l ines .  Better 
than the constant-load type, the new camber l ine includes larger d u e s  of lift- 
coefficient range and lesding-edge curvature .  Numerical methods are described w h i c h  
use Hollerith punch-card machines. A sertes of &fo i l s  HELE signed and t h e k  char- 
acterist ics displayed. 
118. V a n  Dyke, Milton D.: High-speed Bubsonic Characterist ics of 16 HACA 6-Series 
Airfoil Section. NACA TN 2670, 5952. 
The hfgh-subsonic speed character is t ics  w e r e  measured for NACA 63-, 64-, E-, 
and 66-series airfoil sections with thickness ratios of 6, 8, 10, and 12 percent and 
ideal  l i f t  coefficient of 0.2. 
O n l y  s l igh t  impairment of the  high-speed section drag characterfgtics results 
from movement up t o  40 percent of chord forward of  the  posi t ion of minirmrm base- 
profile pressure. The decrease of 1FPt-curve slope and the increase of angle of zero 
l i f t  are delayed fur ther  beyond the  critical Mach  number. Therefore, for the 6-series 
airfoil sections with given thickness ratio, the optimum sections are obtalned with 
the  minimum-pressure point near 40-percent chord (see surveys 125 and rZ6). 
The high-speed drag character is t ics  of the  airfoil sections couldbe improved 
only by decreasing the  thickness  ratio, which l e d   t o  a reCtuction in   t he  range of 
coefficient of lift less severe than had been predicted. Even the thinnest  sect ions 
maintained good high-speed performance oxer a wide range of lFft coefficient.  
B. STATIOIURY aLADE ROWS 
1l9. Kantrowitz, Arthur, and D m ,  Itred L. : P r e U d n a x y  Ekperimental Investigation 
of  A i r f o i l s  i n  Cascade. NACA WR L-23, 1942. (Supersedes IYACA CB.) 
An experimental study VRB made at very low flow speede through a stat ionary 
cascade of 65 2-810 blower-blade sections. The so l ld i ty  w a e  1.0, the stagger eo. 
The turning-effectiveness, pessure-distribution, pressure-rise, and lift and energy- 
loss character is t ics  w e r e  evaluated. 
The turning  angle  for cascades of small-camber blaiies wfth solidity  near 1 is 
approximately the blade angle of a t tack lees the  angle of  a t tack for zera lift of 
the  f so la ted  a i r fo i l .  A large part of cascade losses is associated with flows along 
the  channel w 8 J . l ~  and particulaxly  with a region of  s h  air neax the junctures of 
t h e  blade  convex sides with the w d l s  (see surveys 230 t o  234). 
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120. Ziumey, Charles M., and Lappi, Viola M. : Data for Design of Entrance Vanes 
f r o m  Tuo-Dimensional Tests of Airfo i l s  in  Cascade. XWCA WR L-188, 1945. 
A ser ies  of blower-blade sections wae developed. for turning air ef f ic ien t ly  
from Oo t o  80°. Tests were made of f i v e  RACA 65-series blower blades and of four 
experimentally desimed blower blades. The turn- effectiveness and pressure dis- 
t r ibut ion of the  blader3 were evaluated by stationary cascade tests of the blades at  
solidit ies nearly equal to 1 and at lov Mach numbers. 
Entrance-vane d e s i g n  charts, based on the two-dlmensiond-cascade tes te ,  arc 
presented  for  designing  a  blade  section at a specifled  angle of attack  with sny 3 
desired  turning  angle. These blades  operate with pea - f r ee   p re swe   d i s t r ibu t ions .  8 
The critical Mach numbers can be calculated sgproximately from the  pressure 
distributions.  
"" " 
121. Bogdonoff, S .  H., and Bo-noff, H. E.: Blade Design D a t a  for Axial-Flaw Fans 
and Compressor. . lW2.A HR L-635, 1945. 
An experimental investigation w a ~  conducted to   obtain blade design  data  suitable 
for high-efficiency axial-flow fans an& compressors. The t e s t s  were conducted i n  a 
low-speed two-dlmensiod-cascade tunnel at Mach numbers of &out 0.1 and a t  Reynolds 
numbers of about 300,000. Bomdmy-lsyer suction slots were used. Effects of cmiber, 
sol idi ty ,  and stagger m the blade turning angle and shape of  pressure-distribution 
curves were studied for a family of f ive  lox-drag a i r fo i l s .  The a i r f o i l  cambers were 
varied to obtain a range for a free-air  Ilft coefficient from zero t o  1.8. Teats 
w e r e  then made at stegger angles o f  45' and 60' and at so l id i t i e s  o f  1.0 and 1.5. 
From these  tests,  blade  design  charts were prepared t o  @ve the m e r  and angle of 
a t tack  se t t ing  for  any desired turning angle. Blades  thus chosen have nearly f la t  
pressure-distribution curves. &me blades . t e s t ed   i n  a single-stage blower reached 
the i r  msximum efficiency  for  operation  near  the flat pressure-distributl:on range. 
Bnpirical equations axe presented by which the performance of  a i r f o i l s   i n  similar 
cascades  can  be  predicted  sufficiently  accurately fo r  blade design purposes. 
122. Katzoff, S., Bogdonoff, Harriet  E., and m e t ,  Howard: bnparisone of  Theoret- 
i c a l  and Experimental L i f t  and Pressure Distributions on Ai r fo i l s   i n  Cascade. 
NSCA TN 1376, 1947. 
One cascade of..turblne blades, two cascades of entrance vanes, and three cas- 
cades of blower blades  mlng RACA 6-series alrfoFl .sections m e  tested.  Most of -  
the experimental data w.ere  taken from surveys 121 and 120. The q e r i m e n t a l l y  ob- 
served lift coefficient w a ~  smaller than that calculated theoretically.  These dif- 
ferences were greater i n  cascades than the corresponding dffferences in   theore t ica l  
and experimental Ilft coefficients for isolated airfoils. The experimentally and 
theare t ica l ly  determined pressure distributions also differed. Rowever, when the 
theore t ica l  lFft w a s  made t o  equal the experimental U t  (by ignoring the Kutta con- 
dit ion or other methads), the pressure distributions agreed fairly well. The dii" 
f i c u l t i e s  may have resulted from end effects ,  and the pressure distribution on a 
blade sect ion  in  an actual blower may be considerably  differenkfrom  that  in a cascade. 
. 
I 
123. Bogbnoff, & p o w  M. : HACA Cascade Data fo r  the B l a d e  Design of High- 
Performance Axial-Flar Compressors. Jour. Aero. Bci., vol. 3.5, no. 2, Feb. 
1948, a. 89-96. . , - ,-.. .. . I  
- 1  .~." , I- - 
The important blade design parameters (i.e., turning angles or  loading), design # 
angles of a t tack,  and c r i t i c a l  speed were evaluated. Test6 mabe i n  two-dimensional 
cascades a t  law and high airspeeds show that the data obtained in the low-speed 
tunnel were sui table   for  high-speed conditions and for blades mounted in  a rotor.  
It is estimated that the number of compressor-stsges currently required could be 
halved by using  highly  loaded  blades. 
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124. Katzoff, S . ,  and Hannah, Margery E. : Further Comprisone of Theoretical and 
Experimental Lift and Pressure Distributions on Airfoi ls   in  Cascade at Lov- 
Subsonic Speed. NACA TN 2391, 1951. 
In this report, which supplements survey 207 and extends the results of survey 
122, the lift and veloci ty   dis t r ibut ion are canrpaxed for   f ive  highly cambered 
compressor-type blades of' the  NACA 6-series. Improved experimental data-taking 
techniques (survey 207) resul ted in  obtaining closer agreement between t h e o r e t i d  
and experimental &es. A t  R e y n o l d s  numbers of 250,000 and inlet veloci t ies  of 
about 95 feet per second, the experimental lift coefficients were less than the theo- 
retical. . The dlfferences were larger  for the more highly canibered blades and high- 
pressure-rise conditions. The pressur& distribution calculated by equating the cir- 
a l a t i o n   t o   t h e  experimental value and neglecting the ICutta condition agreed x i t h  
the experimental distribution, provided the boundary layer did not sepazate. 
125. C a r t e r ,  A. D. 6.: Some Tests on Compressor Cescades of Related Aerofoils Having 
Different Posftions of Maximum Cauiber. Rep. Ho. R.47, Br i t i sh  N.G.T.E., Dec. 
L948. 
Experimental investigations show that blades  having  their  position of maximum 
camber w e l l  forward have a uide operating range and high choking mass flow but  a 
low c r i t i c a l  Mach nuniber, based on drag rise. Shif t ing the posi t ion of m a x i m  cam- 
ber reaxwaxd narrows the working range hut at the same time increases   the  cr i t ical  
Mach number, thus enabling increased wmk output for the carresponding compressor 
stage. ". - . -. - 
The position of mexfmum camber at 50-percent chord is a fair compromise (see 
survey ll.8). In actual compressor stages where secon&ary-flar e f fec ts  may be large, 
these  resul ts  may mt apply. 
126. C a r t e r ,  A. D. S., and Hughes, Hazel P.: A Theoretical Investigation into the 
Effect o f  Prof i le  Shape on the Performance of  Aerofofls i n  C a s c a d e .  R. & M. 
No. 2384, 1950, Bri t i sh  A.R.C. 
A limited  theoretical   investigation was conducted i n t o  the   e f fec ts  of pro f i l e  
shape on the performance of airfoils i n  two-dimensional cascades. Paxabolic- and 
circular-arc cani~ers were courpared. .The.optimm maximum-thickness posit ion and the  
desirable meximum thickness w e r e  likewfse investigated. A t  low flow speeds, the  
parabolic-arc cmiber had a larger  working range and w a s  superior  to  the  circular-arc 
caniber a i r fo i l .  A t  high speeds, the circular-arc CEPliber is  better, because of the  
low critical Mach number of a pazabollc-arc cardber a i r f o i l .  
Moving the  maximum-thickness posit ion reaxuard helps by raising the  critical 
Mach number but  hinders by taaking the  low-speed performance worse. The most sui table  
compromise fo r   t he  best conibination of goad working range and fairly high c r i t i c a l  
Mach e e r  appears to   be  ui th   the  posi t ion of mnximum tuckness  at 40 percent of 
chord (see surveys 125, Ill, and U8). Maximum thicknesses greater than 10 percent 
were found undesirable  for cascade use. 
127. Marcinouski, H.: Messungen an Axialen Schaufelgittern fiir VerzBgerte 
StrErnung. J. M. Voith (Heidenheim), VL-13-lO5, Mar. 1946. (Cascades 
of Air fo i l s   i n  Axial Compressors.) 
An investigation was made to  de teq ine   t he  best blading for   the last s t a to r  
r o w s  of multistage axial compressors. The effects of caniber ratlo, Reynolds number, 
and Mach number variations we pla t ted  SB curves of lift coefficient against angle 
of attack. Results indicate the des i rab i l i ty  of using thinner blades at lower 
so l id i t ies .  
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128. Shimoyama, Yoshinori: Tests of Cascades  of Ai r fo i l s  for  Aetarded Flow. FIACA 
TM 1190, 1947. 
Wind-tunnel t e s t s  were conducted on a i r f o i l  cascades in decelerating flows 
corresponding t o  conditions i n  an axial-flow compressor rotor.  Single-afrfoil  re- 
su l t s  i n  t e r n  of lift and pressure-drag coefficients compare favorably with results 
f r o m  t e s t s  on mean sections of t h e   a i r f o i l s   i n  cascade. 
129. Weinig, F. , snd Eckert, B. : Measurements 011 Compressor-Blade Lattices. NACA 
TM 1193, 1948. 
Results of tests on the   e f fec ts  of Mach number on compressor blade l i f t  and 
drag are presented. The flaw directbns uere indicated yfsua l ly  upstream and down- 
stream of the cascade by means of streamers. Because short blades uere used, the 
influence of the boundary layer on both the inner and outer w a u B  of the  c i rcular  
cascade t u m e l  w a s  considerable. P l o t s  are presented of the curves of l i f t   c o e f f i -  
cient  against  angle o f  attack and drag coefficient.  
230. Davis, Hunt: A Method of Correlating Axial-Flaw-Compressor Cascade Data. 
A.S.W.E. Trans., vol. 70, no. 8, Hov. 1948, pp. 951-955. 
An empirical method i s  developed fo r  correlating wind-tunnel tests on two- 
dimensional a i r f o i l  cascades. Two correlation charts relating camber, solidity,  and 
stagger angle with entrance angle and turning angle are presented. Given any four 
of these variableB, the f i f t h  can be found by means CU t4e charts.  The constructLon 
of the cherts is explained, and the sample se t  ( fo r  RACA 4-digit ser ie~)  provided 
was based on tests of 40 different  cascades at. low Mach. w e r e .  The sample s e t  can 
be ueed d i rec t ly  for  Mach numbers less than 0.4. For subsonic Mach numbers greater 
than 0.4, a simple computation scheme based on-Eckert's adaptatlon of the B a n d t l  
correction i s  provide& to correct the solution. For each chart all the  prof i les  
belong t o  one family of a i r f o i b ;  a new chart would be  rewired for each new family. 
Because.the profile drag is  not w l i c i t l y  involved, it may require several 
trials of camber, Eoli(tity, and stagger  var ia t ions to  getan airfoi l  with satisfac- 
tory drag chaxacteristics. 
131. Ackeret, J. , and Rott, R . :  h e r  die Str5mng von Gasen durch ungeetaffelte 
h 'o f i lg i t te r .  Schweiz. h z e i t u n g ,  Jahrg. 67, 1949, pp. 40-41; 58-61. (Con- 
cerning  the Plow at Gases Through Non-Staggered "" Grids.) . . 
" 
Symmetrical a i r fo f l s  w e r e  investigated at five angle sett ings for a range o f  
thickness ratios. The measurements included t o t a l  and static pressures behind the 
t r a i l i n g  edges and static pressures on the a i r f o i l  surfaces and at the plane of 
aymmetry between the drfoi ls .  Schl ieren pat terns  axe presented of  the  shock for- 
mations, and formulas for  choking Mach  rmmbers and maximum drag are derived. Theo- 
r e t i c a l  and experimental results agreed well. 
132. Savyer, Wiliam T.: Experimental Investigation of a Btationary Caaca.de o f  
Aerodynamic Profiles.  Mitt. ~ u 8  d. Inst .  f .  Aero., H e f t .  17, Zurich , 1949. 
The effects  of Reynolds number and turbulence.:pTS typicel  turbine  blading w e r e  
studied. A two- and three-dimensional experimental. evaluation of the continuum- 
cascade method (survey 245) of blade design is made. Al tests were conducted at 
very low Mach numbers, 0.1 or less, f o r  entall presatwe changes BCTOSS the  caecade. 
Hence, the flow is considered incompressible. -An experimental correlation i e  made 
of the  s ta t ic   pressures  at blade mldspan and of the  blade  forces. 
. 
L 
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The r e a d t s  and conclusiois are as f o l b s :  (I) Direct measurements of c m d e  
blade forces by use of a sui tably a c e a t e  balance w a s  found feasible; (2) a val id  
practical blade  efficiency i n  terms of force components xae aeflned for the  cascade, 
which was used t o  reflect the influence of the  f l o w  variables investigated; (3) the 
minimum Reynolds number for   sa t i s fac tory  cascade performance was identified  with 
lift breakdown; (4) various m e a n e  of observing boundary-layer t r ans i t i on  and separa- 
t i o n  gave consistent results; and (5) the two-dimensional f l o w  theory (survey 245) 
wa8 confirmed, a cascade produced according t o  this thmry having a mean turning 
angle within 1.1 percent of the  &sired turning angle. Discussions are presented 
about blade wakes, loss, turning angles, flow along blade surfaces, and tip-clearance 
e f fec ts  . 
133. Finger, H a r o l d  B., Schum, H h l d  J., end Buckner, Howard A., Jr. : Experimental 
and Theoretical  Distribution of  Flow Produced by Inlet Guide Vanes of an Axial- 
Flow Compressor. EIACA TN 1954 , 1949. ' 
The performance of  theJinlet   guide vanes of a multistage  axial-flow  coqressor 
w a s  investigated  experimentally end camperred with  the performance predicted on t he  
basis  of a cylindrical-cascade evaluation method. Experimentally, the  out le t  flow 
angle was found t o  be independent of the  weight flow. The deviation angle increased 
near the hub an& t i p   b u t  remained constant over t he  main portion of the blades. For 
camber m e s  greater than 300 in this  amfiguration, a critical Mach number was 
a t t a ined   a t  a weight flow of 38.9 pounds per second per sqsrre foot, at which the  
l i f t  coef f ic ien t  begins  to  decrease  wi th  incrwing  Mach number. The magnitudes of 
t he  flow veloci t ies   aut  of a b l a d e  row are calculated theoret ical ly  vhen given t h e  
flow angle and the total-enthalpy distributions. The method involves relations ob- 
tained from the  energy, continuity, and sinrplif led-radial-equilibrium  conditions. 
134. Constant, E.: Rote on Performance of C a s c a d e s  o f  Aerofoils. Rote Xo. 33.3696, 
Br i t i sh  R.A.E., June 1939. 
The performance of a cascade of a i r f o i l s  is expressed i n  terms of deflection of 
the f l o w  and total-pressure Loss. The design of bladlng for an exial-flow corqpressor 
is based on a radius at which 50-percent reaction occurs. Under such conditions, 
Constant s empirical rule is 8 = 0.26 m, where 8 is deviation  angle, s I s  
pitch, and  c is chord. The effect of stagger is sinall. 
135. Lieblein, Seymour:  'Purning-Angle Deaign Rules f o r  Constant-Thickness C F r c u l a r -  
Arc In le t  Guide Vanes in Axial Annular Flow. NACA 2179, 1950. 
A survey of data taken from several  axial-flow-compressor inlet guide vanes 
leads to the establishment of a linear re la t ion  between the  vane der and sir- 
turning angles. The guide vanes were circular-arc, constant-thickness-section air- . 
foils operating at zero angle of incidence for a range of so l id i t i e s  from 1.4 t o  1.7. 
The inlet Mach number vas 0.3, the  convergent annular area r a t i o  varied from 0.86 to 
0.95, and the turning angles v a r i e d  from 120 t o  40'. Cascade test data were obtained 
f r o m  survey 120. , 
The l inear  re la t ion  of air turning angle 8 with vane  camber a n a e  cp at zero 
incidence is given f o r  turning angles f r o m  LOo t o  41° by 8 = 0 . 9 m  - 9.7. By cor- 
rect ing  the turning-angle data t o  constant exial velocity on the  basis of the  inlet 
velocity and assuming constant circulation, a design rule  applicable for a w i d e  range 
of axial-velocity ratio across the  vanes is obtained: 
e = - o.oo~m2 + 1 . 4 9 2 ~  - 13.81 
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For vanes at incidence angles r unequal t o  zero, the turning angles for both 
variations can be approximated for incidence angles from -loo t o  5 O  by using 
= 0.88 f o r  caaber angles betueen 25' and 4oo. 
136. Mortarino, C.: Xsperimenti su una schiera di polettagi per compressore. 
L'Aerotecnia, t. Iw[, no. 2, Apr. 15, 1950, pp. 59-72. (Experiments  on  a 
Cascade of Blades for  Compressors.) 
The experimental results of measurements made on a cascade of blades are pre- 
sented. The experiments had three objectives: (1) to describe  devices and proce- 
dures determining the chezacteristice of blade casc&s as a b m l b   f o r  axial-flow- 
compressor design, (2) t o  compare experimental results with theory, and (3) to obtain 
data for the  design of nose sections and data concerning energy losses, the influence 
of boundary layers, end t i p  clearance. 
The experiments w e r e  conducted in the  incompressible-flow range at Mach numbers 
of about 0.17 and Reynolds nudoers of about 400,OOO f o r  a range of  stagger and in- 
cidence angles. The aerodynamic chexacterist ics uere obtained by determining the 
forces from the measured pressure  distribution around the   p rof i le  and by applying 
momentum considerations to measurements of velocities upstream and downstream. Flovs 
on the surface were traced by the use of droplets of o i l  paint. . 
The experiments showed clearly the three-dimensional nature of the flow. Theo- 
r e t i c a l  and experimental agreement were obtained when the measurements w e r e  corrected 
f o r  the convergence of the streamlines (Ferrari correction, surveys 2 and. 3). The 
tip-clearance tests indicated that small t i p  clearances are desirable (see survey 
2 3 0 ) .  
137. Mortarino, C. : Esperimenti su a le t te  in  sch iera  per  funzionamento a turbina. 
L'Aerotecnia, t. mII, no. 4, Aug. 1952, pp. 192-205. (Experiments on 
B l a d e  Cascades for Turbines.) 
Tests for further experimental investigation of the Ferrari correction for 
streamline convergence (see survey 136) were conducted i n  the incompressible-fhw 
range with a Mach number 0.17, Reynolds n M e r s  about 400,000, and gap-chord r a t i o  
of 0.7. Flow surveys and flow-visualization methods w e r e  used. Many diagram a r e  
presented of l i f t  snd drag coefficients and turnFng angles. 
Compaxisons with the Ferrari farmulaa indicate that there i s  good agreement 
between the calculated and experimental slopes of lift coefficient curves.  Curves 
of the drag coefficient against l i f t  emphasize the great difference in performance 
between blades in cascades and 8.8 isolated ab30iLs. For the tests conducted on 
CRSC&E, the   p rof i le  ped efficiency  point w a s  the  point of maximum lift. 
138. Briggs, Wiliam B. :- Effect of M a c h  Nmiber on the  Flow and Application of Cm- 
pressibil i ty  Correctfons  in a Two-Dimensional subsonic-Transonic Compressor 
Cascade Having Varied Porous-Wall Suction at the Blade Tips. NACA TI? 2649, 
1952. 
Tests were conducted on HACA 65-(12)-10 blades  using  the  prone  wall  tecWques 
of survey 207 end extending the application into the compressible-flow range. The 
in l e t  flow Mach nuuibers ranged from 0.12 t o  0.89. Boundary-layer . a c t i o n   s l o t s  were 
provided on the walls ahead of the  cascade, and porous w a l l s  xere used near the blade 
t ips .  The boundary-layer removal w a s  controlled t o  s a t i s fy  (as measured experimen- 
t a l l y )   t h e  two-dimensiond continuity reatLon upstream and downstream of the cas&. 
The experimental data presented include variations of turning angle, wakes ,  pressure 
distribution, and s ta t ic   pressure wlth M a c h  rmniber, with and without boundary-layer 
control. 
. 
The w a l l  boundary-lqer effects can be removed with  suction, and good centerline 
agreement can be obtained experimentally in the   s ta t ionary cascade with  theoretical  
values and values -oatained in rotat ing cascades. Where suction w a s  applied t o  a cas- 
cade of blades with an aapect r a t i o  of 4 t o  1, l i t t l e  effect w a s  noted on the  &e 
at midspan. However, l a rge  e f fec ts  were noted on t he  secondary flows, and the  to ta l -  
pressure loss measured at midspan xas somewhat reduced. The use of suction stebil ised 
the  location of the  stagnation  point and decreased the  shift of the  peak pressure co- 
e f f ic ien t  as t he  Mach numbers Increased. 
For turning-angle h t a  alone, high-speed tests or  suction are not needed if con- 
figurations Kith 4 t o  1 blade aspect ratio are used. When attempts were made t o  
correlate pressure-distribution  variations  with Mach nuniber, the low-speed data could 
be  correlated  only  fairly well with high-speed data by mems of var ious  correction 
methods. The compressibility correction methods used w e r e  the Prandtl-mauert rule, 
the K&&n-Tsien rule, and the author's vector mean-velocity contraction coefficient. 
No consistently good agreement wa8 obtained for any of the  rules .  
139. Prince, David C., Jr. : Performance of a Cascade Designed for Prescribed Imding. 
Preprint No. 52SA-40, A.S .LE., 1952. 
Correction  factors  applied  to  potential-flow  design methode were evaluated in 
order t o   co r re l a t e   t he  performance of cascades In real and ideal  fluids f o r  axial- 
flow-compressor blade design. The tests w e r e  conducted at a Mach number of &out 
0.1 and a Reynolds number of &out 190,000. Boundary-layer suction was applied, and 
spoi lers  w e r e  used t o  provide turbulent boundary l asers .  The cascade w a s  designeb 
fo r  a flat pressure-distribution curve on the  blade  suction surfaces. 
However, the f la t  pressure-dis t r ibut ion curve w a s  not achieved. Many boundary- 
layer and secondary-flow probleme w e r e  Incurred and Largely unresolved. (Even under 
good conditions the real f lows at low Reynolds &ere dld not  approach  theoretical. ) 
With increasing angle of attack, the  experimental-flow U t - c o e f f i c i e n t  deficiency 
and the  damstream angle deviation  increased when compared with  the  theoret ical  
potent ia l  flow. Fair  correlat ion waa obtained between the pressure distributions.  
There w a s  a high r a t i o  of real-f luid  to   potent id-f low  c i rculat ion.  
140. de H a l l e r ,  P.: L*Influende de l * e p d s s e u r  d u  p r o f i l  s u r  les  character is t iques 
de grilles. Eiull. Tech. de La. Suieee Romande, t. 79, no. 9-10, May 16, 1953. 
(The Influence of the   Prof i le  Thiclmess on the  Characterist ics of the Cascade.) 
The variations trt blade profile  thickness account l a r g e l y  f o r  the discrepancies 
between various approximatfon theories and the  experimental values obtained for air- 
foil cascade pexameters. Fr ic t ion and boundaxy-layer effects were not fnclu&d in 
the theory developed, as they do not account f o r  the discrepancies. 
141. de H a l l e r ,  P.: D a s  Verhalten von Trsgflugelgittern in Axlalverdlchtern und i n  
Windkanal. BrennstafY-Flanne-KraFt, Ed. 5, H e f t  10, Oct. 1953, pp. 333-336. 
(The Behavior of Aerofoil  Grfds i n  Axial C o ? q r e s s o r s  and i n  a Wfnd Tunnel.) 
Data obtained from two-dimensional grids are appl ied  to  axial-flow-compressor 
design, and the data provide reliable information, if no latex" contraction of the  
flow occurs through the grid.  M a n y  f ine  compressors and turbines have been &signed 
on the  basis  of two-dimensional cascade data, even f o r  flaw velocities up to Mach 
numbers of 0.84. 
142. Stanitz,  John D. : EFfect of E3la&-Thlckness Taper on Axial-Velocity Distribu- 
t ion  at the  Leading Edge of an Entrance Rotor-Blade Row with Axial Inlet ,  and 
the Influence of This Dietribution on Alinement of  the Rotor B l a d e  f o r  Zero 
Angle of Attack. NACA TT 2986, 1953. 
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A nonunifom  axial-velocity  distribution may be the  result of many factors,  
some of which are as f o l h s :  (1) boundary layer cm the hub and casing, (2) curva- 
tu re  of the hub and casing, (3) blade curvature,  (4) radial variations In angle of 
attack, and (5) blase taper (radial variation of blade thickness). This report in- 
vestigates only the laat factor.  The effect  of blade-thickness taper on the  inlet 
axial-velocity  dietribution of an entrance rotor blade r o w  with &al inlet flax i e  
studied. The investigation includes conpressible and incompresstble nonviscous flows 
in to  an entrance  rotor blade row wi th  taperedblades and a two-dimensional cascade, 
respectively. 
For the configuration at hand, blade taper had a la rge   e f fec t  on the Inlet de- 
viation angle. The effect  of compressibility w a a  small, except at the  hub, Eind the  
upstream relative velocity a b 0  had l i t t l e  effect .  
143. Schlichting, Herman: Problems and Result8 of Investigations on Cascade F l o w .  
Jour. Aero. Sci.,  vol. 21, no. 3, M a r .  1954, pp. 163-178. 
A summa3y of theoret ical  and experimental research results on the flow through 
two-dimensional cascades is presented. Solutions of the direct and inverse problem 
of two-dimensional incompressible flow are  obtained by a method of s ingular i t ies .  
The ~ubsonic  compressible solutions me obtained by an extension of the Prandtl- 
Glauert rule. U s i n g  boundary-layer suctlon s l o t s  t o  keep the flows two-dimensional, 
experimentalchecks are provided for the   theoret ical  reeults. 
Annular C ~ S C & B  of untwisted blades arid various hub-tip radius ra t io s  were 
likewise investigated and resu l t s  compared with two-dimensional tests. For 
cylindrical-walled cascades, the effects of radial divergence (variation of eolidlty 
with radius) on the pressure &Lstrihutione and local  loss coefficients are extremely 
smsll. In t h i s  regard, the two-dimemional viscous flow through cascades was treated 
by applying boundary-layer theory to   obtain  theoret ical  data for   the  loss 
coefficients.  
C. ROZATING B m  FKMS 
144. Weske, John R., and Marble, Frank E.: Characterist ics of A M o I l s  In  a Cylinbric 
Axial-Flow G r i d .  Jour. Aero.  Sci.,  vol. 10, no. 8, Oct. 1943, pp. 289-294. 
An experimental investigation w m  conducted upon rotat ing  cyl indrical  de l - f lw  
cascades. Measurements were taken of the pressure distribution at the  a i r fo i l  mid- 
sections for several blade spacing and angular settings and varioue operating condi- 
tione. The data w e r e  used t o  determine the blade Ilft characteri&ics. The possi- 
b i l i t i e s  of supplementing the pressure-distribution meaeurements by wake traverse0 
i n  o r d e r  to   ca lcu la te   the   p rof i le  drag w e r e  explored. . -. 
For blades with a given twist, constant circulation spartwise meg be maintained 
at only one particular  value o f  mid-section  1igtcoeffici.ent. The f o l l o y t n  results - 
were obtained for s m a l l  variations of the  mid-section lfft coefficient: (f The 
lift character is t ics  at the mid-sections of blades of large pitch-chord r a t io s  com- 
pare w e l l  with the l i f t   c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  (e.g., with respect t u  the angle of attack 
for  ze ro  lift and the lift-curve slope) of  the same a ir fo i l  section in fndefinfte 
flow and inf ini te  .mpect  ra t io .  (2) The m a x i m u m  l i f t   c o e f f i c i e n t  of a section in a 
widely spaced grid is larger  than  the maximum l i f t - c o e f f i c i e n t   i n  infinite $low I n  
a wind tunnel. This e f fec t  is perheps due to centrifugal action on the  blade boundary 
layer. (3) The angle of attack fo r  zero lift increases 88 the pitch-chord ratio e- 
creases. (4) The slope of the l i f t  curve increases as the pitch-chord ratio 
decreases. 
. ." " 
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The last two results are perhaps at t r ibutable   to   the  interference of  nelgbboring 
blades due to  c i rcu la t ion  Elnd blade-thickness effects. Because skin f r i c t i o n  wa8 
neglected,  the  functional  relation  obtained between the lift coeff ic ient  and the  
angle of at tack is only a first approximation. The wake traverses can be used t o  
supplerrment the  pressure-distribution  meesuremnts,  particularly w i t h  regard t o  pro- 
f i le  drag, i f   t h e  flow surveys include measurements of f l o w  a i rect ion and velocity. 
145. Marcinoxskl, H.: The Significance of  the  Measured Lattice Character is t ics  for  
Calculattion and Design of  Axial Flow Turbines and Compressors. (Vol. 13 of  
ser. of artFcles on Compressor snd Fan Design writ ten by German engineers, 
coordinated by BUSHIPS 338, Navy Dept. (Washington, . D. C. ), May 1946. ) 
Tuo-dimensiond flaw through cascades WSB investigated to campre the maximum 
lift coefficient and the slopes of curves of Uft coefficient against angle of a t tack 
and others for isolated and cascade airfoils. Loss measurements were taken and loss 
coefficients are discussed. Rotor t h ro t t l i ng  curves and loss coeff ic ients  are pre- 
sented and discussed in terms of the choices of parameters (i.e., profile, c d e r ,  
stagger angle, etc.) involved in rotor blade design. The discmelon is qual i ta t ive 
and inccJnclusive. 
146. Dada,  Hunt: U s e  of Cascade Tests, Airfoil Tests, and Single  Stwe Tests  for  
Determination o f  Axial-Flow Compressor Design. BUSHIPS, NEW Dept. (Washington, 
D.C.), June 1946. 
The performance data obtained by c 3 ~ t s c a d e  t e s t s  are limited  in  value because of 
the differences between s ta t ionary and rotating conditione. Single-airfoil and 
single-stage tests neglect the mutual interference eff.ects of neighboring d r f o i l s .  
Neither the turbulence factors nor the boundary-layer effects at the  blade  t ips  are 
taken into account. Nevertheless, each of the  three tests, cascade, a i r f o i l ,  and 
single-stage, gives some useful data and design information. 
147. Runckel, J. F., and Davey, R. S. : Pressure-Distribution Measurements on the  
Rotating Blades of a Singleatage Axial-Flow Comgressor. HACA TR 1189, 1947. 
Pressure-distributions w e r e  measured about t he  mean-radius section of rotat ing 
blades at a blade Mach number of  0.35 with EUI W A  multicell   rotating  pressure- 
t ransfer  device. The lift;-curve slope w a s  found t o  be lover than the values esti- 
mated theoret ical ly  from comparKble two-dimeneional cascades. The need f o r  ana use 
of cascade test data t o  detenbine blade-angle settillgs .are shown. 
SteALng of  the flow YBB found to orfginate at the root and t ip   sect ions be- 
cause of  casing boundary layers, improper blade twist, and large clearances. The 
stalling occurred sooner (lmer outlet pressures and higher weight flows) than ex- 
pected from iso la ted-a i r fa i l  maximum-lift data. 
148. PochobradsQ, B.: Effect of Centrimgal Force in Axial-Flow Turbines. Engl- 
neering, ~ 1 .  163, no. 4234, M a r .  21, 1947, pp. 205-207. 
Conditions are established for obtaining constant mass flow per  unit  =ea at  
the exit of  turbine-nozzle diuaphragpls. The losses are assumed small, and the  rad ia l  
increments of pressure due to   centr i fugal   force and compressibility are taken into 
account. Specific examples are given of the radial  var ia t ions o f  ex i t  flow angles. 
Free-vortex flow w a s  found to   requi re  a radial s h i f t  of  streamlines. 
149. Bogdonoff, Seymour M., and Herrig, L. Joseph: Performance of Axial-Flow Fan 
and Compressor B l a d e s  Deaigaed fo r  High Loadings. EzaCA TN 1201, 1947. 
54 UCA RM E55EU.l 
Four rotor  blades of free-vortex flow design with design pitch section lift 
coefficient from 0 .31to  0.99 Were tested. The blades were desLgned for hlgher peak 
loading than w e r e  i n  use at  the time of the report, Yaw angles and pressures w e r e  
surveyed. The blades gave a maximum peak efficiency of around 96 percent. Low load- 
ing caused a decided drop i n  peak efficiency. Leading-edge roughness caused a drop 
in  both  the  efficlency (from 2~ t o  3 percent) and pressure r ise (from 11 t o  15 per- 
cent) a t  the &ai@ point. 
1 
With so l id i t i e s  near 1, design l i f t  weff ic ien ts  approaching 1 can be used w i t h  
high efficiencies. A meximum l i f t  coefficient o f  at least 7.4 is .obtainable.  The 
measured performances w e r e  c lose  to   those  obtained  in  survey 121. 
EO. Bogdonoff, Seymour M., anhHess, Eugene E.: Axial-Flow Fan m b  Conpressor 
BLade Design Data at 52.5O Stagger .and Further Verification of Cascade Data by 
Rotor Tests. PIACA TN 1271,  1947. 
F 
In an attempt to increase the accuracy of existing design charts and t o  meamre 
their  precision, cascade and blower tests w e r e  conducted to   obtain  the performance 
of blades in  a rotating configuration. The report follows survey 121. The tests 
axe conducted on NACA 65-410, 65-810, and 65-(12)lO blower-blade sections at  solidi- 
t i e s  of 1.0 and 1.5. 
Cross plots show t h a t  over a range from 44' t o  65O, the turning angles predicted 
on the  basis  of cascade tests axe within 1/2 percent o f  those obtained in   t he   ro t a t -  
ing  setup. The high loading of the NACA 65-(12)lO blades  appears t o  be a limit be- . 
yond which cascade-tunnel data axe questioneble. For blades with higher loading, 
s l igh t  changes in   tunnel  ad;justment m a y  produce t u n n e l - w a l l  stall and greatly change 
the blade performance. For these reasons> data obtained f o r  E A  65-(18)lO blades 
have been omitted. - . .. .. . .. .. " 
151. Herrfg, L. Joseph, and Bogdonoff, Seymour M.: Performance of an Axial-Flow 
Compressor Rotor Designed f o r  a Pftch-Section Lift Coefficient of 1.20. NACA 
!t'N 1388, 1947. 
Compressor blades with higher cambers than could be tested successfully  in 
survey 122 were tested i n  a single-stage blarq.  L,crv-speed tests were made of the 
highly canibered blades i n  an axial-flow-cqmpressor rotor  with no'guide vanes o r  
stator blades, with uniform inlet-velocity C!lstr~b-u~~q~~ Fd-wJth little boundary 
layer. Under these canditious, rotor e f f i c i q i e e  o f  96 percent--were obtained for- 
blades Kith a mean lift coefficient of 1 .2 .  
- .  
" - 
. . . .. -. 
In more detail, the rotating tests showed an increase in design Loading t o  be 
possible, causing the pressure ratio per stage t o  increase while maintaining a good 
operating range and a 96-percent peak efficiency. Deviations of- the peak efficiency 
from the design point indicate that opt imp performance of higher cSnber section6 
would occur at lower angles. Qf .attack.. -.At a-so i ic t i ty~-o~-~ .OL an averse Uft cosf- 
f i c i en t  of 1.2 can be obtained with good efficiency, and maximum l i f t  c o & i c I e n i  - I- 
above 1.4 axe indicated. " 
.. 
Extreme leading-eage rmghness cased 811 efficiency drop of 3.5 percent and an 
11-percent drop in pressure r ise.at  design conditions. 
152. Bogbonoff, Seymour M.: N.A.C.A. Caac& D a t a  f o r - t h e  Blade Design of IIigh- 
Performance  Axial-Flow Compressor. Jour. Aero. Sci., vox. E, no. 2, Feb. 
1948, pp. 89-95. 
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The r e su l t s  of this   invest igat ion  indicate  that information on turning angle and 
design angle of attack  obtained in law-speed t e s t s  can be.used  for high-speed design. 
The Mach llumber,for c r i t i c a l  speed turned out to be 4 t o  5 percent higher than ob- 
tained by the  Kaxm&-Tsien extrapolation. Extrapolation of low-speed ro tor  test re- 
s u l t s   t o  compressor stages operating at eff ic iencies  of 90 percent andbelow a c r i t -  
i c a l  Mach number indicates an obtainable pressure ratio of 1.4. Increased ccaqpressor 
performance can be  obtained by use of 6-percent-thick  tip-section blades instead of 
10-percent-thick blades. The limiting Mach rider is  3 to 4 percent higher for the 
6-percent-thick  blades. 
l53. Khalil, K. H.: Wind Tunnel Investigations on Rotating BMes of Aerofoil Sec- 
t ion.  F'roc. Inst.  Mech~~likg.,  vol. 166, 1952, pp. 419-428. 
This investigation w a s  to enable the use of static tests for   ro ta t ing  design. 
The pressure and lift character is t ics  of rotat ing blades are compared with  those ob- 
t d n e d  f o r  t h e  same blade types at rest. Two imporbant experimental resu l t s  a re  ob- 
tdned ,   t he   s imi l a r i t y   i n   p re s su re  diagram shapes, and the sfgnificance of a "spin" 
factor.  A close s imilar i ty  is shown i n   t h e  shapes of the pressure diagrams f o r   t h e  
rotat ing and static blades a t  the same incidence angles and radial position. How- 
ever, the l i f t  and circulation values are different, being smaller at the inner and 
greater at the  outer radii fo r   t he  rotating blades. 
When the system of t ra i l ing   vor t ices  is compared for   ro ta t ing  and stationary 
cases, the difference along the span depends o n l y  on the  speed of rotat ion.  This is 
probably caused by added uniform vortex strength, which is a t rue  indicat ion o f  the 
results of rotation. Thus, test results from s ta t ionary  to  ro ta t ing  b lades  in  wind 
tunnels may be  corrected by adding the   e f fec ts  of a vortex of  rotat ion of uniform 
strength. 
154. Khdi l ,  K. H.: Rotational Ef'fects on a Caacde of Aerofoil Blades. The En- 
gineer (London), vol. C X C I I I ,  no. 5030, June 20, 1952, pp. 831-834. 
The optimum pi tch   for  a cascade under rotational conditions is deterntinea i n  
comparison with that obtafned by simple cascade tests. Pressure dis t r ibut ions around 
a blade section w e r e  obtained  for a range of incidence angles by varying the compo- 
nents of t he  flow, t he  axial. velocity (keeping the resultant velocity constant at 70 
f t /sec) ,  and the rotational speed over a range from 5Q to  800 rpm. The p i tch  and the  
number of blades were varied, but the product of the   p i tch  times the  number of blades 
was kept constant. 
When the  rotating blades w e r e  compared with  stationary blades having the  sme 
sections, the circulation of the  rotat ing  blade^ was found t o   b e  filmidshed. The 
effect  of the rotation increased as the  number of  blades increased. With shrouding, 
the pressure-distribution diagrams shmed changes near the  leading edges rather than 
near   the  t ra i l ing edges. 
155. Lieblein, Seymour: Theoretioal and Experimental Analysis of One-Dimensional 
Compressible Flow i n  a Rotating Radial-&let lnrpeller C h a n n e l . .  NACA TR 2691, 
1952. 
Passage me,an-flow cha rac t e r i s t i c s   i n  a radial-inlet impeller channel are obtdned 
from a one-dimensional compressible-flow ahalysis. A theoret ical  invest igat ion of the  
flou i n  an impeller channel uith convergent-divergent area shoxed the   c r i t i ca l   sec t ion  
of the rotat ing channel w m  located upstream of the geometric throat. The e f fec t  of 
losses on the flow was similar to  the  effect   obtainedby  reduct ion of the flow area. 
The mean-flow behavior i n  another radial-inlet impeller w a s  similar t o  f l o w  along a 
r o t a t i n g   r a d i d  channel, i n  which the  effect ive flow mea at the   i n l e t  v a r i e d  x i t h  
the  operating  point. 
56 HACA FM E55Hll. 
156. Finger, R. B. : - Method o f  Experimentally D e t e r m i n i n g  Radial Distributions of 
Velocity Through Axial-Flow Compressors. NACA TH 2059, 1950. 
A method is presented for determining-the velocity distribution damstream of 
a compressor blsde rov for .given tot&. temperature, t o t d  presaure, and r e l a t ive  " 
flow angles. The resul ts  of this  analysis  axe In  good agreement wi th  eqer lmentd  
results obtained on a ten-stage compressor. The predicted and m e a s u r e d  wall s t a t i c  
preesures give good checks. 
157. Sinnette, John T., Jr., Schey, Oscar W., and King, J. Austin: Performance of 
NACA Eight-Stage Axial-Flow C m r e s s o r  Designed on the  B a s i s  of & f o i l  n e o r y .  
mACA Rep. 758, 1943. (Supersedes NACA WR E-1.1 
The development, construction, and testing of an eight-stage sxial-flow compfes- 
sor me described. The design theory of a ty-pid axial-flaw-compressor stage, be- 
veloped W e c t l y  from basic sirfoil-theory fundamentals, i s  presented. A physical 
description of the eight-stage coqpressor dlscsusses dimensions, construction, oper- 
ation theory, test procedures, instrumentation, and precision of measurements. The 
design basis of each stage w a s  the syannetric velocity diagram and rail idly  conatant 
axial-velocity component. The rotor w a s  tapered to xoduce an increase in axial 
velocity from i n l e t   t n o u t l e t .  
The performance tests were f i rs t  made with rotor speed as a parameter and w i t h  
compressor efficiencies  based on t o t a l - p r e s m e  measurements at the dischsrge of the 
last s t a t o r  row. In order t o  permit evaluation of the c q r e s s o r  performance at any 
desired inlet-& temperature, the data w e r e  then  presented  in terms of a mndimen- 
sional parameter, Mach number. T h i s  proved t o  be the superior procedure. 
Axial-flow compressors of high efficiency (87 percent at a pressure  ra t io  of 
3.42) can be  d signed by the  proper  application- of & f o i l  the-.. " 
158. Eckert, B., and Weinig, F. : Axial Flow Compressor Deeigned fo r  50% Reaction. 
. "" 
BUSHIPS 338, vol. ll, May 1946. 
Three =-percent reaction a x i a l - f l o w  compressors were tested experimentally to 
check on the efficiency of compreesor design calculations for certain turbojet  en- 
gines. (The reaction of a stage i s . the  fraction of."t&e pressure rise occurring in 
the rotor.  ) The results indica te   tha t   the   to ta l  pressure and t he  f l o w  capacity are 
markedly affected by the  distribution of static-pressure rise between the  rotor snd 
the  s ta tor .  For given limiting Mach numbers, the t o t a l  presaure developed can be 
increased, if the  amount of reaction is limited t o  50 percent. The significance is 
that the static-pressure rise per stage determines the nunrber of stages required. 
Satisfactory agreement xm obtained between theory and experiment. 
Flow regulation by means of s t a to r  adjustment w a s  attempted but YBS neither 
eff ic ient  nor  worthwhile. Eub fairing w a s  necessary t o  reduce tendencies toward 
flow separation and poor velocity distributions at the rotor inlet. The exact &ape 
of the fslring was  not critical. 
159. Eckert, B.: A Collection of Compressor Test B s - g l t a .  BUSHIFS 338, vol. 22, 
Navy D e p t  ., M a y  1946. 
A summary of various compressor test results 1s presented, containing approxJ.- 







plo t   the  campressor characteristics axe explained, and the methods of obtaining them 
from tests are described. The effects of Reynolds umber and Mach  nuniber variations 
on compressor design are defined. 
160. Eckert, B. : Recent R e s u l t s  on H i g h - P r e s s u r e  Mal Blowers. NACA 1128, 
1947. 
The proper aerodynamic design of inlet ducts to  achieve high-efficfency opera- 
tion and high Bressure rise is-discussed. The study includes the effects of hub 
shrouds, diffuser shapes, p a r t i a l  aamiseions, radial clearances, blade shapes, and 
roughness. Pressed sheet-metal blades w e r e  found aa good as streamlined shapes. 
El. Weske, J. R., Rubin, B. Z., and Gardiner F. J.: Axial Supercharger XI-2220 
Engine - Theory f o r  Design of Axial Flow Compressors. Ehg. Div., Chrysler 
Corp., June 9, 1945. 
The performance analysis and calculation  procedures  axe  presented  for an dal- 
f l o w  compressor of symmetric-velocity-diagram flaw, which is compared with a vortex- 
flow design. Much larger pressure incremes can be obtained for given limiting con- 
dit ions by the  symmetrical-velocity-diagram type. However, some.slight efficiency 
decreases result as well, and special inlet and ou t l e t  stages are required. Compu- 
tat ions  for  these  stages are pmvfded. 
162. Jarre, Gianni: Un movo t ipo  di st&o d l  compresslone per coqpressori a s s l a l i .  
L'Aerotecnica, t. XXVIII, no. 4, 1948, pp. 199-205. (A New Compression 
s tage   for  ~ x i d .  Compressors. ) 
The stage performance of an axial-flow coqpressor is analyzed, and a simplified 
two-dimensiom calculation procedure for multistage compressors is explained. Eiu- 
merical calculations demonstrate the possibtbilities of reaUcing t he  nuniber of stages 
required for a multistage corqpreseor. 
163. Ponomareff, A. I.: Axial-Flow  Compressors f o r  Gae Turbines. A.S.M.E. Trans., 
v01. 70, 110. 4, May 1948, 295-306. 
The operating principles, characteristics, design, operation, types, character- 
ist ic curves, and gas-turbine requirements for axid-flow compressors are presented 
and  explained. 
164. Madata, Harry, an& Guentert, Donald C.: Investigation of  Performance of Single- 
Stage Axial-Flm Compressor Using RAGA 5509-34 B1ad.e Section. NACA RM EBF30, 
1948. 
The performance of a single-stage axid-flow compressor using blades with an 
NACA 5509-34 a i r fo i l   s ec t ion  was investigated. The blades were designed with a hub- 
t i p   r ad ius   r a t io  of 0.8 in   order  to correspond t o   t h e  middle stages of a -compressor. 
The s t a to r s  w e r e  designed t o  remove the vortex rotat ion added by the rotor.  A sym- 
t r ical  veloci ty  d iagram at the rotor  hub poeition was  used. The blade sett ing angles 
w e r e  taken according to survey 119. 
The performance was evaluated i n  terms of three different  blade-loading param- 
eters: turning angle, l i f t  coefficient, and t he  r a t io  of the  change in  t angen t i a l  
velocity to mea1 &al velocity. The over-all performance results are presented 
(maximum total-pressure ratio,  1.262; maxim adisbatic efficiency, 0.84 at design 
speed; and equivalent weight flow, 10.5 lb/sec) . Since instrumentation difficulties 
were encountered, the  resu l t s  axe considered only qualitatively correct.  
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165. Burtt, Jack R.: Investigation of-Performance of 'pypical Inlet Stage of Uti- 
stage Axial-Flow Compressor. HACA RM E9El.3, 1949. 
Analyses have indicated that a compressor design baaed on constsnt   total  en- 
thalpy radially with a syuuuetrical velocity dia&ram at e31 radii hae advantages over 
a vortex-flow design compressor (see survey 183). Accordingly, a camgreseor i n l e t  
stage, designed on t h i s  basis, w a s  t es ted  and studied. Typical inlet-stage values 
were ueed, t h a t  i e ,  a hub-tip radius r a t i o  of 0.5 and an axial-velocity-component 
t o  t ip-speed ratio of 0.W. The rotor  and s t a to r  blades had a modified NACA 
65-(12)Lo profile, constant from hub t o  t i p .  Blade  sett ing angles were calculated 
according t o  survey 119. The instrumentation was the 8-e es fo r  survey 164, and 
the  dsta were calculated by the method of survey 1Zl. The. rofor blade performance 
indicates   that  the turning angles and the energy addition at design weight flow w e r e  
low compared with &sign values. These resu l t s  were attributed to miscalculation of 
the  turning-angle  deviations  near  the  rotor blade. t i p s .  
Nevertheless, at off-design conditions, good weight-flow, pressure-ratio, and 
eff ic iency character is t ics  w e r e  observed. The high rotat ive speed of such an i n l e t  
stage permits higher pressure r a t i o s   i n   t h e  later stages of a compressor. The use- 
of variable-ce&erblades msy have improved the stage performance bver a wider 
weight-flar range. This investigation is followed by survey 172, a study t o  reduce 
the  uheel  speed and pressure ratio  but  obtain  increased maas f low. 
166. Martinuzzi, P. F. : Continental anti American Gas-Turbine and Carngressor Calcu- 
l a t ion  Methods Compared. A.S.M.E. Trans.,  vol. 71, no. 4, May 1949, pp. 325- 
333. 
The European methods for  calculating  axial-flow-coqpressor blading involve 
dimensionless velocity tr iangles,  the characterist ics in terms of a pressure coef- 
f ic ien t ,  flow coeff ic ient ,  prof i le  "glide" angles, and degree of reaction. The 
blading types, given in. terms o f  their vel-ocity triangles at the   pi tch diameter, 
include axial discharge from rotor, symmetrical stages, stages with axial rotor- 
inlet flow, and stages with symmetrical s ta tors .  Conatant &aJ. velocity radislly, 
constant  circulation, and free-vortex Plow between blade rows are  assumed. 
The various bladlng types are compared and applied. 
167. Bowen, John T., Sebersky, Rolf H. , and Rannie, W. Mean: Theoretical and Ex- 
perimental Investigations of  Axial Flow Compresebrs, P t .  2. Mech. Eng. Lab ., 
C.I.T., July 1949. (Navy Contract R6-ORI-102, Task O r d e r  IY.) 
To examine closely the validity of the design theory of survey 37, extensive 
and detailed flow measurements were made l a -  t he  test compressor, and boundary-layer 
behavior and f r ic t ion Losses were also investigated. 
The study of this proposed design theory, which uses  the  exit  angle aa a basic 
parameter in  place of the lift coefPicfent and a .nm  l i nea r i z ing  procedure, it3 con- 
ducted by comparing two blade types, vortex and wheei. The .theory assumptions are 
c lass i f ied  BS three main types: (1) perfect fluid sseumptions, (2) tu3sumptions con- 
cerning exit-flow angles, and (3) l inear iz lng assumptions. Test results indicate 
that the theory yields accurate results in predicting the f l o v  character is t ics  at 
h i g n  and off-deslgn conditione, baaed on comparisons of the   veloci t ies  and t o t a l  
pressure at f l o w  conditio= f o r  which assuqrkions (1) and (2)  a re -va l ld .  Assumption 
(1) WBB v a l i d  when no par t  of the blade wa6 stalled. m e  over -a l l  performance w a s  
predicted  accurately  near the design point, *which uas close  to  the maximum-efficiency 
point. The free-vortex and solid-body blading ahwed nearly the s8me efficiencies,  
end the  exit angles were insensit ive to inlet-angle changes. The efficiency in- 
creased with increasing Reynold8 numbere. 
8 





The invest igat ion  into the cascade boundary l a y e r s  and losses  disclosed  infor- 
mation concerning the  locat ion and extent of losses encountered i n  a turbomachine. 
The minimum total-pressure loss and incidence angles for  low loss can be predicted 
f o r  a two-dimensional cascade. C a r e f u l  measurements of blade-surface-friction losses 
(total-pressure losses in t he  cascade) were made. The total-pressure losses i n  t h e  
compressor cascade were twice thoee measured or  calculated for equivalent two- 
dimensional cascades i n  steady flow. The apparent flow incidence-angle renge for 
low losses is comparably smaller. These results are a t t r ibu ted  to secondary flows 
(see surveys 230 t o  234) and periodic vdocity fluctuations in entrance velocity 
(see surveys 53 t o  59, and 69). 
The s tudies   indicate   that   the  w a l l  bounhry-layer  -growth was moderate in   t he  
test compressor and depended largely on the  blade design (survey 231). High losses 
were found near the inner and outer w a l l s .  An appsrent "area contraction" of  the  
compressor flow stream may be a t t r i b u t e d   t o  w a l l  and blade  boundary-layer effects. 
168. Howell, A. R., and Bonhem, R. P. : Over-All an& Stage Characteristics of Axial 
Flow Compressors.  Proc. Ins t .  Mech. Eng., vol. 163, 1950, pp. 235-248. 
A method is developed for derivln@; the  characteristics of multistage axial-flow 
compressors from the chaxacterfstics of the individual stages for a range of operating 
conditions. This proposed design method enebles the single-etage characteristics t o  
be predicted, designed, and thus extended t o   t h e  over-FLU charac te r i s t ics   for   the  re- 
quired design conditions. The effects of blade and t e s t   e r r o r s  on performance are 
discussed. 
169. Erwin, John R., and Schulze, Wallace M. : Investigation of an Impulse Axial- 
Flar Compressor. KACA RM L9J05a, 1950. 
Because of the static-pressure rise, the total-pressure coefficient obtainable 
i n  conventional exlal-flow compressors is limited t o  a maximum of qpproximately 1.0 
by separation losses, when the  turning angles exceed 30°. Turning the  f l o w  without 
a static-pressure rise extends t h e  1Mt of turning angle and makes higher  pressure 
coefficients possible. This investigation w6s made t o  determine the  poss ib i l i t i e s  
of agplylng the constant-pressure (impulse) principle t o  axial-flow compressors. 
Blade sections developed by cascade tests w e r e  used i n   t h e  design of a rotor  
with 75O turning and a total-pressure coefficient of 2 . 4 .  Rotor tests w e r e  conducted 
at low speeds both with and without stator blades and without inlet-guide vanes. For 
example, rotor  operation produced 'a total-pressure  coefficient of 2.3 with an effi- 
cfency of 98.3 percent. 
The operating behavior of the  single-stage i r q d s e  compreseor was eimilarr t o  
conventional single-stage operation. Ekkapolation of the result8 t o  higher subsonic 
speeds indicates that the  impulge compressor can produce the  pressure rise per stage 
of a conventional compressor, but  at reduced m t a t i o a a l  speeds. There ma$ be accom- 
panying losses in specif ic  mass f l o w  and efficiency. A t  supersonic speeds, the  im- 
pulse compressor should yield a stage pressure  r ise  equal  to  the  conventional super- 
sonic axial-flow compressor and operate at reduced rotational speeds. Again, there  
may be  losses in  specif ic  weight flow. 
170. Mahoney, John J., Dugan, Paul D., Budinger, Raymond E., and Goelzer, H. Ered: 
Investigation of Blade-Row Flow Distributions  in Axial-Flow Compressor Stage 
Consisting of Guide Vanes and Rotor-Blade Rar .  HACA FM E50G12, 1950. 
A 30-inch-tip-diameter axial-flow coapressor stage was investigated with and 
without the rotor to determine individual blade-row performance, interblade-row ef- 
fects ,  and outer-wall boundary-layer conditions. Angle set t ings were made according 
t o  survey 119. 
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With no rotor, flow-angle discrepancies were observed a t   the   roo t  and t i p  of 
the guide vanes. However, the design assumption of simplified radial equilibrium 
was satisfied when corrected angles were considered. For the medium and high w e i g h t -  
flow ranges, an inlet Mach number correction is not suf f i c i en t   t o  account for   the  in- 
creases in t h e  guide-vane-exit flw anglee at the hub and tip. With the rotor  in-  
stalled, the design assumption of si~lplffied radial equilibrium is invalid. 
Curves of the measured.  variations of turning  angles across the   rotor  vith angle 
of attack  paralleled  curves  obtained from two-dimeneional-cascade dkta but gave 
higher turning angles. T f p  st- vas obta$ned at -lower angles of attack than i n  t h e  
two-dimensional cascade. The boundary-layer  displacement thickhesa uaa small .aPte . .- 8 
the  guide vanes  and the  rotor  ( less  than 1.0 and 1.5 percent  of  passege  height,  re- w 
spectively) but increased rapidly after the rotor when t i p  stall occurred. 
171. Moses, Jason J. , mi Sero-w, Norge K.: Effect of B I a d e - S u r f a c e  Finish on Per- 
formance of a Single-Stage Axial-Flow Compressor. mAcA FM E51CO9, 1951. 
The performance of a single-stage axial-flaw compressor x88 investigated under 
conditions of v a q i n g  blade-surface roughness. The blade surfaces were successively 
rough-machined, hand-filed, and highly polished. The compressor w a s  operated over a 
range of weight flows at six equivalent t i p  speede from 672 t o  1092 feet   per  secona, 
for   re la t ive  inlet Mach numbers from 0.36 t o  0.85 at the   rotor  mean radius, and for  
Reynolds number6 f r 6 m  Z Z 2 , O O  t o  470,000. 
Surface-finish  effects' were mearmred by  the  total-pressure  ratio and efficiency 
ef fec ts  observed. The surface-finish effects decreased with increasing compressor 
speed and with decreasing weight flows at a fixed speed. Finishing the blade sur- 
faces beyond a p i n t  considered aerodynemically smooth (from an admissible roughnees 
formula) w i l l  not  affect-  compressor perf6rntance,-exrcPpt at operating points where 
blade  f r ic t ion  losses  m a y  be an important fraction of the total   losses .  
172. Burtt ,  Jack R., and Jackson, Robert J.: Performance of Single-Stage Conpressor 
Designed on Ba8iB:oZ Collstant Total Enthalpy Kith Byunnetrical Velocity Disgram 
at all R a d i i  and Velocity Ratio of 0.7 a t  Rotor a b .  NACA F% E5lFO6, 1951. 
The basic COlqpreSsOr design var iab les  yere .an6Jy-zedr+qA~8urve~, 183  and it YBB 
* .. 
. .. 
" .. . 
. .. 
found tha t  good performance m a y  be obtained from a compressor designed for cons tmy '  
t o t a l  enthalpy radially and a symmetrical velocity dia@;~qn.at d l  radfi .  A colqpree- 
sor of this design, with a hub-tip radius ratio of 0.5 and a r a t i o  of axial velocity 
t o   t i p  speed of. 0.6 upstream oF the   ro to r  hub, is investigated i n  survey 165. This 
compressor had high pressure ratios at high ro ts t fve  speeds. 
, - 1- .._ 
. .. 
- . .  
T h i s  investigation w a s  conducted on a compressor designed f o r  an axial-velocity 
t o  tip-speed  ratio of 0.7 at the  rotor  hub t o  reduce wheel speeds and pressure  ratios, 
but increase m88s f l O W i 3 .  
. . . .  - -. 
The resul ts   indicate  a 12-percent increase In mass flow at peak pressure r a t io s  
somewhat higher than the eexlier compressor, but with greatly reduced efficiency. 
The low so l id i ty  and high stagger angle near the rotor t ip  combined t o  produce a 
rapidly peaking curve of stage-element efficiency. The  good efficiency range for  a 
given speed is narrow. Near +e hub, the efficiency is nearly constant over the 
range of weight flows investigated, assuming the streamlines there' follow the hub 
contours. . .. .   
.~ > .I 
The temperature-risR energy addition at a given speed increased from hub t o  t ip .  
With change i n  w e i g h t  f l o w ,  the  greatest rate of change of energy addition lfkewise 
occurred at the  tip.-. .:- 
- .  
. . , . . . . - . - - ,." .. ..~.. ~. . .. .. . - .. . " ," ". 
. . . . .. -. .. . .. - 
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173. Panetti, Modesto: Una ipotesi  limite per il calcolo della ca ra t t e r i s t i ca  dei 
compressori assiali. La lermotecnica, t. 5, no. 1, 1951, pp. 5-10. (A Limit 
- thesis  for  the Ca&culation of t he  Characteristics - of Axial Compressors.) 
With the assumption tha t  the discharge angle remains constant   for   the  ent i re  
rmge of inlet angles, laiw cdnceiping the variation of lift and the pressure rise 
per stage as functions of incidence angles and inlet velocit ies are determined. 
These resu l t s  agree w e l l  with experimentai data and appear t o   b e  good approximations 
for cascades with so l id i ty  of approximately 1, for operation not near stall condi- 
t ions.  The influence of viscosity and f r ic t ion  losses  on a pressure-volume charac- 
t e r i s t i c  are accounted for  by assuming a reduced e x i t  area as a result 04 boundmy- 
layer growth. 
174. Panetti,. Modesto: I1 compressore assiale sperimeqtale del laboratorio di 
aeronautics di torino. L a  Ricerca fici., t. 23, no. 9, Sept. 1953, pp. 1639- 
1644. (The Experimental Axial Compressor at the Aeronautical Laboratory of 
Turin. ) 
The operational characteristic6 and design  details  of a free-vortex-design com- 
pressor having a symmetrical velocity diagram at  the m e a n  section  (the Franc0 Tosi 
experimental axial-flow compressor) are presented. High eff ic iencies  were obtained 
in the normal operating range. 
175. Taylor, R. G.: Some Blade DesLgns fo r  an Axial-Flow  Compressor Stage. Jour. 
Roy.  Aero. SOC.,  vol. 58, no. 517, Jan. 1954, pp. 61-64. 
The over-all conditions in a single stage without guide vslles are discussed 
fo r  three cases: (I) the static-temperature rise in  the  ro tor  and s t a t o r  are equal 
(constant reaction with radial equilibrium), (2) the  Mach number of the   resu l tan t  
flow is constant radial ly  at -the rotor inlet, and (3) a combination of (I) ana (2). 
No information is presentedto inafcate  w h e t h e r  any (or dl) of these designs 
is sui table  or pracii-ical. 
176. New, W. R., Redding, A. H., W d i n ,  E. B., and Fentress, K. 0. : Basic Conpres- 
sor Characterist ics from Tests of a " S t a g e  Axial-Flow Machine. A.S.M.E. 
Trans., vo1. 76, no. 3, Apr. 1954, pp. 473-481. 
Experimental results are presented for axial-flow-compressor stage performance 
over a range of Mach numbers from 0.3 t o  0.9 and a range of Reynolds nuribera f r o m  
50,oOO t o  500,ooO. A t  subsonic velocities, the tests show that  the at ta inable  pres-  
sure ra t io   per   s tage  and efficiency depend on the  ReynolaS and Mach nmbers. Many 
dla@;rams are presented t o  visualize these relations.  The results i re  presented in 
pa i r s  of plo ts  showing f i r s t ,   a b a s i c   e f f i c i e n c y  snd stage pressure ratio as func- 
t ions of velocity ratio with the Reynolds nuniber as a p a m e t e r ,  and second, a Mach 
number correction  for each plot .  
177. Foster, D. V.: The Performance of t he  108 Compressor Fit ted with Lar Stagger.  
Free Vortex Blading.  Rep. No. R. l l6 ,  Br i t i sh  N.G.T.E., June 1952. 
Tests were conducted on a large three-stage congressor designed especially f o r  
detailed three-dimenstonal f l o w  investigations. The main e r ro r s  i n  the  accuracy of 
the  measurements were a t t r ibu ted  t o  unsteady fluw and speed f luctuat ion effects (see 
surveys 53 t o  59, and 69). The test characteristics of the  f i r s t  set of blades w e r e  
compared with the theoretical  performance calculations. The t e s t e  w e r e  conducted 
with and without guide vanes. The following results an& conclusions were obtained: 
(1) The compressor proved t o  be Bizitable f o r  its designated purpose. (2) The effect  
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of blade posit ion on the  measured static pressure w&8 v-ery large.. (3) The deviations 
at the mean diameter, Smaller than those obtained with a two-dimensional flow config- 
uration, permitted increased work capacity of the compressor. In those cases where 
t h e  inlet guide vanes produced the  two-&Lmensionsl outlet angles, the first-stage 
character is t ics  were different  from the characteristics of the other two stages. 
(4) The velocity profile did not degenerate rapidly (see survey 213). !This fact Fs 
at t r ibuted to good f l o w  conditions near the blade en&. (5) High efficiencies,  ob- 
tained over a vide range of mass flows, uere considered to result f r o m  good velocity 
profiles. (6) U s u a l  methods of calculating on- and o f fdes ign  performance, stage by 
stage, yield predictions of performance lower than obtained in  test reeults. 
Surging and s t a l l i ng  are discussed briefly. 
178. Kantrovitz,  Arthur: The Sypersonic Axial-Flow Compressor. HACA Rep. 974, 1950. 
(tjupersedes ACR L ~ Z . )  
The advantages and disadvantages of supersonic compressors are discussed i n  an 
attengot to  obtain  the  inherent advantages of  large increases in pressure  ratio  per 
compressor stage and h i g h  mass flow at good efficiencies, thereby effecting savings 
in weight and size.  The  wave systems at the entrance regions of a cascade ana the 
losses due t o  waves extendlug upstream i n  supersonic f l o w s  are  studied. Methode o f  
eliminating the waves and accompanying losses in supersonic flows and of confining 
the strong waves entirely within the cwcade passages are discussed. The conclueione 
reached from this discussion and a digcussion of starting conditione are that com- 
pressors operating uith re la t ive  Mach nmibers coneiderdly above 1.0 are m r e  lil+Ly 
t o  be of practical interest than those operating near relative Mach mmiber 1.0. " 
Three design types are analyzed i n  8Ome &tai l :  (1) supersonic relative veloc- 
ities entering and leaving the rotor  having a subsonic stator, (2) slgpersonic rela- 
t ive velocit ies entering and decelerating though normal shock t o  subsonic flaw in 
rotor, with subsonic flow i n   t h e   s t a t o r ,  and (3) subsonic fLar in  the rotor ,  with 
supersonic inlet flow t o   s t a t o r  and deceleration to subsonic f l o w  through normal 
shock i n   t h e   s t a t o r  passages. 
A compressor of the second design type, deceleration through shock in   the  rotor ,  
y&g constructed and tested (at compartCble Mach numbers i n  Freon-12, see survey 203). 
Other  resulks and conclusions obtained are BB follows: (1) The t r a m i t i o n  from eub- 
sonic to supersonic flow occurs smoothly. (2) Pressure ra t io s  of about 1.8 and ef- 
f ic iencies  af about 80 percent were obtained. The need for stronger blading and 
higher solidity wa6 indicated by the t e s t s .  (3) The volume flow was close to theo- 
r e t i c a l  values. (4) Higher eff ic iencies  could be obtained by methods of  controll tng 
the wave formation i n  a specified fashion. (5) Epficient supersonic compressors can 
be designed of much higher stage pressure ratios and somewhat higher mass flows t h a n  
attainable by subsonic compressors. (6) The s ta r t fng  of a supersonic compressor with 
subsonic axial velocities 0. not involve undue dFfPiculties. 
179. Loeb, W. A , :  A Study  of the Bupersonic Axial-Flow Compressor. Jour. Appl. 
Mech., vol. 16, no. 1 , M a r .  1949 , pp. 19-26. 
An analytical study is presented of two kinds of compressors, one with a normal 
shock in   the  s ta tor   entrance,   the  second with a normal shock in the rotor entrance.  
The analysis i s  one-dimensional and assumes idealized blade-element flow, i n  w h i c h  
rad ia l  and friction effects are ignored. Curves &?e &+awn for the pressure ratio 
and efficiency as f'unctions of a dimensionless wheel-speed parameter. 
The compressor with normal shock in the stator entrance i s  considered the supe- 
r i o r  one. I ts  s t rongest  reetr ic t ion i s  the Mach number l imi ta t ion  in  t h e  rotor .  







E. COMPRESSOR VARIABLES, P- AND VELOCITY DIAGRAM 
180. Eckert, B. : The Influence of Physical Dimensions (Such 88 Hub:Tip Ratio, C l e a r -  
ance, Blade Shape) and Flow Conditions (Such as Reynolds Nuniber and Mach Num- 
ber)  on Compressor Characteristics. Pt. A - Summary of  the  Results of Re- 
search on Axial Flar Compressors a t  the  Stuttgaxt Research Ins t i t u t e  for 
Automobiles and Engines. W.A.C. Eng. Trans. No. 22, Wright Aero.  Corp. (Vol. 
3 of ser. of articles on Compressor and Fan Design, m i t t e n  by German engineers, 
coordinated by Code 338, W h i p s ,  N a v y  Dept. '(Washington, D.C.), May 1946.) 
A summary of the   resu l t s  of research on axial-flow compressors a t  S tu t tgar t  is 
presented, including methods for  calculat ing axial-flow-compressor perfoxmame, means 
of increasm  s tage   p ressure   ra t ios  (e.@;., by higher wheel speeds, manufacturing 
precision, and operation at higher Reyuolds numbers), and influence of diameter ra t io ,  
efficiency, staging effects, and Reynolds mmiber. 
The influence of diameter r a t i o  on the   character is t ics  and velocity di&am of 
axial-flow conipreseors is discussed. Experimental results and some theoretical cor- 
re la t ion  are provided. The general conclusion i s  that increase of m e t e r  r a t i o  
causes the.attainable pressure cdeff ic ient ,  the  throt t l ing coeff ic ient ,  and t he  max- 
im efficiency al t o  decrease. 
The influence of radlal clesrance of the  rotor  on compressor efficiency is also 
s h m .  Both t e s t  r e s u l t s  and theory we described. The results, which w e r e  both 




Ssl. Eckert, B., pfliiger, F., end WeLnig, F. : The Influence of the  Diameter Ratio 
on the Characterist ics Diagram of the Axial Compressor. NACA TM 1125, 1948. 
The influence of &Lameter r a t io  on the  eff ic iency and the  pressure  coefficient 
of an axial compressor waa investigated. The diameter r a t i o  w a s  found t o  be very 
important f o r  highly loaded axial-flow corapreseors. The maximum attainable  pressure 
coefficient and efficiency are shown to be functions of diameter rat io ,   specif ic  
speed, and throt t l ing coeff ic ient .  Both the  maximum pressure coefficient and the  
optimum efficiency decreage v i t h  an increase in diameter r a t io .  These ef fec ts  are 
at t r ibuted  to   increased drag  effects  due to the increased wetted surface involved. 
The optimum efficiency obtainEible depenb on the  specif ic   rotary speed and on 
the  mass-flow coefficient,  related to inlet area. The internal  adiabat ic  eff ic iency 
is very sens i t i ve   t o   t he  lift-drag ra t io ,  which leads t o   t h e  recommendation of opti-  
mum surface qual i ty   f inish and precision of manufacture. 
L82. King, J. Austin, and Regan, Owen W.: Performance of KACA Eight-Stage Axial- 
Flow Compressor a t  Simulated e t i t u d e s .  RACA WR E-5, 1944. (Supersedes UCA 
ACR E4L21. ) 
The design-point performance character is t ics  of the  RacA eight-stage axial-flow 
compressor and the  effects  of a l t i tude  on performance were d e t e r d n e L  The compres- 
8or was teated st simulated a l t i tudes  of  50,000, 36,ooO, and 27,000 feet, and at 
rotor  speeds corresponding t o  compressor Mach numbers of 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, and 0.95 
fo r  a range of air flows. 
The design pressure ratio of 5 w a s  obtained st a simulated d t i t u d e  of  36,OOO 
feet a t  an adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency of 0.83. The R e y n o l d s  number ef- 
fects are manifested by a decrease in   e f f ic iency  of 4 points at Mach 0.80 f o r  an 
alt i tude increase from 27,000 t o  50,ooO feet. 
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The effect  of Reynolds number6 on coaressor-performance was lezger than gener- 
ally assumed, and higher preseure ratioe per stage than ueual could be obtained wLth 
good efficiency. . 
183. Sinnette, John T., Jr.: Analysis of Effect of Basic Design Varieblee on  Sub- 
sonic Axial-Flox-Compressor  Performance. NACA Rep. 901, L948. (Supersedes 
NACA RM E7D28. ) 
- 
A one-dimensional compressible-flow blade element theory far  axial-flow com- 
pressors was developed ana applied to  the analysis of the   e f fec ts  of basic design 
variables euch as Mach nuniber, blade loadlug, and velocity distribution on compres- 
sor performance. A graphical method useful for @p?oximate design calculations I s  
presented. The relat ions between adiabatic and polytropic efflcienciee, blade- 
element efficiency, blade-element pressure ratio, and specif ic  m a s s  flow are 
discussed. 
VI 
0 .  
. . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
The uses and limitatiqns of blade-element theory are Azlly- discussed. The 
l imitations arise chiefly from blade-end and d l  boundaxy-layer secondary-flar 
effects .  In applying blade-element theow, the use of drag-lift-ratio values ob- 
tained from cascade measurements is suggested for the middle portion of a blade, 
and augmented values riew-the blade ends. The recommendations are only qualitative. 
The s ignif icant  factor  is  the  drag-lift ra t io ,  however, not juht the drag. The neea 
for secondaq-flox research and three-dimensional flow investigations is pointed out 
in order to obtain improved compressor designs. 
The blade-element-theory approach is qp.plied to   t he   poss ib i l i t i e s  of improving 
compressor performance by considering the velocity distributions cerrefully. Advan- 
tages of the free-vortex design axe i t 0  simplicity and the high accuracy w i t h  w h l c h  
the  flows can be calculated. Its disadvantages arlse because the  inlet Mach  number 
is  w e l l  below the  limiting  value f o r  most of the  blaae Length, resul t ing in low 
stage  pressure  ratios and an. increase in   F la t ive   ve loc i ty   acroes   the   ro tor  hub. 
The symmetrical velocity diagram with  constant  total   enthdpy a e a l l  radii 
eliminates these difficult iesj  and, in  addition, the specific mass flaw is increased 
over the free-vortex design. The i n l e t  stage pressure ratio is higher f o r  the 
syonnetrical-velocl%y-di~am compressor; and the pressure ratios obtdnable in later 
stages axe also bigher, because higher rotor speede are possible. One disadvantage 
of  a compressor designed for  a synvnetrical velocity diagram is the  very lmi axia l  
velocities near the tip, especially mer the rotor,  at low mas6 flows. 
A velocity diagram somqhere between free-vortex and eymmetrlcal velocity with 
small enthalpy  vaxidion radially is  suggested BB a. good design -coqpromise. 
The blade-element theory is  applied t o  an analysis  of the  complicated inter- 
actions among variations of a x i d  velocity from stage to B t a g e ,  ro tor  epeed, maximum 
pressure ratios obtainable per stage, increase in hub and./,, t i p  diameter &ally, 
tip-cleaxance losees, blade chord size,  Reynold6 nuoiber effects,  and boundary-lajrer 
control in the  diffuser. 
The analysis indicates that the effect  of polytropic efficiency on eome flow 
re lat ions across a blade row is of the same order of magnitude 88 Mach number 
effects .  
The importance of t he  re la t ive  Mach number on obtainable pressure ratio6 le 
shown. In order t o  maximize the pressure ratioe, &sign for near Hmitfng Mach nun- 
her v a l u e s  on all blaae elements is desirable. For a fixed inlet.Mach nuniber, fn- 
creases  in the  r a t i o  of mean whirl velocity  to  axial   velocity  in  the  high-efficiency 
range of the   ra t io  ( i .e . ,  near 1) lead t o  .rises i n  obtainable p r e s m e   r a t i o s  and 
decreases in   spec i f i c  mass f l o w .  
" 
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The veloci ty   dis t r ibut ion  in   the inlet stage is  iqportant   in  compressors with 
fixed Mach number limitations, because the inlet stage limits the  maas flow and the  
rotor  speed, which i n   t u r n  limit the pressure ratios obtainsble in.the r e m &  
stages. 
Adjustable stator blades ere found t o  be effective in  extending the high- 
efficiency range of axial-flow compressors. 
184. Wattendorf, Frank L. : Mach Rmber Limitations on Pressure Rise i n  Mal Com- 
pressor Design. kg. Div. Memo. Rep. ERG-51-9037-1-3, Army Air Forces, 
Materiel Command, Feb. 25, 1964. 
This analysis indicates that, when the blade-inlet velocity of an axial-flow 
compressor is limited by local sonic Mach numbers, t h e  maximum pressure rise per 
stage is obtained by a couibination of hi& wheel speeds and prero ta t ion   in   the  same 
direction as the  wheel rotation. 
185. Wattendorf, Frank L. : Factors Influencing the Utilization of High Mass Flow 
i n  Axial Flow Compressors. Proc. Seventh In". Cong. A p p l .  Me&., vol. 11, 
pt.  11, 1948, pp. 38-407. 
Axial-flow-compressor design l imitations for obtaining high m a s s  flows are dis- 
cussed. The re lat ions between stage pressure ratio or temperature rise, the inf lu-  
ence of hub-tip radius ratio, the influence of inlet axial Mach number on temperature 
r i se ,  and t he  mass flow are studied for several  caes.  A single-stage study indicates 
a qualitakive method of comparing m r e s s o r  types. 
severa l  conclusions are reached: (1) Increased mass flow per u n i t  frontal mea 
can be  obtained  by  use of more favorable conibinations of mass ' f l o w  and pressure  ratio 
per stage. These, i n  turn, may result frola devLation from limiting assumptions, such 
ae constant work rad ia l ly  and r ig ld  body rotat%on. It is suggested, f o r  an example, 
t ha t  flows with a variable energy input f r o m  hub t o  t i p  have more favorable charac- 
ter is t ics  than ei ther  f ree-vortex or solid-body flows. (2) Allarfng the tangential  
component of velocity  to vary at a rate less than free vortex permits smaller hub- 
t i p  radius r a t io s  and greater maes flows. (3) The temperature rise at the hub w i n  
be less than at t h e   t i p .  
186. Wallner, Lewis E., and Fleming, W i l l i a m  A. : Reynolds m e r  Effect on Mal- 
Flow Compressor Performance. NACA RM B G l l ,  1949. 
The inlet Reynolds umber   e f fec t  on the performance of 821 axial-flow compressor 
was investigated. A reduction i n   t h e  inlet Reynolds nuxiher from 205,000 t o  65,000 
decreased campressor efficiency, at constant pressure ratio, by 5 points, and the 
corrected mass flow 2 t o  5 percent, at each compressor Mach mmder. Tests on two 
edditional compressors of different  des- types gave t he  same results. 
The rate of change of efficiency w i t h  Reynolds mmiber w a s  most pronounced at 
low Reynolds umbers. 
187. my Chung-Hue, Sinnette, John T., Jr., and Forrette, Robert, E. : Theoretical 
Effect o f  m e t  Efub-Tip-Radius Ratio and Design Specific Mass Flar  on Design 
Performance of Axial-Flm Compressor. NACA 2068, 1950. 
An analysis of axial-flow compressors was conbcted  to   obtain  the  var ia t ions of 
the  maximum allowble rotor- t ip  speed, pressure ratio, and power input per  unit  
f ron ta l  area with design mass flow per unit fronta l .  area and inlet   hub-tip radius 
ra t io .  The theoretfeal  compreseor deslgn had constant work input  radial ly  to  the 
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rotor,  sylmnetrical velocity diagrams at all radii, a rotor  speed g iv ing  a maximum 
Mach nuniber of 0.8 in the first stage, a variable hub radius giving a mapdmum Mach 
number of 0.8 i n  all succeeding stages, and a flov-turnlng limitation  based on the 
work of survey 31 v i t h  a blade -solidity of 1.5 at the .  hub. The cormtaut-enthalpy 
and sylmnetrical.-veloclty-c?lagram compressor w a s  chosen because It @.elda higher pres- 
sure ratios per stage, hi&- specif ic  mas8 f-s, and higher design ?tor-tip speed 
than the .free-vortex type (see survey 183). The mrurimum Mach number of 0.8 WEE 
chosen became it enables a high pressure rise through the stages vithout  result ing 
necessarily in appreci&le efficiency losaes,. The modified turning limitation of 
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A polytropic  efficiency of 0.9 w a s  as-& at the mean radius, and a range of 
m a s s  flows waa investigated at each huB-tip .radLw rs3i.o. ... F b e r  of Stage6 
chosen for e& in le t   rad ius   ra t io  w a 6  the  same as the  number required t o  give an 
exit  hub-tip radius ratlo close to 0.9. In .-the ca le$Foq5,  S impl i f ied  radial 
equilibrtm, compressibility, and blade-element flav were assumed. The streamline 
curvature radially was neglected. 
" 
. . ." 
The results of  the analysis are SB folksus: At a given inlet hub-tip radius 
ratio,  the design rotor-t ip speed and pressure _ratio. stqp -decreased with in- 
creasing design WES flou per  uni t  frontal area. For de.creFing inlet hub-tii ra&% 
rat io ,  the maximum pressure rat io  per  s tage and rotor speed decreased. For decreae- 
ing hub-tip radius ratio, the over-all presme ratio, specific parer input, and 
design specific mass f l o w  increased for mst of the range covered, ui th   l imitat ions 
of constant maximum Mach nuniber t o  0.8 for all stages and exit hub-tip radius r a t i o  
with the hub-tip radius ratLo. 
0 -9 9 The sPeclfic  Pmer iWt P r  WF)s ~ ~ ? J ? ~ Y ~ . C O ~ ! ~ ? ? L  'JqJng 0- S l i e h t l Y  . . . ." 
188. Schulze, Wallace M., Erwin, John R., and Westphal, Willard R.: Investigation 
of an Impulse Axial-Flow Campressor Rotor over a Range of Bla& Angles. HAC3 
RM L50F27a, 1950. 
This investigation follows survey 169 upllch fOutld that, by turning the flow 
xithout"static-pressure rise, the  turning-sngle limit of an .impulse compressor could 
be extended over the turning-angle limit .for conve:pt~o~.c~omppressors, and higher 
pressure coefficients could be obtained. However, the  spec i f ic  mass f lov and effi- 
ciency might be reduced. In the present study ,  the  performance character is t ics  o f  
se t t ing mgles  and speclf ic  ma80 flows. The results of t he  inves t iga t ion  d i sche"  
tha t  the design of an impulse axial-flow compressor is  nut 88 exacting as had been 
supposed. The compressor can operate over a vide no-surge range; and, with a reason- 
able static-pressure rise, it can ef f ic ien t ly  produce a very high total-pressure- 
r i se  coef f ic ien t .  
the 75O turning  mlseL.GomEreseor F - e  i p v e s t l ~ t e . a - ~ i a e " r _ a f ~  .Of bl*e 
189. Savage, Melvyn, and Westphal, Willard R. : Analysis of the Effects of Design 
Pressure Ratio Per Stage and Off-Design Efficiency on the Operating Range of 
Multistage Axial-Flow  Compressors. NACA !Ri 2240, 1950. 
The effects  of the off-design efficiency characteristics and design stage pres- 
sure r a t io s  on the operating range and over-all efficiency of ap axial-f lar  caarpres- 
s o r  are studied. The remlts indicate that compressore with high stage pressure 
r a t io s  have higher over-all off-design efficiencies and_-wider opergting ranges than 
compressors w i t h  low stme pressure ratios, i f  the blade-row efficiency curves fo r  
the  two cases are considered to be similar. 
190. Bogdonoff, Seym6-r-M.:  The Performance of Axial P L O W  Compressors as Affected 
by Single Stage Characteristics, Rep. No. 155, Aero. Eng. Lab., Princeton 
Univ., Oct. 1, 1949. (See also Jour. Aero; Scl., 301; 18, -m-: 5, May 1951, 
pp. 319-328.) 
z 
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Calculations are presented  for  the  off-design  behavior of three compressors 
with 6, 8, and 13 stages, all deslgned for. t he  same performance characterist ics.  
That is, each was designed t o  produce an over-all pressure ratio of 3.2, the  sene 
mass flow, the  same mean blade speed of 648 feet per second, the same axial velocity 
of 450 feet per second, and symmetrical velocity diagram at a l l  raafl. The d i f fe r -  
ent numbers of stages t o  & the same work uere  obtained  by  altering  the change i n  
the tangential  velocity component BCTOES the blade rma. This means the  stage load- 
ing w a s  higher as the nmiber of stages decreased. Accordingly, the  air  i n l e t  and 
out le t  angles w e r e  d i f fe ren t   for  each of  the  three compreseors. 
The blade performance data and efficiencies,  on which the  compressor d c u l a -  
t ions were predicted, w e r e  obtained from cascade end i so la ted-a i r fo i l  t es t s .  Three- 
dimensional and stage interference effects were neglected. The single-stage v a r i a -  
bles studied w e r e  blade loading, or pressure rise per stage, ELnd efficiency  variations 
with mass flow. 
A t  design speed, the  six-stage compreseor had tpre u i d e s t  mass-flow range but  
the smallest (f la t tes t )   pressure-rat io  range and efficiency  variation  with m e s s  flow, 
because the  change i n  percentage i n  developed  pressure  ratio  or axial velocity is 
smallest for highly loaded blaaes. 
Multistage compressor e t d l f n g  is discussed. It is proposed tha t  the sudden 
sharp stall  phenomenon. i n  a multistage compressor might be  eliminated  by  compelling 
a compressor t o  stall at its rear stages first. 
191. Quenzer, E. , und Schwartz, G.: Aemaynamische Berechngsmethoden f% 
hochbelastete Axialverdichter. Scheherische Bauzeit. , Jshrg. 69, X r .  31, 
Aug. 1951, pp. 432-435; 462-465. (Aerodynamic Calculation Methods fo r  High- 
mwer A x i d .  Compressors. ) 
A survey wan made of compressor design t o  study t h e   l i d t a t i o n s  on delivery 
pressure i n  a compressor. The study included the degree of reaction, its radial 
variation and optimum values, compressibility, thickness ratio, leading- and trailing- 
edge angles, and spanwise variation of c i rcu la t ion  in  guide vanes, when used. Simple 
redial equilibrium w a s  assumed. 
Ymitations imposed on the compressor M a c h  number limit the  delivery  pressure. 
t i p  speed 
If we define Mu - as velocity of sound locallyJ then, when Mu is less than 0.7, 
t h e  m t o r  limits the delivery pressure. For Mu greater than 0.7, the delivery 
pressure is l imited by conditions in the stator, in the absence of guide vanes. The 
limfts can be raised by use of guide v a s  or  appropriately  designed  inducers. 
192. Voit, Charles E., and Thomson, Arthur R.: An Analytical Investigation Using 
Aerodynamic Limitations of Several Designs of H i g h  Stage Pressure Rat io   Wl t i -  
stage Compressors. RACA TN 2589, 1951. 
The effects-of  the  principal  design  variables on the stageuiee design-point 
character is t ics  of  axial-flow compressors having high average stage pressure  ratios 
axe analyzed t o  determine the closeness of cormrrercial compressors fo r  turboprop and 
turbojet  engines  to  the pract ical  limit of stage total-pressure ratios.  The weight 
flow, total-pressure rise, and t i p  speed are calculated fo r  stages having  Urnitations 
on Mach number, deflection, coefficient of  lift, and r a t i o  of static-pressure rise 
across a blade row t o  the entering axial-dynamic head. Two compressor design types 
ere compared, both for constantxork radially.  The first type has  wheel-type flow 
entering the rotor ana vortex flow added i n   t h e   r o t o r .  The radial posit ion of t he  
symmetrical-velocity--am point is carefully chosen. The second type is  the 
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compressor wi th  symmetrical velocity diagram at all radii. h-ovided the radial lo:" 
cation of the symmetrical-velocity-diagram point I s  prqperly chosen, the first type 
i s  t he   be t t e r  compressor. 1 
. - ." ". 
"he simplified analyals I s  then extended t o  multistage compressors w i t h  typical 
stages similar t o  t he  f h s t  type. It I s  found that the relative i n l e t  flow anglee 
t o   t h e   r o t o r   t i p  must be chosen carefully (i.e., lower in later stages) I n  order t o  
get high pressure r a t i o  per stage. the static-prefiye Tree (by increaeing 
the axial  veloclty stagewise) in order to avoid baunaary-layer troybles has a marked 
effect. Comparisons ma& with compressors f n  which the best angle (as prescribed i n  
th i s  repor t )  for each group of stages (inlet, Intermediate, or exit) is not choaen 
shar the advantages- of the careful choice. For glven limiting conditions, the ave r -  
age s tage   to ta l  pressure was affected only slightly by devlatione of  the axial ve- 
l oc i ty  f r o m  the  optimum. However, it vas c o n s i d e d 3 y  reduced by Bevlations of the 
relative inlet-air  angle from the optimum. 
193. Savage, Melvyn, and Beatty, Loren A.: A Technique Appllcable t o  t h e  Aerodynamfc 
Design of Inducer-Type Multistage Axial-Flaw Compressors. WLCA TIT 2598, 1952. 
L .  
This study is one of a series of investigations of compressor designs i n  cm- 
parison with the siqple free-vortex type. The..useflzlnesa-of. solid-body .fly w a s  
demonstrated i n  survey 101. Bwveya 37 and 167 sh&ed t h a t  the soi id  body flow corn- 
pressor   canbe designed with efl iciencles  equal  to those of the free-mrtex type. . 
An anauSiE was made comparing the wheel of the  soUd.body type t o  the eynmetrical 
velocity diagram at all radii compressors (survey 187), and t h e  latter were found 
bet ter .  Another velocity diagrem type, which Inherently could equal or  surpass the 
syaanetrical velocity diagram at all radFi types, w a s  investigated in survey 192. 
. - - . - . . - 
- 
.. A - 
ThFs report proposes a compressor f irst  stage having the radial total-t-emperature 
distribution  required  to make the second stage inlet axial-velocity component constant 
radially. This, It is hoped, wil reduce the axial velocfties and permit higher rota- 
t i v e  speede. The remaining stages have constagt. wm3s illput radially, solid-body aver- 
age tangential velocities, and radlally conatant inlet axial v e l o d t i e s .  
Simplified general three-dimensional compressible-flow equations are derived 
which enable the axial-velocity distribution at any stat ion to  be calculated.  The 
equations are applied to fnduc-er c w e s s o r   . d e s l - ~ - t o   - e f f e c t  the desired  stage cha.p 
acterletice. Preliminary design calculations are presented for -a.range o f  i n i e t  hub- 




The o V e r - a U  compressor trends =.e ae~foUws: (11. Average prees~g-e ratios of. 
1.28 t o  1.38 per stage can be attalned for the range of W e t  hub-tip radius ratio8 
from 0.4 t o  0.6, and a t  weight flows from 20 to 32.5 pounds per second per square ;WC 
of inlet  f rontal  mea.  ( 2 )  The design rotational speed increases as the specific - -  
weight flow drops, at constanLAnlet.hb-tig ~ & U S  ra t io .  (3l-.T&. fqeciffc weight . .  
flnw incremes as the m-tip ?=-diu6 r a t i o  Mcr_eaaes,_ffr. cgnst_ant_s~eed. (4) .Thf3_r_a- 
dial flow increaes  with decrease inspecif ic  welght flow at constant inlet  hub-tip 
ratio.  (5) The radial flow is sharply reduced as the inlet  hub-tip ratio goes from 0.5 
t o  0.6, at constant w e i g h t  flow. (6 )  Large increases in rwa l  flow and 0 V e r - a  total- 
pressure ratio are obtabed from s m a U  increments ln.&s.igr..mt.atlonal speed. (7) . 
The stage inlet-& angles increase stagewise. ( 8 )  The  stage inlet-air angles in-  
crease as the specific weight flow decreases at each inlet hub-tip r a t i o .  
... - -. 
. - .  
- . . . f  -. - 
. - .  
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The trends  for stages following  the  inducer  stage are as follovs: (1) The b 
amount o f  radial flow decreases nith increasing lzub-tip. r a t i o  at constant power-input 
ra t io .  (2)  he radid flo~ increases w i t h  power-input ram at constant hub-tip 






ra t io .  (3) The r ad ia l  flow decreases W g t h  increased hub-tip ratio, power-input r a t i o ,  
and hub inlet-& angle at constant hub turning angle and t ip   rotat ional-speed  ra t io .  
(4) The power-input ra t io ,  radial flow, and hub inlet-air  angle all increase with the 
t i p  rotational-speed ratio at constant hub turning angle and hub-tip ratio. 
194. Maillet, E.: Sur l e  perfectiomemertt des compresseurs e t  turbines .  Bull. 
Assoc. Tech. Maritime et  Akronautique, no.  51,  1952, pp. 465-4903 discussion, 
pp. 491-493.. (Steps for the Perfection of Compressors and Turbines.) 
The characteristic parameters of axial-, radial-, and mixed-flow conpressors 
are discussed. Turbojet and tyrboprop unfts are compared. For ax id - f lou  compres- 
sors, the manner in  which cascades of different  blade profiles,  solidity,  stagger,  
and pitch affect the aChptabiXty of  par t iculas  compressor types to part icular  duties 
and the effects  of l imit ing M a c h  numbers, t i p  clearance, and boundary layers are 
discussed. 
195. Jarre, Gisnni: Compressori assiali di &vat0 rendinento.  Giornata della 
Sci., 1952, pp. 39-44. - (Ei& Efficfency Axial plow Compressors. ) 
The c l a s s i f i ca t ion   c r i t e r i a  of all types of axial compressors are presented. 
An analysis of the  factors   affect ing  eff ic iency leads t o   t h e  conclusion that high 
efficlencies we"difficu1t to obtain with high compression r a t i o s  per stage. The 
technical  solution will require mny conrpromises. 
196. Naylor, V. D.: Propeller Parameters and the Axial Compressor. Aircraf t  Eng., 
M1. XXV, 110. 293, July 1953, pp. 190-193. - 
The chief propeller paremeters are discussed, and the i r   re la t ion   to   ax ia l -  
compressor parameters are established. The thrust  coefficient $, 'advance ratio 
J, and p i tch  ra t io  p/D are associated with p' - +, v/u, and the stagger angle, 
respectively, of compressors. Surging c r i t e r i a  from propeller theory are applied 
t o   t h e  compressor case. Experimental p lo ts  f o r  thrust  coeff ic ient  and torque coef- 
f i c i en t  Q againat advance r a t i o  for values of P/D CQU be found in terms o f -  com- 
pressor coefficients as w e l l .  Two numerical examples are given. While the propeller 
parameters do not explain the-mechanism of a i r fo i l   s t a l l i ng ,   t hey  do indicate surge 
regions t o  avoid i n  term of the  propeller  coefficients.  
FJ /2 
197. Burgers, J. M.: Some Considerations on the  Development of  Boundary Layers in  
the C a s e  of Flans Havfng a Rotational Component. Nederl., Akad. van 
Wetenschappen, vol. XLIV, nos. 1-5, 1941, pp. 12-25. 
The ef fec ts  of main-flow cixcumferential velocities and w a l l  ro ta t ion on a 
viscous boundary layer are dlscussed. The tangential-velocity component of the main 
stream acts  as a retarding  force when the  udl radius. is incressing  but .  aids i n   t h e  
t ransi t ion to  turbulent  boundary layer. Rotation of the inner wall has the  e f fec t  
of driving the haundary-layer fluid torard sections o f  larger  diameter and thus 
reducing the chances of separation. ' 
The flow of the  boundary-layer air along rotat ing blades, under the. influence 
of centrifugal force and radial pressure gradients, leads to the conclusion that 
there is a marked tendency toward centrLfuga1 f l o w  i n   t h e  boundary layers along the  
blade suction surfaces and a less srgnificant tendency on the pressure side. Flow 
of the boundary layer upstream of the blades is discussed. 
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198.  Wake, J. R.: TPrvestigation of Blade  Characteristics. Trans. A.S.M.E. vol. 66, 
no. 5, July 1944, pp. 413-4163 discussion,. pp. 419-420. 
. " 
The flow through the blade rove of turbines o r  axial-flow Compressors I s  ob- 
tained on the basis  of a i r foi l  theory.  A correlation is  established between the  
aerodynamic characterist ics n f  the blade elements and the performance characterist ics 
of the blade ruws. Test r ee f l t s  obtsined. on a lqy-solidity rotat ing grid indicate 
that  the l i f t -coeff ic ient  range for  the root  and mean sections greater than the 
corresponding range for fixed blades. The &mum lift coefficfent is greater than 
that  obtained from corresponding wind-tunnel data  f o r  compressors and turbines. 
Experimental investigations of radial boundary-lsyer flows show that the blade 
boundary flows radMLly outward, when the blade . rotat ive speed is  greater than the 
main-stream tangential  velocity colqponent. tjuch boundary-layer and wake displacement 
outward by centrifugal force improves the l i f t  character is t ics  and reduces the pro- 
f i l e  drag of the root secfion. When the blade rotat ive speed is less than the main- 
stream tangential  velocity component, the,  b.oundary.legq flows inward. . . . - ". 
4 
Performance curves of blade sections, based on pressure-distribution measure- 
ments on rotating blade rows, dlsclose a lower efficiency and higher stall  lidt 
than w e r e  obtained from a i r f o i l  data in   t he  wind tunnel. 
199. Weske, John R.: An Investigation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 
Rotating Axial-Flar-Blade Grid. NACA TN 1128, 1947. 
Pressure-distribution measurements and pitot-tube and hot-wire  surveys were made * 
to  invest igate  the character is t ics  of  rotat ing axial-flow b l a k  rows. The radial 
displacement outward of the boundary layer deleyed root s t a l l  and precipitated ea r ly  
t i p  stall.  Boundary-layer interactions along the casing, hub, and blade surfaces 
and the radial s h i f t s   o f t h e  wakes .are d i a w s e d .  . 
The following conclusions are presented: (1) The assumption  of an i n f i n i t e  
aspec t  ra t io  in  two-dimensional f l o w  theories is iaadeguste f o r  .both b l d e  rows x i t h  . - . 
s o l i d i t i e s  of approximately 1 and thickness  ratios  -of  the  present blade row (see- 
survey 205). ( 2 )  The s ta l l ing  poin ts  of the outer and middle blade sectione are 
related, indicating that s t a l l i n g  spreada inward from the outer section. (3) F m  
the rotating blade.row, the root section did not stall  e m  at very high values of 
lift coefficient at  which the  t i p  s t a l l ed .  It i s  concluded that  rotat ing decelei-at- 
ing blade rows can be designed for higher loading at  the roots than current practice 
(1947). (4) Becase  of t he  low value of  the effective aspect ratio,  the range of  
minimum drag coefficient i s  small. The maxim lWt-drag ratio occurred at less than 
design lift coefficient.  Therefore,  profiles withmre_.wu.@er than . the  present _test - 
section should be chosen for the root and midspan sections. (5) The radial boundary- 
layer displacement and the wakes are major factors controlling effective aspect ratio, 
and perhaps  causing t ip   separat ion.  Boua&ary-layer  emoval at t h e  t i p  is suggeefed. . .. - 
200. Boxer, W n u e l :  .Tnfluence o f  Wall Boundwy Layer Upon the  Performance of an 
- ... 
- 
Axial-Flow Fan Rotor. mACA TN 2291, l951. 
Spoilers were used to   obtain and evalue;te the  influence o f  d x  boundary-layer 
configurations on the  performance, at low Mach numbers, of  a single axial-flow fan 
designed with no allowance for  boundaxy layers. 
The drop in peak efficiency was small, 2$ pefiwat, even when the disturbed flow 
region w m  greater than half the duct width. It is suggested tha t  the  lose i n  effi- 
ciency might be reduced by  decreasing  the blade pitch angle in the  boundary-laye 
region t o  conform w i t h  t he  upstream velocity  profile. , 
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201. Alsworth, Charles C., and Iura, T o m :  Theoretical and Experimental Investigs- 
t ions of Axial Flow Compressors. Pt. 3 - Progress Report on LOSS &“ntS i n  
Vortex Blading. Mech. Eng. Lab., C.I.T., July 1951. ( N a v y  Contract N6-ORI-102, 
Task  O r d e r  N.) 
The results axe presented of detailed measurements of  the  f low  patterns  in a 
single-stage axial-flow compressor with free-vortex blading. The measurements of 
flows through  the  rotor  indicate  that   the perfect fluid design theory of survey 37 
is adequate fo r   t he  central 80 to 90 percent of t he  blading. The leaving e e s  
were predicted quite closely, even i n   t h e  stalled region. Profile lOs6eS w e r e  t he  
same as f o r  a similar two-dimensional cascade at moderate incidence angles, but the  
compressor configuration did stall at lower incidence angles. 
In   the  s ta tor ,   the  loss observed near the blade ends w&8 larger then could have 
been expected purely on the   basis  of viscosity and real flow effects on the  walls 
(see surveys 230 and 231). 
202. WU, Chung-Hus: Survey of  Available Informatfon on Internal  Plow Losses Through 
Axial Turbomachines. NACA €34 E5oJ13, 1951. 
The information on internal  flow losses   in  turbomachines is brief1.f surveyed. 
Both nonvi~~cous and viscous flow losses are ascussed, and 8 short bibliography is  
includes. 
G. COMPRESSOR TESTING TECHNIQJXS AND lX3- 
203. Weinig, F.: Testing of Multistage Compressors w i t h  Heavy Gas. Tech. Rep. 
F-TR-2143-ND, Air Materiel Conanand, Wright Field, Dayton (Ohio), June 1947. 
U s e  of a sui table  heavy gas such 88 Freon instead of air as a flow medium 
enables tests t o   b e  conducted on models that are geometrically similar t o  the  full- 
scale air-flow configurations, but which are smaller, have lower t i p  speeds, smaller 
temperature rises, and are easier to construct. The resu l t s  would apply f‘ully and 
directly to   the   fu l l - sca le  compressors, i f  it w e r e  possible to maintain geometric 
similari ty,  the same Reynolds and Mach nuibers, and the  same delivery pressure in 
all stages. The last two conditions can be m e t  at two stat ions only, because ‘of 
differences in  the adi&atic exponents of Freon and air. The i n l e t  of the first 
stage and the exit of the  last stage are commonly chosen. The discrepancies at l o -  
cations between those  stationa grow larger  uith  increases in d e l i v e r y  pressure. 
O n l y  1.4 percent of the   fu l l - sca le  power consumption-was required for a 1/25 
scale-model Freon compressor. 
204. Iiuber, Paul W., and Kantrowitz, Arthur: A Device fo r  Measuring Sonic Velocity 
and Compressor Mach Number. NACA TN 1664, l248. 
A Helmholtz resonator wtth variable volume, whkh measures the velocity of 
sauna in  f luids ,  is especially adaptable for use in rotat ing machines. B e t t e r  than 
0.5-percent accuracy is obtained i n  measuring the  compressor Mach number (blade t i p  
speed/iaet   stagnation  speed of sound). 
205. Erwin, John R., and Emery, James C.: New Approach t o  Axial Compressor Cascade 
Testing Technique. S.A.E. Quart. a”., vol. 4, no. 2, Apr. 1950, pp. 275- 
286. 
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A new method for  boundaxy-layer removal on tunnel valla of cascades, involving 
suction through porous waLm a t  low speeds, ie .e.q.lEed . for  e rapge of Reynold8 num- 
bers. The resu l t s  ind ica te  tha t  porous-wall suction applied t o  cascades of  compres- 
sor blades makes possible the attafnment of.two-dimensional floy ef'fects and for   the  
ffrst time enables reliable cascade data t o   b e  obtained. Another conclusion is t h a t  
conventional compressor blade cascades of aspect   ra t io  4 do not simulate the two- 
dlmensbnal case. Evidently very large aspect. r a t i o s  are required. 
206. Hassan, Mahmoud Ali: Anwenctungen de r  e l ek t rowischen  Methode auf die Betz*eche 
Theorie der Spaltverluste en Schaufelgittern. Mztt. aus d e m  Inst .  f. Aero. 
(Zurich), N r .  15, 1949. (Application of the E1ectral;ytic Method t o  t h e  Beters 
Theory of  Clearance MBBes on B l a d e  Ce~cadeEi.) 4 
An e lec t ro ly t e   i n  a tank analogue t o   p o t e n t i a  flow I s  used t o  determine the 
induced tip-clearance losses for rotating blades. The method compares w e l l  with an 
analytic solution f o r  the fL% around the walls with induced CTOBS flare. 
-. 
207. Ensin, John R. , and Emery, James C. : Effect af Tunnel Configuration and Teet- 
ing Technique on Caecade Performance. KACA Rep. 1016, 1951. (Supersedes EACA 
TN 2028. ) . ." . . . . . . ". - - -. . " . - . " ". ." 
T h i s  report is one of E se r i e s  of investigations into the characterist ics of 
a i r f o i l  cascades md the  application of  cascade data t o  turbomachine design use. 
Among earlier-Teprts on blade design data resul t ing from t h i e  study w e r e  m- - 
veys 1 2 1  and 150. It vas ~-ec?ognized early that  accurate blade deslgn data were I 
d i f f i cu l t   t o   ob ta in  even i n  a two-dimensional configuration, becauee of boundary- 
layer and v iscous  flow complications. 
The experimental lift coeff ic ients  for  airfoils i n  cascdes are less thm those 
obtained theoretically (survey 122). Furthermore, the differences are greater than 
for the  corresponding i so la ted   a i r fo i l s ,  and the diecrepancies were at t r ibuted 
la rge ly  to  end-wall effects.  This is a ref1ectioa.m the val idi ty  of the assuqpr_ 
t i on  of two-dimensional flow as required for the theoretical  solution. Even more 
serious complications may be expected i n  a three-dimensional configuration typical 
of a compressor. In survey 151, the inpeetigation w a s  extended into the highly- 
canibered blade range. A t  the same time, investigations were finding weys of 
eliminating the end-well effects and improving the comparison between experimen- 
tal and theoret ical  data. The results obtained in two-dimensional-cascade teste,  
i n  which boundary-layer removal w a s  attempted by the use of suction slots and 
euction through porous end walls, axe reported. The investigation w a 8  made t o  de- 
termine the influence of aspect ratio, Reynolds nmiber, and boundary-layer control 
on the performance of a i r f o i l s  in cascade at speeds. .. 
Tests w i t h  so l id  w a l l s  dfsclosed large cliscrepancies between theoretical  two- 
dimensional and experimental data (not for turbine cascades, however). Proper control 
o f  the  boundary layer by slots and porous w d b  resulted i n  flows that  compared well 
experimentally with two-dimensional-cascade flov.theary. 
4 
The results and techniques of this   invest igat ion were later applied in survey 
124. 
208. Grant, Howard P.: Hot-wire Measurements o f  S t a l l  Propagation and Fulaating 
Flow in an Axial FLar Inducer-Centrifugal lmpeller System. Pratt e d  Whitney 
Res. Rep. No. 133, June 1951. . "  . . .  
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An early  investigation of  the  phenomenon of  propagating stalls using hot-wire 
instrumentation and techniques is reported. A f u l l  description of t he  hot-wire 
anemometer and its usee is presented. How the observed readings f r o m  two anemometers, 
properly spaced, can be  interpreted  to  indicate  both  the nurdber and velocity of the  
propagating-stall regions is explained, and examples are presented. 
Some of the outstanding c b a c t e r i s t l c s  of propagating stalls, such as t h e  num- 
ber, s i z e ,  and speed of pmpagdion of the  s t d l  regions vary ing with angle of attack 
and through-flow velocity, are reported more fully in Later investfgatiom (see sur- 
veys 61 to  69) .  
209. Meyer, C. A., and Benedict, R. P.: Instrumentation for Axial-Flow-Compressor 
Research. Trans. A.S.M.E., ~ 1 .  74, no. 8, Bov. 1952, pp. L327-1331. 
The c r i t e r i a   fo r   t he   u se  of instruments vhose optirmrm dimensions are based on 
test data are presented in this report, together with a pertinent bibliography. Tem- 
perature measurements by means of themnocouples are disamsed, and methoas f o r  in- 
creasing their accuracy sre investigated. Among the other instruments inveetigated 
are dm-type, spherical, disk-type, tip-cl-ace, averagtng, and wake finger probes, 
Newton remote traverses, thermocouples, and atatic taps. Visualization methods are 
also discussed. 
2lO. Keast, F. E. : High-Speed C a s c a d e  Testing Techniques. Trans. A.S.M.E., MI. 74, 
no.  5, July L952, pp. 685-694. 
A method fo r  boundaxy-layer control is investigated by inject ing air through 
s l o t s  immediately upstream of a cascade. The design and use of wedge-shaped probes 
and automatic integrating yaw and toteJ"preemre! instruments are  discussed. Caecade 
measured t e s t  results are converted in to  turbomachine performance charts, and t h e  
calculations  required are performed by -&-card methods. 
A discussion by W. B. Briggs on the tunnel characteristics, turbulence leve ls ,  
and instrumentation of the  investigation is lfkewise preeented. 
211. Brunot, A. W., and Fulton, R. 0.: A Clearanceometer for Determining Blade-Tip 
Cleaxances of Axial-Flow Compressors. Trans. A.S.M.E., ~ 1 .  75, no. 1, Jan. 
1953, p ~ .  1-6. 
The design and use of 'an imtment for determining  the  blade t i p  clearances of 
axial-flow compressors ami described. The development of a probe-type mearmring 
head, the control  circuits for operating the head, r e su l t s  from measurements using 
the instrument, and i l l u s t r a t ions  showing clearances fn axial-flow compressors at 
various operating cqnditione are presented. 
It is noted that, at the  the, the instrument w a s  not yet suitable f o r   f l i g h t  
tes t  use  because of i t a  weight and power requirements. Further reseaxch designed t o  
simplify and adapt the instrument are i n   p r o p e e s .  
SECTION 111. END LOSSES AHD SECOKDARY Fzowcj 
212. Meldahl, A.:  End Losses of Turbine Blades. Jour. Am. BOC. N a v a l  Bng., vol. 54, 
no. 3, Aug. 1942, pp. 454-466. 
Tip-leak.age loss calculations, m d e  on the   bas i s  of tests of a single reaction 
turbine, she# an approxkaately linear variation of efficiency  with  tip  clearance. 
The study discloses that the total end losses depend upon the  blade shape at the 
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t ip,  the pitch,  the t ~ e  of f l o w  and turbulence, the ReymlCLs nu&&, mid the Mach 
number. Blade end losses are considWiieb rnrjFFth8.u mere clearance phenomena. 
Secondary-flow effects snd.mrtex generation with snd without t i p  clearance are 
noted. 
213. Ainley, D. G., and Jeffs, R. A.: Analysis of the  Air Flora Through Four Btages 
of Half-Vortex Blading in Axial Conpressore. R.  & M, .No. 2x3, Brit ish A.R.C., 
Apr. 1946. .. 
Traverses were made behind every blade row at the  operating  condition f o r  peak 
efficiency and pressure rise at low Mach numbers. A steady deterioration of the 
radial dis t r ibut ion of axial velocity through the  compressor wae noted. Agreement 
between the  measured velocit ies and those  predicted on the  basis of simple radial 
equilibrium was obtained only at the mean section. As a resu l t  of this deterioration, 
a "work done" factor  w a s  necessary to   cor re la te   the   ac tua l  work done per stage with 
the theoretical  value for compressor design. The a i r  dgflectioty thowed good agree- 
ment with values predicted by cascade.tests but departed considerably from design 
values. T h i s  departure i s  a t t r ibu ted  to  secondary flows and the  changes in velocity 
prof i le .  Measurements disclosed both the-presence o f  t ra i l ing  vor t ices  from every 
blade and secondaxy flows induc-i?d by  the relative motion of the  blade  t ips  and end- 
wsll. It may be desirable to permit the variation of axial+elocity distribution 
through a coqressor  i n  order t o  reduce  the  s ta l l ing  a t   the   roots  ad t i p s  of high- 
pressure  stag s. Blade  shrouding is  likewise errggested. * .. 
" 
". 
214. Hausenblak, H. : . Flaw i n  a F m 4 t a g e  Axial Campressor. Z .V.D. I. , vol. 
94, no. 9,  1952, p. 246. 
The analysis of the flow through the compressor of survey 213 is discuesed, and 
at tent ion is called t o  the s h i f t  of the losses *om inner radial posi t ions  to   outer  
radial positions in  the  flow through the  rotar, . . !Ws_effect_ is a t t r ibu ted   in  part 
t o   t h e  secondary-fldw mechanism. 
215. Weske, JoM R.: Experimenhl Investigation of Velocity Distributions Damstream 
. .  
"" . - . ." . .  " .  - 
of Single Duct Be&. NACA TTi 1471, l948. 
Velocity and pressure surveys w w e  made at the  outlet   sections of  a laxge num- 
ber of duct elbows of arying cross-sectional shapes for a range of Reynold6 mmbeid 
all cross-sectional shapes. The radius-ratio variatione were slgnificant in regard 
t o  t he i r   e f f ec t s  on changing these patterns.. . . . . .. . . . . . .-. . .. - .. " ._ 
f r o m  0.2~106 t o  0.6~10 B . The results indicate   the same generd pat terns  of r b  f ~ r  . " 
~ " 
Three U s t i n c t  reglws w e r e  observed- i n .  -&e cooqnon_ patterns: (1) a core region, 
equivalent t o  the  msin flow region, with falrly constant total pressure throughout 
and velocity distribution close to potential flow, (2) the  mer of peripheral flow, 
corresponding to   t he  boundary-layer region near the walls, with low axial-velocity 
components and sizable peripheral velocity wnponents, and (3) a region of eddying 
flow and low t o t a l   p r e s m e a ,  i n  which &a&uYt?Bieyts g r e .  wflcult to make because of 
the large y a w  values. Region (3) is found near the inner wall of dl t h e  curved 
ducts. When no separation is present, the flow in this region takes on a sp i r a l  
twisting form i n  which the total pressure increases with distance from the  center of 
curvature (see secondary-flaw reporta, surveys 230 t o  2%). 
The displacement of the boundary-layer fluit% toward the  bend inner w a l l  region 
w a s  noted, as w e l l  a6 the dependence of the amount.of t h i s  displacement and the in- 
tellsi ty o f  t h e  spiral ing upon the radius of  curvature of the bend. The persistence 
o f  the  spiraling motion for great distances w a s  rec-arded. As i n  8urveys 230 t o  234, 
neither the length of the  inlet duct, nor poor matching of inlet-duct   joints  and the 
Reynolds number vsriEations f o r  the range covered, had an appreciable effect on the 
flow patterns. 




216. Weske, J. R.: Seconbzy Flaws in Rotating Blade  Passages at Eiigh Reynolds 
Rmibers. Proc.  Seventh Int .  Cong. for Appl. Mech., vol. 2, pt. 1, 1948, pp. 
155 -163. 
A two-dimensional analysis of the radial boundary-mer displacement in  a free- 
vortex main stream away from the  blade end region la based on mer's eqpation. The 
analysis  includes  the  effects of blade length and blade angles on the  radid-velocity 
components, and the  influence of the radial velocit ies on the blade Burface pressure 
dis t r ibut ion and on losses   in   the   ro tor  blaae-row. The s t a b i l i t y  of the  secondary 
flows i n   t he  boundary-layer regions of the rotor blade& is analyzed. A theory is  
advanced fo r   t i p   s t a l l i ng   i n   t he   ro to r   b l sdes  of an exial-flau coqwessor. 
217. Hausmanu, George F.: The Theoretical Induced Deflection Angle i n  Cascades 
Having Wall Boundary Layers. Jour. Aero. Sci., vol. 15, no. U, Nov. 1948, 
pp. 686-690. 
A l i f t ing- l ine   theory  is developed for the in&ced inc-essible nonviscous 
f l o w  i n  a two-dimensiond cascade having wall boundary layers ,  i n  order  to   obtain 
a general expression for the downrash velocity. The theory is developed f o r  cases 
of th in  boundaxy layers, i n  which cheages of  bounm-layer shape and thickness can 
be neglected. The velocities induced by a mdffied vortex system associated with 
the wal boundary layers of two-dimensional cascades are determined and w e  consid- 
ered t o  approximate corrections of the aeflection-angle data f o r  caacade tunnels. 
Replacing the cascade blades by l i f t ing lines leads t o  two correction factors, one 
accounting for the  induced deflections dqe to  the  t ra i l ing  vortex system i n   t he  vall 
boundary layers, and the other accounting for the decrease in to ta l   c i rcu la t fon  of 
the bound-vortex  system. 
The effects  of blade length, boundary-layer thickness, and the  number of blades 
on the  deflection angles of seve ra l  cascades are sham. 
218. C a r t e r ,  A. D. S. : Three Dhensional F l w  Theories fo r  Axial Compressors and 
Turbines. Rep. No. R.37, Bri t ish R.G.Q.E., Sept. 1948. (See also W a r  mer -  
gency Issue No. 41  pub. by Inet. Hech. Eng. (London). Reprinted in U.S.  by 
A.S.M.E., Apr. 1949, pp. 255-268.) 
Seconciaxy flows i n  cascade0 are aiscuesed from experimental and theoret ical  
viewpoints. The secondary flows are attributed to trail ing-edge vortices and to 
phenomena associated  with  both nonuniform approach velocit ies and spanwise  variation 
of  circulation along the bl8des. Quantitative estimates of the  flow deflections ere 
attenrpted. The flow of a perfect  f luid through an annulus I s  considered, and the 
f l o w  requirements of raaial equilibrium  me discussed. 
The effects  of t i p  clearance and r e l a t i v e  motion between the  blades and the WEbU 
me discussed in  general  tern.  The bounddry-layer displacement, work done, and in- 
duced drag are  linked  together. 
219. C u t e r ,  A. D. S., and Cohen, Elizabeth H.: Frelfmfnexy Investigation into the 
!Chree-Dimensiond Flow Through a C a s c a d e  of Aerofoils. R. & M. No. 2339, 
Bri t ish A.R.C., Feb. 1946. 
A general discussion is presented of secondaxy flows i n  cascades of straight 
a i r f o i l s  based on emerimental observatiom o f  total-preasure, static-pressure, and 
flow-angle measurements upstream and damstream of cascades. The tunnel  ual l  bound- 
ary layers are observed to have a considerable displacement effect on the  main flow 
aa a resul t  of their   in teract ion with blade trailing-edge vortices, which are attri- 
buted to variation of circulation along the blades (see  mvey  230) .  
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220. Squire, H. B., and Winter, K. G.: The Secondary Flow in  Cascade of Aerofoile 
in NonllTniform Stream. Rep. No. AERO. 2x7 ,  B r i t i s h  R.A.E.,  Mar. 1949. (See 
a l s o  Jour. Aero. Sci., vol. 18, no. 4, Apr. l.951, pp. 271-277.) 
This theoretical  and experimental report w a s  the fnrerunner of a s-eries of . . 
studles of nonviscous secondary-flow investigations (e.g., surveys 2i?0 t o  228). The 
purpose of the nonviscous secondary-flow =roach is to  obtain a good physical pic- 
ture of the  flow character is t ics  by use af s h p l i f i e d  equations. However, precise 
details of the flow behavlor are not obtainable f r o m  t h i s  approach. The theory con- 
s iders  the secondary flw i n  a guiding passage (pipe, channel, blade row) resul t ing 
from a nonuniform total  pressure upstream of the turning configuration; that is, 
corresponding to  the  case  of a very thick ljoundary l&yer. As the  f luid turns ,  second- 
ary flows develop and are a t t r i bu ted   t o  components of vor t i c i ty   i n   t he  same direction 
as the through-flow velocity vector. 
The analyses of this- ser ies  are based on the following three governing equations 
fo r  the flow of a steady-incompressible mviscous fluid:  
curl (7 x 8 )  = 0 
d i v Q = O  
d i V V " 0  
where and S2 are  the  velocity and vorticity  vectors of the  flow, respectively. 
An expression is  derived f o r  the  secondeuy-flow component generating Vorticity 
p a x d l e l  t o  t h e  through-flow dormstream. The theory assumes the secondary-flow ve- 
l oc i t i e s  as a perturbation on the   potent ia l  two-dimensional free-vortex p r i w  flaw. 
From knowledge of the  vort ic i ty  component El, the  secondary-flow velocit ies are 
found. By addition t o  the primary flow, a first approximation to the actual flow may 
be obtained. No self-transport  of vort ic i ty  is assumed. 
The secondaxy flows are responeible f o r  lOsse8 c m p a r d l e   t o  induced drag losses 
of the same order of  ma&iitude as the  pressure  losses  result ing from pro f i l e  drag 
effects .  The agreement-of experiment with theory waa fairly good, (see surveys 48 
and 237). 
221. Stephenson, J. M.: Secondary F l w  i n  Cascades. J v .  Aero. Sci., vox. 18, 110. 
10, Oct. 19s) .pp.-699-7m. . . .. 
A simpler alternate derivation o f  the  results of survey 220 is atterqpted by use 
of the  principle of conservation of  c i rcu la t ion   in  order t o  calculate  the gyroscope 
effect (noted i n  survey 220)) where flc% into bond&ciititain vort ic i ty .  
222. Laos, H. G., and Zwaaneveld, S.: Secondary Flow i n  Cascades.  Jour. Aero. Sci., 
vol. 19, no. 9, Sept. 19.52, pp. 646-647. 
Discrepancies in   the  method of  adding trail ing  vorticee  noted i n  SUrVey 221 are 
discussed. Another method is developed using .the method of survey.225. 
223. Yeh, H.: Secondary Flow i n  Caecades. Jm. Aero. 6ci., vol. IS, no. 4, Apr. 
1952, n. 279-280. 
The chief result of survey 220 fs obtained for the first approximation t o   t h e  
secondary flows downstream of  a cascade with parallel nonunifam spanwise flow enter- 
ing the cascade. 









224.  Hawthorne, H. R.: Induced Deflection angle in  Cascades. Jour. Aero. Sci., 
vol. 16, no. 4, Apr. 1949, p. 252. 
An ‘analysis of flow patterns (sfmflsrr t o  that of survey 217) leads t o   t h e  con- 
clusion that the f low def lec t ion   in  a cascade of finite span is greater than t h a t   i n  
a cascade of infinite span. 
225. Hawthorne, Wiliam R. : Secondary Circulation in Fluid Flow. Gas Turbine Lab., 
M.I.T., May 1950. (See also Proc. Roy. 60c. (London), ser. A, vol. 206, no. 
A10869 May 79 1951, pp- 374-387.) 
As in survey 220, secondary flows are a t t r ibu ted  t o  components of vor t ic i ty  i n  
the  same dlrection aa the  flow vector..’ Begiming with the same three governing equa- 
t ions aa survey 220, t he  l oca l  rate of change along the streamlines of this secondazy- 
flow vor t ic i ty  is derived i n  an analyaiB.asmng an incompressible mnvisccnrs steady 
main flow with no body forcea. The. secondexy flow is considered a perturbation on 
the  primary flow; no self-transport  of vort ic i ty  is permitted. An expresaiop is 
found relating the  secondary-flow vor t ic i ty  comgonent to the velocity,  the streamline 
curvature,  and the  incoming total-pressure gradient. By integration along the two- 
dimensional streamlines, the effects of t he  secondary-flow vort ic l ty  dis t r ibut ion ere 
determined.. By addltion of  these perturbation effects with the two-dimensional main- 
stream flow, the streamline displacements resulting from secondary-flow effects axe 
evaluated. 
&plying this theory to the  flow in   p ipe  bends results i n  secondary flows t ha t  
ere  OscFllatory, and not spiral. This. result ii highly qual i f ied by the assumptions 
made i n  developing the theory. Agreement. v i t h  experiment indicates that, while fluid 
f r i c t ion  is responsible for the sewn- flows aa it generates the varying total 
pressure of the f lu id  at the  inlet, it is .this s t ~ a t i o n - p r e s s u r e   g r a d i e n t ,  not the  
f r i c t ion  losses in the pipe (or channel) bend itself, which governs the semndery- 
flaw development throughout t he  fluid, for  this  par t icular  invest igat ion.  
226. Kronauer, Richard E. : Secondary Flows i n  F lu id  Dynamics. Pratt and Whitney 
Res. Rep. No. 132, Gordon M c K a y  Lab., Emvard Uuiv., Apr. 1951. 
To obtain more exact aolutions for the ~ n v i a c o u s  secondary-flow analyses of 
surveys 225 and 220, au i t e r a t ion  process of successive approximations is developed. 
Starting  with an assumed first approximation t o   t h e  velocity field under investiga- 
tion, a vortex field is calculated by m e a n s  of the  Cauchy vorticity equatione. The 
vortex  f ield i s  then  integrated  to  give a new velocity field, and the process is 
repeated until   discrepancies between successively  calculated  velbcity fielde ere 
emall. 
The computational d i f f i cu l t i e s  make it undesirable to   ca l cu la t e  more than one 
step in the successive approximation scheme. In order for the  results t o   b e  meanfng- 
f’ul, a good s t a r t i ng  approximation puat be made. The author believes that enough is 
usually known &out  the  desired  solution  to do th is .  
227. Eichenberger, Hans  P. : Sheer Flow i n  Bends. Tech. Rep. No. 2, Office N a v a l  
Res . ,  Gas Turbine Lab., M.I.T. ,  Apr. l5, 1952. (Contract  R5ori07848.) 
Even though the  nonvfscous-flow analyses (surveys 220,  225, and 226) are sim- 
p l i f i e d  approaches t o  the  secondary-flow problem, solutions of t h e  governing equations 
are nonetheless difficult to obtain. U s e  of more simglifying assumptions would 
qualify s t i l l  further the  val idi ty  and meaniTlgPulness o f  the  resu l t6  so obtained. A 
more exact perturbation-type solution involving series q a n s i o n s  with Bessel frmc- 
tions, developed in this report, provides a partial a n s w e r  to the question. The s i m -  
plified solutions  for  the cases computed agree w e l l  with  the more exact solution. 
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228. Ebrich, F. F., an& Detra, R.  W.: Trsnsport of the Boundary Layer i n  Secondary 
Flow. Jour. Aero. 8ci., vol. 21, no. 2, Feb. 1954, pp. 136-L38. 
It is assumed that the secondary velocit ies,  and thus the  perturbation stream 
fhct ion (represent ing the secondary flows) in  the plane perpendicular t o  the 
through-flow, build up l inear ly  through t h e  caecade. On this  basis ,  a  stepwise 
procedure is developed for calculating the movement of a particle of f lu id  i n  the 
plane perpendicular t o   t h e  main-flow direction aa it progresses through the passage. 
Thus, bo th  the streamline paths and the  secondary vort ic i ty  can be determined through 
a bend. 
229. Gilberman, E. : Importance  of Secondary F l d r  Ih Guide Vanes  Bends. €'roc. ThM z m .. 
Midwestern Conf. on Fluid Mech., Univ. M i n n . ,  1953) pp. 669-686. 
An experimental investigat-ion -0.p the secondary flows i n  goo guide-vane bends 
is presented for three vane prafiles..and a ran&  'of~SZE&LtieS.- "The major loesee 
due t o  secondary flows i n  cascade rows occurred damstream. These losses are oci5i- 
sioned by the  increased xsll shear  resulting from transport, by secondary-flow action, 
of high-velocity. main-stream f l u i d  onto the duct w a l l s  tiownstream of  the vanee. The 
generally small effects  of secondary flows on main-stream deflection are pointed out, 
but the locally important secondary-flow ef fec ts  on deflection angles near the end 
w a l l s  are ignored. 
. .. ". - 
. . " 
. .. - .  
: .- 
The effect  of secondary flow on total-pressure loss is divided into two parts: 
(1) loss t ha t  can be measured immediately behind the vanes, and (2) the increased 
shear-flow loss previmsly Uscussed, which is measured fa r ther  dormstream. .. - *  " 
230. Herzig, Howard Z., BanaeY1, Arthur-G,,. ed.Coatel lo , -  George R.: A Vieuslization 
Study of Secondary Flows i n  Cascades. NACA Rep. 1163, 1954. (Supersedes HACA 
TN 2947.) 
" 
The secondary-flow pa t te rns   in   the  bouzrdary layers of various cascades and 
turbomachine configurations were investigated f o r  a range of f l o w  speeds from &out 
30 feet per second t o  Mach 1.4. The general plan adopted was to investigate second- 
ary flowe i n  simple two-dimensional configurations first, and then t o  proceed t o  
more general  three-dimensional  configurations.  Flow-visualization  techniques,  such 
a6 smoke filements, were used to  t race  the  pa t te r -  at low speede. Chemical and 
paint traces w e r e  employed at the higher speeds. The infarmation obtained from such 
boundmy-layer tracing was correlated  with  total-  and static-pressure and flow-angle 
surveys made by more conventional instrumentation, i n  an e f f o r t   t m b t a i n  an over-all 
picture of the fundamental flow pat terns   that   exis t   in  real flovs. 
-. 
The end-wall boun- layer of a two-dimensional casca,d.e undergoes complicated 
three-dimensional motions 88 it moves under the influence -of main-stream turning. 
Overturning in   the boundary layer results i n  cross-channel secondary flows that tend 
t o  accumulate near the auction side of .the passage, giving rise t o  flow vortex for- 
mation w e l l  up within each cascade passage. The s ize  and t ightness of the vortex 
generated depend upon t h e   e n - f l o w  .tu+ing in t he .   c -~cade .  In h s t r e a m  blade rows, 
such a flow vortex  can cause serious flow disturbances ind unfavor-&le f l c n r .  angles. 
Thus, while very l i t t l e  energy mey be involved i n  vortex formation, the losses insti- 
gated  by  the flow vortex i n  succeedlug .stees may be important. . .  
. . -  ..
" 
!l%o major tip-clearance effects were observed: the formation of  a tip-clearance 
vortex, and the  scraping  effect of a blade in relative nmtion past   the w a l l  bound[ary 
layer. The magnitudes. o f  these effects .are f u n c t G s  . o f  +e.. t i p  epeed, the amount 
of t i p  clearance, the blade-tip shape and stagger, the main-flow."s&ed and turning, 
and the direction of re la t ive  motion. Detailed studies of the tip-clearance floihs 
I 
. ." - 
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and the blade surface boundary-layer flaws indicate possible methods f o r  improving 
the blade-tip loading characteristics of compressors and turbines. By careful choice 
of the  optimum tip-clearance size (not necessarily the minimum clearance), blade-end 
shape and speed, main-flow turning, and so forth, the tip-clearance-region disturb- 
ances can be  minimized. 
Extensions and applications of both  the  information  presented  in  this  report 
and the experimental research techniques employed axe m d e  i n  succeeding investiga- 
tions (see surveys 231to 233). 
231. Rohlik, Harold E., Kofskey, Milton G., Allen, Hubert W., and Eerzig, Howard 2. : 
Secondary Flows and Boundary-Layer Accumulations i n  Turbine Nozzles. N4CA Rep. 
1168, 1954. (Supersedes NACA T N *  s 2871, 2909, and 2389. ) 
An investigation of secondary-flow loss  pat terns   or iginat ing  in  three s e t s  of 
turbine-nozzle blade passages was conducted by m e a m  of  flow-visualization  studies 
and detailed flow measurements. For all cases, high . loss  values were measured i n  
the   f lu id  damstreain of the corners formed by the  suction surfaces of the  blades and 
the shrouds, and these losses were accompanied by discharge-angle deviations f r o m  
design values. Despite the s i zes  af the  l o s s  regions and the angle gradients, over- 
all mass-averaged blade  efficiencies were of the order of 0.99 and 0.98, indicating 
tha t  such mass-averaged blade eff ic iencies  a0 not convey much information about the 
f l o w  conditions and are  not a good index of blade performance. 
The inner-wall loss core associated with a blade of a turbine-nozzle cascade is  
largely the accumulation of low-momentum fluids originating elsewhere i n   t h e  cascade. 
This accumulation is effected by the secondary-flow mechanism, which transports  the 
luw-momentum fluids r ad ia l ly   i n   t he  blade wakes and boundary layers  and across t he  
channels on the  w a l l s .  A t  one flou condition investigated, the radial transport of 
low-momentum f l u i d   i n   t h e  blade wake and on the  suction surface near   the  t ra i l ing 
edge accounted for approximately 65 percent of the inuer-wall loss core, about 30 
percent  resulting from flow in  the  thickened b-oundary layer on the  suction surface , 
and about 35 percent from flow in   the   b lade  wake. 
The degree t o  which blade-surface velocity profiles affect the magnitude and 
concentration of loss cores was investigated by comparing three nozzle-blade config- 
urations. Flow-visualization studles and flow measurements at the  lower Mach numbers 
indicate  that  thickened  blade boundary layers   exis t ing on the  blades  near  the  outer 
shroud, as a result of unfavorable blade surface velocity profiles, may provide the 
conditions required for passage vort-formation. Under these conditions, sizable 
outer-shroud loss cores .are founB at the nozzle discharges. B lades  having thinner, 
two-dimensional suction profile boundaxy layers, hoxever, appear t o  offer resistance 
t o  passage vortex formation near the outer shroud, and an inward radial flow of low- 
momentum air results in  the blade wake. Under these conditions, the inner-shroud 
loss region at the nozzle discharge is  large, while the outer-shroud l o s s  region may 
be quite small i n  comparison. 
I n  both .cases, reduced loss  accumulations along the  outer shroud are obtained 
at the higher Mach number, as shock boundary-layer thickening on the blade surface 
provides an addi t ional   path  for   the  radial ly  inward f l o w  af low-momentum f luid.  
Therefore, the results indicate that passage vortices may not form f o r  all blade con- 
figurations and flow conditions  but  their  formatfon may be governed t o  a large exLent 
by blade boundary-layer thickness and separation. Corqparieon of well-designed 
constant-discharge-angle and free-vortex type blades indicates that the  secondary- 
flow loss differences for these blades ere  s.0 small that  the choice of the type of 
blading, based solely on secondary flows, is of  negligible concern. 
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Herzig, H. Z., and Hansen, A. G.: Visualization Studies of EJecondary Flows y i t h  
Applications t o  Turbo+ch'ines. Preprint No. 53-A-56, . .   . .  A.S.M.E.,  1953. 
. . .  . " ... . - 
Most of the factual information obtained in  surveys 230 and 231 is  presented i n  
80 
232. 
condensed form, and methods for  control  and a v e r s i o n  b f  the secondary fiows for q- 
pl ica t ion  to  turbomachinery are dismssed briefly. Centrifugal effects w e r e  not 
included i n   t h i s  study. 
233. Kofskey, Milton G., and Allen, Hubert W.: Smoke Study of Nozzle Flows i n  a 
Low-Speed 'Ilurbine. NACA TN 3260 , 1954. 
S t i l l  and motion pictures were made of boundary-layer and wake secondary-flow 
phenomena, visualized by smoke i n  a very low-speed turbine specially designed fo r  
the purpose. The motion pictures effectively present many of the  phenomena described 
by photographs and works i n  the earlier reports  in  the series (surveys 230 to 232). 
The boundary-layer cross-channel deflections ,"r&d"firiii aCciiiiiihtions, and vortex 
formation near the suction surfaces are all demonstrated. The d6uble-layer nature of 
the cross-channel boundary-layer flow is dY.scusse8, and blade-row interference phe- 
nomena are demonstrated. The motion of a dometream rotor blade row is eeen in  the  
motion p i c tu re s   t o  produce pulsations in the nozzle trailing-edge radial-flow 
patterns. 
The motion-picture supplement m a y  be  obtained on loan from NACA Headquarters, 
Washington, D. C. 
234. Stanitz, John D. , Osborn, W a l t e r  M. , and Mizisin, John: An Eqerimental In- 
vestigation of Secondary Flow i n  an Accelerating, Rectangular Elbow with 90' 
of Turning. NACA TN 3015 , 1953. . .. . 
Total-pressure qurveys at the inlet  and ex i t  and the static-pressure distribu- 
t i o n  were measured on the  pressure and suction surface of a 90' elbow designed f o r  
accelerating flow so that boundary-layer separation wa8 avoided (Stanitz, John D. : 
Design of Two-Dimetu3imeI Channels with  Prescribed  Yelocity  Distributions Along the 
Channel Walls. I - Relaxation  Solutions, MACA TN 2593, 1952). The data, which 
were analyzed using the continuity and momentum laws, disclosea the presence of f l a w  
vortices new the suction surfaces of the elbow. The vortex showed  no amreciable 
spanwise motion as it moved downstream from the elbow exi t .  
Spoilers at the   i n l e t  w e r e  used to generate a range o f  six boundary-layer thick- 
nesses on the plane w a l l s  of the elbow. AB the spoiler s h e  and the bounhry-layer 
thickness increased, the vortex changed i n  s i z e  and spanwise position, these changes 
being quite sudden i n  a certain paxt o t h e  boundary-layer-thickness range. The 
report speculates that at this  point ,  the  boundary-layer t h i c h e s s  has become such 
that the viscous effects  have reduced importance (as  in  survey 230). The analysis- 
suggests that the strength of the secondary vortices and the energy of the secondary 
f l a r e  axe smal l .  
235. Smith, Leroy H., - Jr.: Three-Dimensional Flox i n  Axial-Flaw Turbomachlnery. 
Pt. I. Theoretical  Determination o f  Secondary Flow. Rep..1-14, Mech. Eng. 
Dept. Internal Flow R e s .  , The J o h s  Hopkins Univ. , Nov. l953. (Air Force 
Contract  A~-33(616) -152. ) 
Assuming nonviscous flows, t h e   a r e c t  and inverse misymmetric flow solutions 
are presented in a form intended to expedite secondary-flow discussion. The assump- 
t ions and l imitations on the  methods are pointed out. me induced turning and radial. 
velocit ies due t o  secondary-flow effects  are deduced from the  axieymmetric solution. 






The necessaxy conditions for-signlficant secondary flows are expressed, and methods 
for considering their  effects i n  campressor design are investigated. Trailing vortex 
sheets,  their  effects, and secondary vorticity associated with circulation downstream 
of a blade row are discussed. 
236. Smith, Leroy H. , Jr. : Three-Dimemfonal Flar i n  Axial-Flaw Turbomachinery. 
P t .  11. Experimental  Investigations. ( A i r  Force  Contract AF-33(616)-152.) 
The Johns Hopkins Univ., May 1954. 
A single-stage low Mach mmiber compressor w&8 b u i l t  according to   the   theory  of 
the  first par t  of the  investigation  (see  survey 235) , i n   o rde r   t o  determine t h e  
f eas ib i l i t y  of using  highly  rotational flows t o  achieve high pressure ra t ios   per  
stage with high mass flows. The test results indicate  that  it is possible to use 
highly rotational flare, that   the  design carnber can be made fo r  such flows by axi- 
symmetric theory with good results, and t h a t  compressors #ith good efficiency can 
thereby  be  achieved. 
A good estimate of the'magnitude of the expected secondary flows can be obtained 
fromthe axisyumetric solution. For long passages and conditions where there  are 
large secondary flaws, spanwise energy transport  may make the  axisymmetric solutions 
inaccurate (see survey 231). For such cases, a modified axisymmetric solution would 
be required. The effects of blade-thickness taper may be signif icant  and should be 
considered (see survey 142). The e f fec ts  of vorticity self-transport causing passage 
vortex formation (see survey 230) and the   unsui t&i l i ty  of the  two-dimensional con- 
tinuity  criterion  for  analyzing  the  behavior of th in  wall boundary layers   are  
discussed. 
237. Ehrich, F. F.: Secondary Flows in Cascades of Twisted Blades. Preprint No. 
432, Inst .  Aero. Sci., Jan. 1954. 
The flow of a nonviscous fluid with spanwise nonuniform veloci ty   dis t r ibut ion 
through a two-dimensional cascade wfth nontwisted blades is discussed in  survey 220, 
t he  uniform flow through a cascade of  twisted blades is reported i n  survey 48. In 
the present report nonuniform flows past twisted blades me analyzed, t he  secondary 
flow being considered as a perturbation on t he  main flaw. The general result ob- 
tained reduces exactly to   the   so lu t ion  of survey 220, and is qual i ta t ively and guan- 
t i t a t i v e l y  similar t o  the results of survey 48, for their  respect ive cases. 
238.  Dean, Robert C., Jr. : Secondary Flar in Axid Compressors. Gas Turbine Lab., 
M.I .T . ,  M a y  1954. 
A review and evaluation of a great ded of seconm-flaw  research,  both  theo- 
r e t i c a l  and experimental, is presented, and a bibliography of over 40 re lated  reports  
is surveyed. Discussions of the  assumptions, the  methods  employed, and the  in te r -  
pretations of the  rehlts obtained are included. The net result is portrayal of t he  
physical phenomena involved, as w e l l  as an appreciation for the problem.8 incurred i n  
handling and investigating secondexy f lows. 
A theoretical  treatment of the  problem of.determining  the'secondexy-vorticity 
behavior of the boundary layer skewing through a cascade is developed, tested, and 
evaluated in a manner emphasizing the governing physfcal parameters. One result in- 
dicates that the  s t rength of a vortex formed in a passage with large main-flow turn- 
ing m w  be expected to   increase BB the  inlet wall boundary becomes thinner  or  the 
turning angle larger.  - 
An approximate theory is developed t o  include the effects of streamwise pressure 
gradients, d w a p  previously ignored. The analysis applies t o  t h i n  boundary layers 
fo r  cases of smal l  main-stream turnings but does not apply to  the  behavior of  
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boundary-layer fluids c lose   tohe  w a l l s  fn passages. The experimental 
verification of the analysis, which was difficult and not quite suitable, but  hope- ful, intlicates the importance of considering p ~ s ~ e , m a t r e s 8 e s . i n  secondary-flow 
ana lpea .  To widen the  scope of - the  analysis, the effects  of shear stresses are in= 
vestigated  by means of a momentum analysis of a th in  laminar boundary layer on the  
plane wall of a turning passage. The approximate malysis indicates  the importance 
of viscous stresses (and turbulence stresses) on the  boundary-layer flaws near the 
w a l l .  
239. Mellor, George L., Jr.: Theoretical Consideration of Secondaxy  Flow.  Rep. 
27-2, Gas Turbine Lab., M.I.T., Dec. 1954. (Contract %-0ri-07848.) 
A more exact extension is made here of the analysis presented by survey 235, - 
which investigates the laws of vorticity transport far incompressible nonviscous 
steady f lds .  The mdn o r  p r i i h w  f l o w  is obtained by an &symmetric solution, and 
the  secondary flows we -Ssumed t o  be s m a l l  peeqrb.at.io* .on.. the pr_imaxy flow. Self-  
transport  of vort ic i ty  is ignored. Mixing losses  in  the  main stream occasbnedby 
secondary flows m a y  be .significant. 
240. Wu, Chung-Hua, and Wu, Wen: Analysis of !Up-Clearance Flaw i n  Turbomachinee. 
"
Tech. Rep. No. 1, Dept. Mech. Eng., Gas Turbine Lab., Polytechnic Inst. of 
Brooklyn, July 1954. (Contract Nom 839(04) RR-062-172, Office N a v a l  Res. ,  
U.S. N a v y . )  
A basic  analysis i s  presented of the blade t i pc l ea rance  flow i n  turbomachinery. 
The flow is  assumed visc-s, incolqpressible, and steady. Both law and high R e y n o l d 8  
numbers are considered. . .  . . . . . . . - . . .  
An analytical   solution of the  Lar Reynolds number case r e s u l t s   i n  an expression 
f o r  the  velocl ty   dis t r ibut ion  in   the  t ipclearance  space  in  terms of pressure gradien t  
and relative blade-to-wall speed. KO analytical solution can be obtained for the high 
Reynolde n d e r  case. An approximate solution yields an expression slmllar t o  that 
obtalned  far l o w  Reynolds numbers. 
. .  . . " 
The pressure gradient over a blade  section at t h e   t i p  i s  affected by the  blade 
loading, the shape of the t ip  eect ion,  the casing boundary-layer characterist ics,  
the viscosity, and the relative blade-to-casing motion (see surveys 212 and 230). 
Velocities  through  the  t ipclearance space %e gqverned by the pressure gradient, 
which varies as the square af tahe t i p  clearance. .Mess flow through the tip-cieara&e 
region depepde upon the velocity distribution and the pressure -adient, and varie! 
with the cube of the t ip clearance. .  
241. Spannhake, W. (L. J. Goodlet, trans.): The Three-Dimensional  Theory of Turbines 
and PUTnps for  Incoiirpressible Flufds. R.T.P. Trans. No. 1568, Bri t ish M.A.P. 
(From Forsch. Geb. Ing.-Wes., vol. 8, no. 1, Jan-Feb. 1937, pp. 29-34.) 
The flow through diffusers  and impellers i s  e n e & b y  meane of bound vorticee 
and the infinlte number of blade8 theory. Using source-sink repreaentatione, the 
interaction of blades, casing walls, and disks is  proved and discussed. The series 
representation convergence is slow (see survey 244). 
242. Eckert, B.: PdEsibil i t ies of Reducing the Length of Axial Superchargers fo r  
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Several types of construction, which might permit sufficient reduction of  the 
length of axia l  blowers for possible use in a i rc raf t ,  are described: (1) a three- 
stage blower with  adjustable  rotor blades; (2) a three-stage axial blower with guide 
vanes; (3) a four-stage axial supercharger with counterrotating rotors, gearing, and 
intermediate guide vanes; (4) 8 four-stage axial supercharger with caunterrotating 
rotors  and two gearings; (5) a five-stage supercharger similar t o  the last; and (6) 
a five-stage counterrotating axial blower with outside ro ta t ing  drum. Comparisons 
of the various types are tabulated. 
243. S&ensen, E.: Constant-Pressure Blowers. HACA 934 927, 1940. 
The advantages of constant pressure design are discussed. Al the  energy im- 
pexted by the rotor to the fluid is in the  form of velocity head. Reduction i n  
axial-flow area provides the rise axial-flow velocity, which i n  turn causes the  
work input  to appear as flow kine t ic  energy rather  than as a pressure rise. 
Cavitation and separation hazards are great, and the diffuser design becomes 
. c r i t i c a l .  The chief advantage is in chew construction. 
244. Borensen, E. : Potential  Flaw Through Centrifugal Pumps and Turbines. NACA 
B f  973, 1941. 
The two-dimensional complex p o t e n t i d   f o r   t h e  flow through blades at rest end 
with rotation Is given BB definite integrals,  as compared with the series represen- 
ta t ion  of survey 241. This avoids the diff lcul t fes  inherent  in the  slow convergence 
of the series. 
The performance is  computed and camparisone are made with  the  inf ini te  nmiber 
of blades method obtained by Euler's formula. The ef fec ts  of variable numbers of 
blades are afscussed, end sample calculat iom are provi&d. 
An analysis and computation for  a flow potent ia l  due to   b lade   ro ta t ion  is 
presented. 
245. Ackeret, J.: Zum Ehtwurf dichtstehender  Scheufelgitter.  Schueiz. Bunztg., 
Bii. 120, N r .  9, Aug. 29, 1942, pp. 103-108. 
The two-dlmensional potent ia l  f l o w  past a finite number of blades is obtained 
by means of a source-vofiex representation. 
246. Betz, A.:  Axial Superchargere. lWCA llpi 1073, 1944. 
The great length and narrar range o f  good performance of axial superchargers 
are discussed. An analysis discloses that the performance range disadvantages of 
ax ia l  compressors are not as l a rge  as they firat appear. Methods of decreasing the 
length are discussed. Included are general qualitative discussions concerning im- 
proved flar about the blades, use of shorter guide vanes, counterrotating impellers, 
and increased stage performance by be t t e r  design, manufacture, and use of supersonic 
velocit ies.  
247. Howell, A. R.: The Present B a s i s  of Axial Flow Coqpressor  Design. Pt. I. - 
Cascade Theory and Performance. R. & M. No. 2095, Bri t i sh  A.R.C., June 1942. 
General ascuss ions  are presented of vortex-flow theory and design, tes t   ana l -  
yses, Mach number corrections, tip-clearance efficiency correction, and three- 
dimensional flows in  compressors. 
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Experimentally, t he  variation of prof i le  loss v i t h  Reynolds rnrniber discloses 
that inlet Reynolds rmdibers belov 3x105 are critical. Law-speed cascade tests re- 
sults are contained i n  two curves of Mach number e f fec ts  on the   s ta l l ing  dexPlectian 
of the  air and the efficiency. 
248. Howell, A. R.: Design of Axial Compressors. W a r  Emergency Issue Bo. 1 2  pub. 
by Imtt. Mech. Eng. (London), 1945. (Reprinted in U.S.  by A.S.M.E., Jan. 
1947, pp. 452-462.) 
The use of bas ic   f lu id  dynamics i n  compressor design is explained, BB w e l l  as 
the  bases and use of some simplified design methods and the f inal  check of a design 
by performance estimation. Main compressor types, such as reaction o r  impulse com- 
pressors, generalized design curves, and flow coefficients are discussed. 
249. Weinig, F.: Basic Considerations in the  Resign of Axial Flow Compressors. 
Pt. A - Calculation mtndamentals for Multi-Stage Axid Compressors. BUSHUB 
338, VOL 5, MV 1946. 
To conibine single stages successfully into a multistage compressor having the 
desired output, reliable preliminary calculations muat be made. In order to achieve 
this purpose, basic concepts are outlined for single-stage and multlistqe compressore 
including several efficiencies, types and sources of loss, velocity triangles, 
throt t l ing,  lift, drag, and circulatiox coefficients (blade loading), and others. A 
brief discussion is presented of Reynolds andMach number effects,  stage-matching 
requirements, and the influence of diameter r a t i o  on efficiency. Nmogmms that 
faci l l ta te  the calculat ions are described. 
250. EckePt, B., and Weinig, F.: Baaic Conaideratione i n  the Design of Axial Flow 
Compressors. Pt. B - Axid Compressors. BUSHIPS 338, vol. 5, May 1946. 
Fundamental calculations for the design of axial-flow compressors w e  given, 
basic on air-flow and a i r f o i l  theory. Methods for increasing the pressure rise per 
stage, such as higher wheel speeds and careful manufacture, are suggested. The 
eff ic iencies  of impulse and reaction compresaors, the effect  of hub-tip radius ratio 
on over-all efficiency, and the regulation of a conpressor are dlsnresed. 
The conclusion is reached that axial-flow compressore are be t t e r  then radial 
compressors because of t he i r  higher efficiency, more air-flow delivery, and be t t e r  
space requirements, that is, smaller frontal  area. 
251. Encke, U.: Investigations on Experimental Ibpellers fo r  mal Blowers. NACA 
'IM 1123, 1947. 
Experimental impellers were designed to   inves t iga te   the   poss ib i l i t i ee  of i n -  
creasing the pressure r ise   per  stage enough t o  make multistage axial-flow wqpressors 
feasible fo r  a i r c ra f t  use. A w i t a t i v e  &Lscueeion is presented &out the relatione 
among rotor  speed., &-handling capacity, presaure rise, efficiency, and l i f t  
coeff-icient . 
252. Spannhake, W.: The Problem of the  Flou Through Turbomachines. Roc.  Midwest 
Conf. Fluid Dynamics, May 1950. . . . 
A general description is presented of some methods of improving turbine and 
compressor eff ic iencies  by considering  the bh+= cFrcuLation and t h e  boundary layer, 
and by applying conformal mapping. 
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253. B&er, A. D.: A Comparison of Axial and Centrifugal Compressor G ~ E  Turbines - 





c ra f t  Eng. , vol. XXN, no. 281, July 1952, pp. 186-188; 197. 
The comparisons lead t o  a chart of values  ad follows: 
Operational 
Production  Manufacture 
and cost  
Efficiency checks: 
Pressure r a t i o  
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